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Resilience-based management in rangelands implies maintaining desirable ecological
states and avoiding thresholds to less desirable ones; however, the efficacy of
resilience-based management depends upon several driving forces. These forces
include management by those who depend upon rangelands for their livelihoods, the
current state of ecological health of rangelands, and changing climate conditions. This
study is unique in that it considers ranchers’ decisions when ranchers are faced with the
possibility of sudden and permanent ecological health changes due to the confluence of
multiple drivers. The term “at-risk phase” is often used to describe the phase of
ecological health in which there is some likelihood of an ecological system crossing an
ecological threshold (that is, transitioning to a reduced state of ecological health for the
foreseeable future). This study investigates ranchers’ incentives to avoid crossing an
ecological threshold during a drought given that their public land forage source is in the
“at-risk phase”.
This study finds conditions under which it is profit-maximizing for ranchers to avoid
crossing an ecological threshold by choosing to engage in a resilience-improving
management action (e.g., resting some portion of their available forage, termed rest
requirement). A model of a representative Eastern Oregon ranch experiencing drought
looks forward, observing some probability that the resiliency of their public forage
resource will be affected by drought and management, and decides whether or not to

rest in the current year. Rest requirements of 25%, 50% and 75% of the typical number
(outside of drought) of available animal unit months (AUMs) were considered. Postthreshold forage quantities available considered were 90%, 80% and 70% of typical.
Results show that it is profit-maximizing to rest and avoid crossing the threshold given
the lowest rest requirement (25%) considered together with the higher losses that will
occur if the threshold is crossed (80% and 70% of typical). It is also profit-maximizing to
avoid crossing the threshold at the higher rest requirements if there are sufficiently large
quantities of land available for lease while resting. For the 50% rest requirement, 80%
of post-threshold forage available, and 50% probability of a drought that affects
ecological resilience, 1093 AUMs would be required for the expected net present value
(ENPV) of the rest decision to be above that of the rest decision in all years of the
drought cycle. Grass banking/forage sharing and subsidies surface in this study as
opportunities to reduce the probability of crossing ecological thresholds.
However, as this study recognizes, changes in rangeland health that are outside of the
control of the rancher may still occur and may reduce the efficacy of programs that work
to reduce the probability of crossing thresholds through ranch management. This may
become a more important factor as climate variability increases. For example, in this
study, if there is a 10% probability of a resilience-affecting drought occurring in each
year of the drought cycle, a subsidy that makes it profit-maximizing to choose rest
reduced the probability of crossing a threshold to nearly zero. However, given a 90%
probability of a resilience-affecting drought in each year of the drought cycle, even with
the subsidy, the probability of crossing a threshold could remain as high as 97%.
The role of subsidies, forage-sharing programs, research, and rancher education are
evaluated in this study in light of possible rancher-caused and probabilistic droughtcaused changes in ecological health states. Rancher impacts could be significantly
reduced by these programs. For example, a rancher faced with the 50% rest
requirement, 80% of typical forage available post-threshold, a three-year recovery time,
and 50% probability of a drought that affects ecological resilience would see an 83%
reduction in the expected financial impact from drought if they had access to 1093
AUMs of private lease land. That is, this ranch would see an increase in the ENPV of

the income stream during drought of nearly $100,000 as the result of this opportunity to
graze this land at typical private land forage prices.
This study concludes that protecting the health of rangelands, especially those
negatively impacted by changes in climate, will require a multi-faceted approach. This
approach includes rancher education and incentives in concert with resilience-based
management. Resilience-based management that maintains or increases rangeland
resistance to drought is shown to be integral to the effectiveness of efforts to protect
ecological health through ranch management.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Climate projections for dryland environments have estimated increased frequency of
extreme events, such as floods or drought, yet, these areas have been found to be
experiencing significant population growth (Ruppert et al. 2015). It has been said that
climate change may alter the effect of weather on rangelands (Ritten et al. 2010b).
Many factors related to climate change are predicted to decrease ecological system
resiliency and resistance to disturbance on rangelands (Chambers et al. 2014). While
concerns about changing biocrusts in the past have focused on effects from trampling of
livestock and damage from vehicles, multiple aspects of climate change have been
predicted to affect biocrusts to the same degree as physical disturbance (Ferrenberg et
al. 2015). It has been argued that loss of plant cover and accelerated soil erosion can
result if rangelands are not properly grazed during drought (Kachergis et al. 2014).
Interactive and additive effects of drought and grazing disturbance have been thought to
lead to drought-induced shifts that can be detrimental to ecosystem performance
(Ruppert et al. 2015); Modeling results using long-term data suggested that more
frequent and severe droughts could change perennial grasses to annual dominated
systems with increased vulnerability to more frequent and severe drought (Ruppert et
al. 2015).
Many ecologists, ecosystem managers, and policy makers have thought of resiliencebased management as necessary to guide rangeland managers through today's
unprecedented and rapid ecological and social change (Bestelmeyer and Briske 2012).
Resilience was defined in Chambers et al. (2014) as, “the capacity of an ecosystem to
regain its fundamental structure, processes and functioning when altered by stresses
and disturbances”. For management purposes, resilience in rangelands has implied
maintaining desirable ecological states and avoiding thresholds to less desirable ones
(Bestelmeyer and Briske 2012). Briske et al. (2008) described resilience-based
management as a change in emphasis as compared to standard State-and-Transition
models (STM) in rangeland ecology; in resilience-based management, the focus is on
conditions that determine the probability that the limits of resilience of the ecological
state will be surpassed rather than focusing on the limit itself. They recommended that
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STMs incorporate "at-risk communities" and "triggers" to identify opportunities for
increasing state resilience. They defined "at-risk" community phases as those that are
within an ecological state that are most vulnerable to exceeding the limits of the state.
Bestelmeyer et al. (2013) considered the possibility of ecological state shifts (crossing a
threshold) due to the confluence of multiple drivers. They warned against the limited
utility of indicators aimed at maximizing resource extraction without crossing thresholds
in cases where ecosystems are subject to exogenous processes that rapidly alter the
system. While emphasis on management that increases system resilience has become
a popular prescription, less is known about the achievability or incentive structure for
this approach in practice. The feasibility of this prescription may be affected by
increased frequency of extreme events, such as droughts, or other factors related to
climate change that could potentially decrease system resiliency. In addition, the
efficacy of the resilience-based management approach depends upon the confluence of
several driving forces. These forces include management actions by those that depend
upon rangelands for their livelihoods, the current state of ecological health of
rangelands, and changing climate conditions.
Cattle herd sizes have been recommended to be based on forage production during
average rainfall as this leaves left-over forage from high rainfall years for use during
below average years (Holecheck et al. 2011). Nonetheless, to avoid harmful impacts to
soils and vegetation, periodic droughts may require destocking (Thomas et al. 2015,
Holecheck et al. 2011). Ranchers have options during drought. They can reduce or
maintain livestock numbers, liquidate livestock, increase supplemental feeding, lease
additional land, and adjust cost levels (Holecheck et al. 2011) This study takes a first
look at factors that drive incentives for land managers, specifically ranch managers, to
practice resilience-based management in an uncertain world.
Understanding the factors that drive human decision-making for resilience-based
management requires an analysis of inter-temporal trade-offs in future costs and
benefits as the result of management and stochastic events. The natural resource
economics literature has shown that it can be optimal for land managers to drive
irreversible ecological change ("threshold events" or “threshold crossings” as described
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in rangeland ecology) when the manager has partial (Perrings and Walker 1997) or
even full control over incurring the regime-shift (Albers and Goldbach 2000). Results
from Polasky et al. (2011) contrasted with these results. Albers and Goldbach (2000)
showed outcomes to be specific to the value of the resource before and after the shift,
as well as economic parameters (e.g., the discount rate).
This study seeks to better understand the conditions under which coupled natural and
economic systems are pushed beyond thresholds when multiple-drivers interact. In
these cases there are not several time periods within which to adjust system dynamics
("resting" or "fallow" in the papers above) and accommodate for a known threshold out
into the future. However, these factors do not mean that potential threshold crosses are
completely exogenous (Perrings and Walker 1995).
This investigation asks the following research question:
In what situations do profit-maximizing ranchers undertake resilience-improving
management actions on rangelands?
To answer this research question, this paper brings together methods presented in
studies by Müller et al. (2007), Martin et al. (2016), and Albers and Goldbach (2000) into
an existing ranch-level economic model. The model analyzes the effect of profitmaximizing decisions during drought on long-term profits and ecological resilience. A
review of the literature on how the possibility of regime-shifts (crossing the threshold)
affect natural resource management and the literature on modeling ranch-level
economics is provided. This is followed by a description of the methods used to
combine an existing ranch-level economic linear programming model with a stochastic
dynamic optimization framework.
Results present and compare optimal decision paths during drought under a range of
parameter values. The primary parameters considered are: 1) the proportion of a
rancher’s public grazing resource required to be rested in order to avoid the crossing
the threshold (rest requirement), 2) the probability of a resilience-affecting drought year
(termed “threshold-inducing-drought”), 3) the number of animal unit months (AUMs)
available during drought and after the threshold is crossed (termed “threshold-level),
and 4) the time to recovery after rest is chosen. A sensitivity analysis is performed to
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understand the sensitivity of the results to the assumed parameters, including the
quantity and cost of forage available from an alternative forage source. Following this
analysis, the effect of drought on the expected net present value (ENPV) of the
rancher’s income stream and opportunities for public investment in ranchers and
rangeland health are identified. Finally, the paper compares results with the existing
literature and considers future research needs. It concludes with a discussion of this
study’s implications for public policy that seeks to reduce the probability of crossing
ecological thresholds and the potential role for forage programs and resilience-based
management.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Natural Resource Economics Literature on Regime Shift Management
Polasky et al. (2011) performed a theoretical analysis to compare optimal management
in a renewable resource fishery model under exogenous (outside control of the
decision-maker) versus endogenous regime shifts1 (management actions can influence
the probability of the regime shift). The analysis showed no change in optimal
management prior to exogenous regime shifts of system dynamics (a reduced growth
function). However, the manager that considered the probability of an endogenous
regime shift that affected system dynamics, reduced optimal harvest levels and the
stock increased prior to the regime shift as a result. The authors concluded that the
level of harvest reduction prior to the shift depended upon three factors: 1) the growth
functions before the regime shift as compared to after the regime shift, 2) the probability
characteristics of the regime shift, and 3) the discount rate.
Albers and Goldbach (2000) considered a regime shift model under certainty as
opposed to uncertainty in the Polasky et al. (2011) model. In this deterministic grass
fallow–agricultural decision model, a forward-looking farmer in a tropical rain forest
optimizes fallow and farming decisions given an ecological system that can undergo
discontinuous change (irreversible reduction in fertility) in carrying capacity. In their
model, the length of cropping activities (farm or fallow) chosen by the farmer can
change the rate and magnitude of fertility recovery. Like Polasky et al. 2011, they found
that the carrying capacity before and after the regime shift did influence optimal
decisions. Results showed that there were conditions (either because the value gained
in getting to the point of the shift was large or because the value of activity after the shift

The term “regime-shift” is often used in natural resource economics to indicate a
discontinuous and irreversible change in the resource stock. In ecology, the idea of
shifting to a different ecological state of health, often called “crossing the threshold” is
the same. However, as Polasky et al. (2011) pointed out, in natural resource
economics the focus has often been on a shift that leads to the collapse of the system
such that resource extraction is no longer possible, rather than an altered carrying
capacity.
1
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was not small) under which it was economically efficient for a forward-looking farmer to
induce an ecological irreversibility and continue cultivation.
Ritten et al. (2017) created a coupled State and Transition (STM) economic model and
demonstrated its utility by applying it to the Elkhead watershed in north-central
Colorado. A few of the states in the STM were deemed irreversible, but many were
assigned very low probabilities of transition. Probabilities of transition between multiple
states were informed by expert elicitation via a survey of local land managers and
further verified by rangeland extension specialists in the area. The model considered
both the impact of disturbance (exogenous) and management (endogenous) variables
that jointly change the probabilities of transition to alternative states. The ranch was
assumed to maximize the expected net present value of profits (ENPV) of profits. The
model was solved over an infinite planning horizon using a stochastic dynamic
programming approach. In this study the ecological state with the highest forage
productivity had a higher likelihood of transition to a less desirable state when stocked
high. As a result, the state with the highest expected AUM production did not
necessarily lead to the highest expected profits.
These three studies used models that captured the trade-offs associated with
management options that can lead to or avoid discontinuous and irreversible changes in
the resource stock over time. The effect of this irreversibility on management decisions
was not typically captured in the more commonly used ranch models described below.
2.2 Deterministic Ranch Models
Reducing cattle herd sizes to protect resiliency of the system can be more costly than
decreasing production activity from more flexible activities such as cropping, for
example. This is because in cow-calf operations, herds are often built through
reproduction. This time to rebuild the herd can result in a concept called "fortuitous
resting", as referred to in Müller et al. (2007) and Martin et al. (2016). This is a
phenomenon for this particular natural resource economics problem that is not captured
in the two studies described above. Both Müller et al. (2007) and Martin et al. (2016)
divided forage dynamics into green and reserve biomass. Müller et al. (2007) found that
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"fortuitous" resting occurred with the assumption that the ranch will employ a policy of
destocking under specific conditions (e.g., during times of low forage production). Then,
because of reproduction, they rebuild their herd during times of better forage, but this
can happen more slowly than forage recovery. If the rebuilding of the herd happens at
a slower rate than the forage recovers, this is called "fortuitous resting". Martin et al.
(2016) also found that fortuitous resting occurred under specific drought scenarios and
assumptions about the reproduction rate. However, both Müller et al. (2007) and Martin
et al. (2016) optimized average herd size and average forage biomass rather than
utility. The objective function as well as other important assumptions about grazing
management choices may drive these results and these objective functions do not allow
for a sensitivity analysis of important economic parameters (e.g., the discount rate).
Several U.S. western ranch-level studies have used deterministic linear programming
models to quantify economic impacts as the result of public policy changes and forage
treatment. These models tracked long-term livestock production dynamics that
maximize enterprise profits and use a time series of sales prices and/or forage
production (as a function of precipitation). A summary of each of these models and
their findings follows.
Hamilton et al. (2016) used a ranch-level mathematical programming model to
determine the economic impacts of increasing seasonal precipitation variability on cowcalf enterprises in southeast Wyoming. They found, for their study, that it was optimal
to decrease the mean number of cows by 40% when precipitation variation is increased
by 50% (10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% increases in spring precipitation variation were
considered). Impacts from dry years were not ameliorated by impacts from wet years.
They concluded that maintaining lower herd numbers in preparation for drought was
more profitable than destocking during drought events and restocking during the
following wet years. They also found increased need for supplemental funds for the
ranch to stay in business. An analysis of differential impacts due to access to different
quantities of alternative forage sources during drought was not considered.
Rimbey et al. (2003) provided a long-term economic analysis of permanent reductions
(25, 50 and 100%) in the public land forage permit for representative Idaho ranches.
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Herd size decreased with the size of public land forage reductions and resulted in
reduced profits that were below economically viable levels in many cases. Similar
results were found in a greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) conservation
policy impact study by Torell et al. 2014. This study evaluated spring and fall grazing
restrictions and grazing allotment reductions to increase sage-grouse habitat.
Coppock et al. (2009) evaluated the efficacy of forage treatments that intensified private
land use (via private investments in forage and irrigation technology) to mitigate drought
and public land policy impacts on productivity and profitability. Best and worst case
(drought) scenarios for multi-year combinations of precipitation, beef prices and access
to public grazing were considered. The study showed that irrigated and diversified
forage systems can provide higher returns, even when challenged by variability in
rainfall. The authors stated that the assumption of known (deterministic) inter-annual
changes in precipitation from the rancher's perspective was one of the few limitations of
their model. They speculated that ranchers may elect to maintain a more conservative
herd size over time than their model results showed.
Torell et al. (2010) looked at profit-maximizing management strategies for mitigating
drought impacts, but the analysis focused on the stocking rate decision rather than the
potential for increasing forage production as was considered in Coppock et al. (2009).
Profit impacts from a flexible (cow-calf and yearling) stocking rate were compared to
those from a conservative (cow-calf with a reduced herd size) stocking rate under both
variable and constant precipitation. The addition of a yearling operation (ability to
purchase yearlings rather than raise a calf from birth) provided a low cost way to adjust
to variable forage production and resulted in higher economic pay-offs than a cow-calf
system alone. Torell et al. (2010) discussed the dependence of the model results, and
therefore the substantial pay-off of a flexible grazing strategy, on the assumption of a
perfect precipitation forecast (perfect information). However, if the rancher can wait
until the forage quantity is known to make upwards or downwards adjustments with no
penalty, than the model estimates should be accurate in regards to income from
yearlings (i.e., uncertainty is not costly without irreversibility in the sales decision
because the rancher will just wait to adjust the number of yearlings until they have all
the information). The article pointed out that yearlings are expensive to purchase and
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raise, suggesting the reason cow-calf operations exist. Interestingly, this model was
able to find how much of the herd should be dedicated to cow-calf production versus
yearling production to be optimal as variability in forage production increased. The
amount of the herd that should be dedicated to yearlings increased as variability in
forage production increased. Since cow-calf operations do have costly adjustments, it
is expected that the number of yearlings that would be profit-maximizing would be even
higher under uncertainty than was predicted in this model.
Bastian et al. (2009) considered drought impacts on the ranch, considering three versus
four years of length. Forage production was assumed to be known with certainty in all
periods. The authors argued that changes in the sales price of culls resulting from
drought “would likely be a very short-term phenomenon” and therefore the impact of
sales prices on culling decisions under uncertainty was not considered. The study
found that partially liquidating the herd during drought provided higher returns as
compared to feeding hay year-round. In addition, cattle sale prices cycling together with
drought affected the viability of the ranch. Specifically, peak-to-peak price cycles
(declining in early years of the planning horizon) resulted in a greater reduction in NPV
of the firm when considering a drought cycle than did trough-to-trough. The effect of the
assumed discount rate on this result was not evaluated.
Ritten et al. (2010a) also simulated drought management strategies (partial herd
liquidation only versus partial herd liquidation and supplemental feeding) common to the
profit-maximizing cow-calf producer. An econometric analysis of model output data
found that yearly returns were more sensitive to prices than weather, while long-term
management decisions were influenced by forage production (a function of
precipitation) independent of the market state. Both precipitation and output prices
were assumed to be known to the rancher with certainty. The authors concluded that
ranch managers who partially liquidated the herd, increased grazing intensity and area,
and increased supplemental feeding can reduce the negative impacts of drought. The
authors noted that, while the study examined the potential for summer hay feeding to
mitigate impacts from reduced forage production given unfavorable weather conditions,
caution should be exercised because forage dynamics were not fully accounted for
across years.
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In contrast, Aldrich et al. (2005) did account for forage dynamics across years in order
to evaluate the long-term ranch-level profit impacts of a variety of western juniper
(Juniperus occidentalis Hook) treatments. Treatments were on rangeland pastures
belonging to a representative eastern Oregon cow-calf producer. Leasing of private
forage with an increasing cost function was considered as a substitute forage option
during treatment periods. The negative relationship between forage production and
juniper encroachment was modeled with potential yields declining linearly as the age of
the juniper stand increases. Juniper treatment resulted in larger herd sizes over time
and increased economic returns. The authors suggested that uncertainty in the benefits
(e.g., forage production and increased stream flow) and risks (e.g., escaped controlled
burns and proliferation of undesirable invasive species) of juniper treatment could be
the reason the practice of treatment was not more common. Cash flow or debt
limitations were another reason given for lack of treatment as benefits are derived over
time. The study did not model threshold (non-linear, irreversible) declines in potential
forage yields as the result of encroachment at higher phases of invasion.
Stillings et al. (2003) explored the long-term economic feasibility of a riparian area
treatment strategy for the cow-calf producer in order to meet federal grazing permit
riparian utilization requirements. Rather than determine herd size based upon average
yield, the model incorporated variable forage production as a function of precipitation.
In low forage production years, the treatment was applied to meet utilization
requirements. The strategy was found to be profitable under variable precipitation and
all three cattle output price scenarios. The authors mentioned that one factor in
treatment effectiveness and profitability could be the lag-time between project treatment
and known need of treatment, which was not modeled. This study also did not consider
the potential for sudden declines in riparian health from failing to meet utilization
requirements or other factors. Threshold levels of decline in potential yield would be
even more difficult to anticipate and would make the concern about lag-time between
project treatment and observation of need even more critical.
Three studies have examined the potential for cheatgrass treatment (or lack thereof) to
impact ranchers in the Great Basin Region of the Western U.S. Satyal (2006) and
Maher et al. (2013) both used the same ranch linear programming model used in the
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studies described above. Results of the Satyal (2006) study found that in heavily
invaded cheatgrass areas (greater than 80% cover), a representative ranch incurred
greater costs from treatment of cheatgrass on their public allotment than from no
treatment. Maher et al. (2013) evaluated ranch-level impacts from cheatgrass related
fires on public grazing lands in the beginning stages of invasion as well as near to
crossing a threshold where higher rates of invasion would occur. However, forage
availability and cover did not change across years and the timing of wildfires was
assumed to be known with certainty. Model results showed that the profit-maximizing
strategy given reduced forage was to substitute available forage or feed if possible and
decrease the stocking rate slowly in the years prior to the wildfire. Since it is profitmaximizing to reduce the herd size in advance, it was hypothesized that sudden
changes in forage availability would be more costly. The third study that considers
cheatgrass treatment is Kobayashi et al. (2010), which is reviewed in the next section
(Section 2.3).
2.3 Stochastic Ranch Models
Forage shortages, due to stochastic forage production, are problematic to the viability of
beef producers (Rimbey et al. 2003). In contrast to the deterministic models, there are
a number of studies that have considered the impact of forage production uncertainty on
the decision-making process using stochastic programming models.
Similar to Satyal (2006), Kobayashi et al. (2010) evaluated the potential for fuel
treatments on cheatgrass dominated grazing lands to benefit ranchers. Contrary to the
studies reviewed above, they used a less detailed ranch model and a stochastic
dynamic programming approach to consider ranch management decisions under
uncertainty in timing of cheatgrass-related wildfires. The influence of uncertainty on
culling decisions was not as critical for that study because only wildfire events with a
minimum of five years apart were considered. In contrast, drought can affect zero to
multiple years of forage availability, making culling and herd rebuilding decisions more
complex and influential to the resilience-improving management decision. Similar to the
results of Satyal (2006), Kobayashi et al. (2010) concluded that treatment costs for
ranchers were too high relative to the benefit they received from treatment.
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Domptail and Nuppenau (2010) compared two bio-economic optimization models, a
perfect foresight (deterministic) inter-temporal optimization model and a stochastic
recursive model, for modeling land use strategies for sheep and goat producers in
variable environments. They incorporated an ecological and STM to demonstrate coevolution dynamics between ecological and economic dynamics of a ranching system.
Results showed differences in stocking strategies between the deterministic and
stochastic model. The stochastic model had a lower, less variable herd size, but more
notably, this had an effect on supplemental fodder purchases as this became
economical only during periods of drought. Lower herd size was the strategy used in
more typical years.
The results of Rodriguez and Taylor (1988) also suggested a reduced herd size could
be the dominant strategy under forage production uncertainty. They developed a
dynamic optimization, intra-annual sequential decision model of forage/livestock
dynamics for a yearling operation. The three state variables of animal density, animal
weight, and standing crop were related to each other through dynamic programming
equations. Deterministic and stochastic versions of the model were compared.
Forward recursive dynamic programming equations were used to solve a stochastic
price model and a stochastic rainfall model separately and were compared to the
deterministic counterpart. Results showed that the loss (the difference between NPV
and Expected NPV) incurred because of stochastic forage production coupled with
higher herd size (144 yearlings) as compared to lower herd density (96 yearlings). In
contrast, short-term price variation had no impact on management decisions and
differences between NPV and Expected NPV were smaller than with the stochastic
rainfall model. The impact of price and rainfall together were not considered.
Maatman et al. (2002) studied the ability of farmers in the Central Plateau of Burkina
Faso, West Africa to control risk through sequential decision making (sowing and
weeding during the growing season) by using precipitation (rainfall) information that
becomes available over time. Livestock could be sold in poor growing years and were
viewed as a method of insurance against risk from low precipitation. The problem was
formulated as a multi-stage (three stages considered) stochastic programming model
with recourse (sequential decision-making) and was compared to a deterministic
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version of the model. The models were normative and the authors found that the
recourse model gave superior results both in the value of the stochastic solution (versus
the expected value solution that ignores variability in rainfall) and in describing farmer
risk management strategies (as compared to the deterministic model). This study,
similar to the studies on the benefits of yearling operations in ranch production models,
shows how stochastic programming reveals the importance of flexible strategies that
can adapt to new information as it becomes available over time.
A study by Kobayashi et al. (2007) developed a stochastic dynamic programming model
to explore reasons for declines in stocking levels of commercial sheep producers in
semi-arid rangeland in southeastern Kazakhstan. The producer was assumed to make
management decisions based upon their expectations of future forage availability under
stochastic forage production. Results found that rangelands can be utilized for
increasing herd size, profitability and productivity, regardless of stochastic forage
production and suggested that lack of access to capital (for supplemental feeding)
during seasonal forage shortages was the major reason for observed decreases in
stocking density on these rangelands.
Karp and Pope (1984) incorporated both dynamic and stochastic components into the
ranch manager’s problem. In their formulation, the condition of the rangeland (with
carrying capacity for the herd used as a proxy) was assumed to be under direct control
of the manager through stocking rate and treatment (rangeland improvement)
frequency. The ranch was modeled as a stochastic control problem with a dynamic
relationship (i.e., the impact of today's decisions on range condition was the principle
source of uncertainty considered). The manager was viewed as maximizing the
expectation of the present value of the sum of yearly profits and this was quantified
using linear programming. Results of the stochastic model showed that the
deterministic model may underestimate the economic value of rangeland.
Rodriguez and Taylor (1988), Torell et al. (2010) and Garoian et al. (1990) all
emphasized the importance of flexible marketing strategies (selling yearlings) on the
ranch to be more profitable. However, only Rodriguez and Taylor (1988) found that a
more conservative stocking-rate in a yearling operation had the potential to decrease
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the negative impact of stochastic forage conditions. Results of the deterministic models
typically showed supplemental feeding (forage substitutes) and herd size reductions as
the order of cost-effective strategies.
To evaluate the impact of drought and the probabiltiy of crossing a threshold, given the
confluence of multiple drivers, requires a model that combines several of the concepts
presented in this review. Such a model will need to consider irreversibility in ecological
health (crossing a threshold), irreversibility in the sales decision (building the herd
through reproduction only), rancher-caused (endogenous) and disturbance-caused
(exogenous) changes in rangeland health, the impact of uncertainty on ranchers culling
and resilience-improving mangement decisions, and allow for an extensive sensitivity
analysis as many of these ecological parameter values vary from site to site or are not
currently known. The next section presents the mathematical model developed for this
purpose.
2.4 Strategies Ranchers Use to Alleviate Drought Impacts
The literature indicates benefits from resting or reserving forage for use during drought.
Müeller et al. (2007) found under specific parameters (high recovery rate of livestock
and low recovery rate of forage) that resting during wet years, rather than dry years, can
result in higher mean stocking rates for sheep and higher mean reserve biomass.
Resting during wet years allowed the forage to recover faster than in dry years for the
same quantity of rest. Livestock numbers did not then need to be substantially reduced
when rainfall was low. Müeller et al. (2007) also discussed the importance of avoiding
stock reductions when there is limited access to markets (e.g., costly or impossible to
purchase cattle). Thomas et al. (2015) found that a single year drought on their study
site meant destocking need not occur under light stocking (defined as 20 to 30% use of
primary forage species). Destocking was needed under conservative stocking (defined
as 31% to 40% use of primary forage species) in this case, however. Nevertheless, the
“light stocking” strategy was not sufficient to “stockpile” the forage needed to avoid
destocking for a severe, multi-year drought. Their study design did require, however,
that they continue to meet the “light stocking” strategy during the drought.
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Hamilton et al. (2016) modeled a cow-calf operation and found that the ranch did better
with a more conservative stocking rate as variability in precipitation increased.
Similarly, Campbell (2006) argued that higher returns can be experienced under
conservative (choose a stocking rate that is relatively constant and unlikely to exceed
carrying capacity in dry years) rather than tracking grazing strategies (stock according
to the carrying capacity of the land), specifically for cases where high costs of
destocking, restocking and capital investments exist. Campbell (2006) also identified
several additional economic and environmental circumstances such that conservative
rather than tracking may provide higher returns over time. The presence of
unpredictable environmental variability or thresholds are some of these, as are
situations in which un-grazed forage “contributes to the capital stock of the soil”.
Kachergis et al. (2014) surveyed Wyoming ranchers regarding drought preparedness
and response strategies to drought and revealed several strategies ranchers use to
manage drought impacts. Respondents preparedness strategies included, conservative
stocking (48%), resting pastures (47%), and stockpiling forage (22%). The study
termed “stockpiling” forage as “grass banking”. They stated that using shorter grazing
period lengths to control location and distribution can provide for opportunities for
stockpiling forage. In response to drought, 42% of respondents rented additional
pasture and 27% moved cattle to another location. In addition to the stocking and other
strategies discussed above, Kachergis et al. (2014) also found that 28% of respondents
used yearling operations to mitigate potential drought impacts. Yearling operations
have been argued to increase resilience of ranchers during drought, climate change
(Joyce et al. 2013), and increased precipitation variability in (Torell et al. 2010,
Kachergis et al. 2014). Torell et al. (2010) found that under increased variability in
precipitation, operations with a mix of yearlings and cow-calf pairs were more profitable
than strictly cow-calf operations.
Kachergis et al. (2014) speculated that “flexible drought management strategies”, like
yearling operations, can more easily align rangeland forage demand with dynamic
supply and may lead to healthier rangeland ecosystems. Adjusting forage demand
through purchasing and selling yearlings can be less costly than adjusting herd sizes
through reproduction only. In cow-calf operations, destocking can result in a smaller
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herd for several years after the adjustment was made even if forage recovers. Ritten et
al. (2010b) modeled a yearling only operation and found that a conservative stocking
rate based on average precipitation can result in overstocking during dry years and did
not capture as much forage as it could during wet years. An optimal stocking rate that
adjusts according to expectations about future forage production was therefore
recommended.
Flexible destocking during drought is not the only benefit of yearling operations. Ritten
et al. (2010b) and Vetter (2005) stated that the advantage of yearling operations is to
improve the ability to take advantage of more forage during wet years. This is in
contrast to the strategy revealed in Müeller et al. (2007) of saving forage during wet
years. Hart and Carpenter (2005) recommended that areas that experience frequent
droughts should not have more than 50-70% of the total carrying capacity devoted to
breeding herds. Yearlings or other stocker animals should make up the remainder. In
addition, they also recommend forage reserves of 250 to 1500 lbs. per acre depending
upon the type of rangeland (e.g., desert or tall grass prairie).
Although these drought-management and mitigation strategies exist, 75% of survey
respondents indicated that grazing capacity was more severely impacted than expected
during drought (Kachergis et al. 2014). The authors found that larger ranches have a
bigger resource base and concluded that they may be better able to reserve forage
supply than smaller ranches. They recommend improving rancher resiliency through
landowner agreements that allow forage sharing between owners during times of
drought.
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Chapter 3 Methods
The resilience-improving management action considered for this study is resting
(forgoing) some percent of the AUMS that are typically available from the public land
resource. A mathematical model was formulated to explore parameters that drive the
profit-maximizing decision for a rancher to engage in the resilience-improving
management action. The larger model is explained here by dividing it into three key
parts: 1) a ranch model, which considers several factors that have been found in the
literature to influence ranchers’ decision-making, 2) a dynamic forage model with
elements used in Albers et al. (2006), Müller et al. (2007), and Martin et al. (2016), and
3) a decision model that depicts a forward-looking rancher faced with uncertainty in the
number of AUMs available from the public rangeland resource due to possible changes
in ecological resiliency. This three-part explanation of the model is followed with a
description of the sensitivity analysis.
3.1 Ranch Model Description and Parameter Specification
3.1.1 Ranch Model Description
Holecheck et al. (2011) argued drought to be a major challenge for ranchers in most of
the western rangelands. A representative cow-calf ranch in the Great Basin region of
the United States, specifically eastern Oregon, is considered for this study. This
representative ranch was also used to evaluate the economic impact of cheatgrass
(Bromus tectorum L.) related wildfires in Maher et al. (2013). According to Briske et al.
(2015), warming is expected in the study area as the result of climate change, as is
reduced soil water availability and increases in invasive species, including cheatgrass
(an invasive annual grass which may affect ecological resiliency to drought).
A linear programming (LP) model of the representative ranch is used to obtain the
discounted net profit information necessary to calculate the expected net present value
(ENPV) of the rest and no rest option at each time step. The model is estimated using
Generalized Algebraic Modeling Systems (GAMS) software (GAMS 2017) using the
Minos 5 solver. This LP model is a discrete-time, dynamic ranch-level economic model
that has been used in other studies with various modifications (Torell et al. 2002;
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Stillings et al. 2003; Aldrich et al. 2005; Satyal 2006; Tanaka et al. 2007; Torell et al.
2010; Maher et al. 2013; Hamilton et al. 2016). This LP model reflects research
showing that ranchers are willing to accept minimal rates of return on their investment in
the ranching enterprise due to non-market factors such as quality of life values; as such
they will continue in business until forced to leave (Torell et al. 2001). In order to
account for these values, the model considers a long-term cattle production operation
with a profit-maximizing objective function, specified cash constraints, and alternative
income sources.
Figure 3.1 shows the intertemporal flow of cash and livestock reproduction. Failure to
meet cash flow constraints implies that the ranch is insolvent (i.e., bankrupt). The
number of mature cows and calves are maintained through reproduction only. Forage
demand for each of seven seasons is constrained to be less than or equal to the
amount of forage available in that season. The representative ranch allocates forage by
season to maximize profit and meet the needs of the cattle herd.

Figure 3.1. Conceptual diagram of ranch-level model dynamics and cash flow
constraints (from Torell et al. 2002).
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The mathematical formulation for the ranch model is as follows:
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∑𝑇𝑡 𝜃 𝑡 (𝑇𝑅𝑡 − 𝑇𝐶𝑡 )

(1)

𝑇𝑅𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑝𝑢 𝑢𝑡 , 𝑝ℎ ℎ𝑡 ) + 𝐾𝑡

(2)

𝑇𝐶𝑡 = 𝑓(𝐹𝐶𝑡 , 𝐴𝑡 ) + 𝑁𝑡

(3)

𝑌𝑡+1 − 𝑌𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑌𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡 , 𝜚𝑡 )

(4)

𝑦0 = 𝑦̅

(5)

𝑢𝑡 є 𝛺

(6)

𝐴𝑡 = ∑𝐼𝑖 𝑎𝑖 𝑦𝑖,𝑡

(7)

𝒈(𝒀𝒕 )𝒔 ≤ 𝒓𝒔

(8)

𝐹𝐶𝑡 = ∑𝑆𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑠 𝑔(𝑌𝑡 )𝑠

(9)

𝑢𝑡

1

𝜃 𝑡 = (1+𝜌)^𝑡 (A discount factor)
𝑢𝑡 = Cattle sales decisions for each 𝑦𝑖,𝑡
𝑝𝑢 = Cattle sales prices
𝑝ℎ = Hay sales prices
ℎ𝑡 = Hay sales decisions
𝐾𝑡 = Off-Ranch Income
𝐹𝐶𝑡 = Forage/feed total variable cost
𝐴𝑡 = Cattle total variable cost
𝑁𝑡 = Fixed Costs
𝑌𝑡 = Number of head in the herd for each 𝑦𝑖,𝑡
𝜚𝑡 = Deathloss
𝑦0 = Initial condition
𝑎𝑖 = Per unit animal cost
𝑦𝑖,𝑡 = Number of head in each livestock class (i)

(10)
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𝒈(𝒀𝒕 )𝒔 = Demand for feed/forage in each season (s)
𝒓𝒔 = A portfolio of feed/forage sources available in s
𝑐𝑟𝑠 = Per unit cost of 𝑟𝑠
𝜌 = A discount rate
The key components for this model are shown above in bold. Each year, drought and
the rancher’s management decision together determine forage dynamics and enter into
the ranch model through the constraint on Equation 8. This constraint says that the
forage demand must be less than the quantity of forage and feed sources available in
each season, denoted rs. More information about forage dynamics in this model can be
found in section 3.2.
3.1.2 Ranch Model Parameter Specification
3.1.2.1 Forage and Feed Resources
A description of each of the forage sources available to the representative ranch
follows:
Bureau of Land Management (BLM): This is the representative ranch’s public
grazing resource. Field data from the Sagebrush Steppe Treatment Evaluation
Project (SageSTEP 2007) was used to determine forage production per acre on
the ranch’s BLM grazing land. A description of the methods used to calculate the
number of AUMs ac-1 year-1 as well as a detailed ecological description of the
study site can be found in Maher (2008). This study site was comprised of AUMs
from both native grass and cheatgrass AUMs. Three different levels of
cheatgrass were considered in Maher (2008). Only the average forage
production associated with lowest level of ecological health is considered for this
study. The lowest level of health was thought to be more typical of an “at-risk
phase” as described by Briske et al. (2008) in which resiliency would be affected
by drought. The initial forage production state is assumed to be 0.65 AUMs per
acre. 0.37 of these AUMs came from native grasses and 0.28 of these AUMs
came from cheatgrass.
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Deeded Land: Land that is privately owned and available during the spring and
summer months.
Fall and Summer Deeded Land: This study considers the option of switching
AUMs of deeded (privately owned) land available in the fall to the summer
months if the number of public land AUMs are reduced. Since this is outside of
when it is typically grazed, a 5% AUM reduction is assumed for summer deeded
land2.
Hay Aftermath Land: Hay is grown in the summer months and cut in the early fall
to be baled for winter feed. The cows can then forage on the regrowth after the
quantity needed for hay has been cut. This is referred to here as hay aftermath
(grazing of re-growth on a hay field).
Alternative Forage Source: These are AUMs that are available to the ranch but
are not used in a typical (non-drought) situation because they are more costly to
utilize than the public grazing resource. Examples of this would be land that may
only become available through non-profit organizations, or would only be worth
the cost to lease (e.g., transportation cost is high) or taken out of a rest-rotation
system during times of need.
The model is calibrated such that the forage and feed quantities from each source
exactly meet the yearlong needs of the 300 cow-calf ranch. Forage quantities available
per year for each land type are listed in Table 3.1. Raised and purchased hay feed
sources are available in the winter and early spring months as shown in Table 3.2.

2

OR NRPH (2010) suggests to use no less than 5% increments for monthly growth
unless better information is available. Since there is only a small amount of AUMs
available from this forage source, all will be used in one month. Optimally, this source
would be also used as close to the typical season of use as possible while still making
up for reductions in summer AUMs (i.e., September). Therefore, a 5% reduction is a
conservative but reasonable assumption.
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Table 3.1. Forage quantity available and costs (in 2013 dollars) for the Oregon
representative ranch according to land type. Parameter values were adopted from
Maher et al. (2013).
Land Type
Total
Dates Available Forage
(Model Name)*
Acres
AUM ac-1
AUMs
(Model Season)
$/AUM
BLM Allotment
April 1- Sept. 31
4016
0.65
2610
10.59
(ACBLM)
(Season 2- 5)
Deeded Range
March 15- Sept.
287
1.0
278
13.95
(DEEDRANG)
31 (Season 1- 5)
Fall Deeded
Oct. 1- Nov. 15
120
1.0
115
13.95
(FALLDEED)
(Season 6)
Summer Deeded
April 1- Sept. 31
120
0.95
109
13.95
(SUMMDEED)
(Season 2- 5)
Meadow Hay
Oct. 1- Nov. 15
Aftermath
404
2.04
404
21.95
(Season 6)
(AMEADOW)
Alternative
April 1- Sept. 31
13.96**
Forage Land
Y**
0.95
f(Y**)
(Season 2- 5)
(NORESTDEED)
*The name used in the GAMS formulation is shown in parenthesis beneath the land
type name.
**This parameter is tested over a range of values.
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Table 3.2. Feed quantity available and costs (in 2013 dollars) for the Oregon
representative ranch according to land type. Parameter values were adopted from
Maher et al. (2013).
Feed Type
(Model Name)
Raised
Meadow Hay
(RMEADOW)

Acres

Tons/
Acre

Total Tons

Dates of Use

Forage $/ton

404

1.5

404

Nov. 15- March 15
(Season 1 and 7)

129.21

Raised Alfalfa
(RAISEALF)

51

4.5

51

Nov. 15- March 15
(Season 1 and 7)

483.00

Purchased
Meadow Hay
(PMEADHAY)

1000

1

1000

Nov. 15- March 15
(Season 1 and 7)

111.09

Purchased
Alfalfa
(PURCHALF)

1000

1

1000

Nov. 15- March 15
(Season 1 and 7)

156.98

3.1.2.2 Herd and Financial Characteristics
The herd characteristics and additional financial aspects in the model are parameterized
according to Maher et al. (2013) and shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. Production and
animal costs were updated to 2013 dollars. One hundred sets of 2013 random livestock
sale prices used in Torell et al. (2014b) were averaged according to livestock class to
create a set of “average sale” prices. Adding and subtracting one standard deviation
from the mean resulted in a “high” and a “low” price set which are used in the sensitivity
analysis (see section 3.4). The high, average, and low sale price sets are found in
Table 3.3. This table also provides the sales weights and initial conditions for
production of the herd. Brood cows for the representative ranch are replaced from
heifer calves saved each year.
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Table 3.3. Livestock characteristics and production costs and sales prices (in
2013 dollars) for the Oregon representative ranch. Parameter values were adopted
from Maher et al. (2013).
Livestock Class
(Model Name)
Mature cows
maintained in the
herd
(BROODCOW)
Cull cows
(CULLCOW)
Bulls (BULL)
Steer calves for
sale (SCALF)
Heifer calves for
sale (HCALF)
Yearling heifers
for sale (HYEAR)
Replacement
heifer calves
(REPHCALF)
Replacement
heifer yearlings
(REPHYEAR)
Brood cows sold
(SELLBCOW)
Minimum cow
replacement rate
(MINREPL)
Minimum
percentage of
heifer yearlings
for sale (MINHYEAR)
Maximum
percentage of
heifer calves
produced and
saved as
replacements
(MAXREPL)

Sales Price

Sale
Weight
(cwt)

Animal
Production
Costs

Number*
or rate

0.00

38.64

300

11.00

Average

High

Low

38.64

68.88

82.69

55.08

5.00
(2000 lbs.
over 4
years)

38.64

84.32

100.88

67.76

5.75

0.00

150.22

174.81

125.62

5.25

0.00**

146.27

175.08

117.46

8.00

0.00

126.48

146.97

105.99

0.00

0.00

60

0.00

38.64

58

1.00
0.15

0.10

0.80

*Number refers to number of head. These are the initial conditions (in time t, t=0).
**Considered to be paired with and therefore accounted for through the mother (brood
cow).
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Table 3.4. Ranch income and fixed ranch expenses (in 2013 dollars) for the
Oregon representative ranch. Parameter values were adopted from Maher et al.
(2013).
Income, Savings and Discount Rate
(MODEL NAME)
Off Ranch Income
14,693
(OFFRANCH)
Family Living
Allowance
28,981
(FAMILY)
Interest Return on
Savings account
0.03
(SAVRATE)
Discount rate
0.07
(RHO)

Expenses and Borrowing Rate (SCALER)
Fixed ranch expenses
(FIXED)

25,635

Short Term Borrowing
Rate (STLOANR)

0.04

3.2 Dynamic Forage Model Description and Parameter Specification
3.2.1 Dynamic Forage Model Description
Martin et al. (2016) acknowledged that some "systems" respond differently to drought
than others3. Multiple historical factors, including legacy effects of cultivation, open
grazing management, and fire suppression, along with invasive species and population
growth, have resulted in reduced rangeland health in semi-arid public rangelands. This
study considers rancher decisions for a case in which the rancher’s public land
allotment is experiencing disproportionate effects on resiliency from drought as
compared to other resources used by the ranch. As such, the dynamics of resiliency
are only modeled for the public forage resource whereas other resources are assumed
to be unaffected by drought.
Drought may not influence the resiliency of the ecological system in every year of a
drought cycle. A resilience-affecting drought in year t is referred to as a Threshold-

3

Martin et al. (2016) refer to "negative rainfall anomalies" that influence systems
differently depending on ecosystem health. In the Martin et al. (2016) approach, a
"severe" drought in healthy systems is defined as occurring when there is less than 25%
of mean annual precipitation. A "severe" drought in depleted systems, however, occurs
when annual precipitation falls below 75% of mean annual precipitation. As such, the
same drought may affect some ecological systems but not others.
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Inducing Drought (TID) year. Crossing a threshold involves persistent changes in
vegetation structure and soils (Chambers et al. 2014). In this new state of ecological
health, costly “active management4” can be required for the system to recover (Wisdom
and Chambers 2009). For this reason, crossing the threshold is typically viewed as an
“irreversible” state (or at least irreversible without active management). If a TID occurs
in year t and the rangeland remains resilient (does not cross the threshold), ranchers
can rest (forgo some portion of available AUMs) and this will avoid crossing the
threshold in that year. Crossing an ecological threshold can either be: 1) RancherDecided (endogenous) or 2) Drought-Caused (exogenous).5 The mathematical
formulation of forage dynamics as affected by drought and rancher decisions follows.
Building off the mathematical description of the ranch model presented in section 3.1,
the constraint 𝑔(𝑌𝑡 )𝑠 ≤ 𝑟𝑠 (in Equation 8) is defined as follows:
𝑔(𝑌𝑡 )𝑠 ≤ 𝑟𝑠 (𝐵𝑡 , 𝑍)
𝑟𝑠 , is now a function of 𝐵𝑡 , and 𝑍. 𝐵𝑡 is the number of AUMs available from the public
rangeland forage source (denoted BLM Allotment in
Table 3.1) in each year and varies across time. 𝐵𝑡 is assumed to be affected by: 1)
changes in the resiliency of the ecological system during drought and 2) rancher
management actions that affect resiliency during drought. The forage dynamics of 𝐵𝑡 ,
are defined according to different “resource states”. 𝑍 represents the number of AUMs
available from forage and feed sources other than from 𝐵𝑡 . 𝑍 is assumed to be constant
across time.
As in the model presented in Albers and Goldbach (2000), the land has “recuperative
potential” (resiliency) in that the ecological system can regenerate during rest (in their
paper this was termed "fallow" rather than rest) and degrade during use. Although, in
this model, it is assumed that the recuperative potential only degrades during use given
4

Active management requires new inputs to the system and is in contrast to the term
“passive management” which refers to altering disturbance factors (Wisdom and
Chambers 2009).
5 Similar to the approach used in Polasky et al (2011), this study considers the influence
of both endogenous (manager has full control through the management action) and
exogenous (management action has no affect) regime shifts (crossing of the threshold).
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that a TID occurs in the same year of use. Also, similarly to Albers and Goldbach
(2000) and Albers et al. (2006), this model introduces a second state variable to
describe forage production in the irreversible state.
Figure 3.2 provides a visual depiction of Bt . The variables, parameters, and resource
states ( 𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , 𝑤3 ) presented in Figure 3.2 are defined as follows:
TYP = Forage available in a typical year (pre-drought cycle)
W = a set of resource states ( 𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , 𝑤3 ).
𝑤1 = recovered
𝑤2 = recovering
𝑤3 = irreversible, lowered forage availability
J = Recovery time
ω = A fraction that determines the number of AUMs available post-threshold crossing.
γ = Rest requirement
Figure 3.2 depicts an example where the public rangeland is in the recovered state, w1,
when a TID occurs. t0 is used to denote the initial year of the drought cycle in which a
TID occurs. Since the rangeland was in the recovered state, the rancher can rest and
choose to enter the recovering state, w2, or not rest and cross the threshold in that
same year. If the rancher rests, it is possible that no additional TID’s will occur and that
rangeland will recover over some time period J, referred to from this point forward as
the “recovery time.” During the recovery time the amount of forage available is (1γ)*TYP in t0, and it recovers at the recovery rate necessary for the amount of forage to
return to the TYP amount in year t0+J. This forage dynamic is described in more
mathematical detail below. Once the t0+J number of years has passed (again, this is for
the case where no additional TID’s occur), the public rangeland resource returns to the
recovered state, w1.
If the rancher does not rest in t0, the land immediately crosses the threshold and goes to
resource state w3. In this irreversible state, the number of AUMs available to the
rancher for the foreseeable future is equal to ω*TYP (a fraction of the number of AUMs
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available before the threshold was crossed). ω*TYP is referred to as the “threshold
level” throughout this study. If the rancher makes the decision not to rest in the
recovered state, crossing the threshold is referred to as “rancher-caused.”

TID

TYP*ω<AUMst

0+1,..,t<J

<TYP

Recovery Time t0+ J
Rest

w2,t

w1,t

0

0

AUMt = (1-γ)*TYP
0

No Rest

w1,t

0+J

AUMs = TYP

w3,t

0

AUMs = TYP*ω
Figure 3.2. A visual depiction of the dynamics of available public forage given
that recovery occurs if the rancher chooses rest.
In this example, the rancher makes a decision to rest (engage in the resilienceimproving management action) given a TID and no additional TID’s occur.
Figure 3.3 demonstrates the trajectory of AUMs available if a TID occurs when the
rangeland is in the recovering state. Rather than reach the recovered state (crossed
out with a red X to indicate that it is no longer possible), the rangeland immediately
crosses the threshold. This occurs regardless of whether or not the rancher chooses to
rest in the year of the TID. In this situation, crossing the threshold is referred to as
“drought-caused.”
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w1,t

TID

0+1

Recovery Time t0+3

W2,t

Rest

w2,t

0+1

No Rest

w3,t

0+1

AUMs =TYP*ω

w3,t

0+1

AUMs = TYPIF*ω

0+3

Figure 3.3. Dynamics of available forage, example given a TID in year one and
two given a three-year recovery time.
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show possible TID years and the possible sequences of TID
years during the drought cycle that results in crossing the threshold due to drought
(exogenous). Together, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 depict all possible sequences of
TIDs occurring during a three-year period in a format that represents branching-off of
years from the initial year, year one. For each possible sequence of TID years, these
figures depict whether or not the rancher has the opportunity to rest and avoid crossing
the threshold, as indicated by “rancher decides” in the table, or if the threshold is
crossed due to exogenous factors, indicated by “drought-caused”.
For example, Figure 3.4 shows a situation where a TID occurs in year two, and is
followed by a TID in year three (“year 2&3 TID” in the figure), but no TID occurs in year
one. If the rancher chose rest in year two AND given the one-year recovery time, the
rangeland enters the recovered state prior to a second TID occurring. The ranch can
then again decide in year three to rest or not and avoid crossing the threshold.
However, given that the recovery time is two years or greater, even if the rancher
chooses rest in year two, the rangeland is still in the recovering state in year three when
the second TID occurs. The threshold is crossed regardless of the fact that rest was
chosen in year two. This threshold cross is labeled as “drought-caused”.
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Recovery Time

Figure 3.4. Rancher control over crossing the threshold given that no TID occurs
in year one of the drought cycle.

Recovery Time

Figure 3.5. Rancher control over crossing the threshold given that a TID occurs
in year one of the drought cycle.
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As described in the beginning of this section, the forage dynamics of 𝐵𝑡 enters in the
model through the constraint 𝑔(𝑌𝑡 )𝑠 ≤ 𝑟𝑠 (𝐵𝑡 , 𝑍) (in Equation 8). This was followed by a
description of how the forage dynamics work using figures and tables. Below provides
a purely mathematical explanation for these same forage dynamics.
Each recovery time, J, considered in the model is associated with a recovery rate 𝑐 > 0.6
The values of 𝑐 considered in this study are found in Table 3.6. Let 𝑋 represent a set of
outcomes. If 𝑋 = 𝑥1 in time t, no TID occurs in time t. If 𝑋 = 𝑥2 in time t, a TID occurs in time
t.

Recovered State given that No TID occurs in time t:
𝑩𝒕 (𝒘𝟏 , 𝒙𝟏, , 𝑹 𝒐𝒓 𝑵𝑹):
𝐵𝑡 (𝑤1 , 𝑥1 , 𝑅 𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝑅) = 𝑇𝑌𝑃 ∗ 𝜔 ∗ (1 + 𝑐)

(11)

𝜔(𝑥1 , 𝑤1 ) = 1

(12)

𝑐(𝑤1 ) = 0

(13)

Recovered State to Recovering State given that a TID occurs in time t:
𝑩𝒕 (𝒘𝟏 , 𝒙𝟐 , 𝑹):
Let 𝑡0 , represent the year that a TID occurs in the recovered state.
The number of AUMs available to the ranch in 𝑡0 is:
𝐵𝑡0 (𝑤1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑅) = (1 − 𝛾) ∗ 𝑇𝑌𝑃

(14)

𝛾<1
Where 𝛾 represents the fraction of the public rangeland that is rested.

6

Müller et al. (2007) and Martin et al. (2016) also use a recovery factor in their forage
dynamics model, but they call it a grazing "harshness" factor. Both of those studies,
however, assumed this factor was constant over time and independent of dynamic
stocking decisions. The recovery rate, ct,, component used here is very similar to this
"harshness" factor, but it is not assumed to be constant necessarily over time. If a TID
occurs, c is within control of the rancher (through the management decision) as long as
the rangeland is in the recovered state.
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While (1 − 𝛾) ∗ 𝑇𝑌𝑃 is only available to the rancher in that year, the resource moves to
the recovering state, w2 immediately (in 𝑡0 ). Let 𝜄 represent the number of AUMs
growing but different than the number of AUMs available during 𝑡0 . As long as the
resource remains in the recovering state in 𝑡0+1 , the number of AUMs available to the
rancher evolves according to:
𝐵𝑡0+1 (𝑤2 ) = (1 + 𝑐)𝜄

(15)

where 𝜄 = (1 + 𝑐)( 𝜔 ∗ 𝑇𝑌𝑃)

(16)

𝑐(𝑤2 ) = 𝛷

(17)

𝛷>0
𝜔(𝑥2 , 𝑤2 ) = 𝛿

(18)

𝛿<1
In all time periods, t, such that the resource remains in the recovering state, 𝑤2 , the
resource continues to recover according to:
𝐵𝑡+1 (𝑤2 ) = (1 + 𝑐) 𝐵𝑡 .

(19)

The resource stops increasing in available AUMs, that is 𝑐 = 0, once 𝐵𝑡 = 𝑇𝑌𝑃. The
resource is considered to be in the recovered state, 𝑤1, going into time t, if 𝐵𝑡 = 𝑇𝑌𝑃.
Already Crossed or Crossing the Threshold in time t:
For 𝑩𝒕 (𝒘𝟏 , 𝒙𝟐 , 𝑵𝑹), 𝑩𝒕 (𝒘𝟐 , 𝒙𝟐 , 𝑹 𝒐𝒓 𝑵𝑹), or 𝑩𝒕 (𝒘𝟑 , 𝒙𝟏 𝒐𝒓 𝒙𝟐 , 𝑹 𝒐𝒓 𝑵𝑹):
In these cases the resource state transitions in time t (immediately) to 𝑤3 or is already in
𝑤3 in time t.
𝐵𝑡 (𝑤3 ) = (1 + 𝑐) ∗ 𝜔 ∗ 𝑇𝑌𝑃

(20)

in time period t and for all future time periods.
𝑐(𝑤3 ) = 0

(21)

𝜔(𝑤3 ) = 𝛿

(22)

𝛿<1
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3.2.2 Dynamic Forage Model Parameter Specification
The abbreviations for the rest requirements (TIDR%), threshold levels (TIDL%), and
recovery times considered in this study are shown in Table 3.5. Three different TIDL%,
recovery times, and rest requirements are considered. The recovery rate, c, associated
with each TIDL% and recovery time considered is shown in Table 3.6.7
Table 3.5. Terminology and abbreviations used in this study to describe the
mathematical terms above are presented in this table.
Description

Abbreviation

Quantities
TIDL90

ωt: Threshold level of AUMs as a percent
of typical AUMs available

𝛾: Percent of public rangeland AUMs

required to be rested during the year of the
TID to avoid crossing the threshold

TIDL%

TIDL70
TIDR25
TIDR%

TIDR50
TIDR75

# Year(s) Recovery

J: Recovery time following rest

TIDL80

Time

1 Year
2 Years
3 Years

Table 3.6. The recovery rate (c) is defined for each recovery time and threshold
level (TIDL%).
TIDL90

TIDL80

TIDL70

Recovery
Time
1 Year

0.0556

0.1250

0.2143

2 Years

0.0370

0.0833

0.1429

3 Years

0.0278

0.0625

0.1071

C

For this study, it is assumed that TIDL% and the number of years of recovery time are
the same for both the native grasses and the cheatgrass component of forage. The
model is designed such that different threshold levels and recovery times could be
considered for each grass type.
7
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3.3 Forward-looking Decision Model and Parameter Specification
3.3.1 Forward-looking Decision Model
3.3.1.1 Resilience-Improving Management Action Decisions Under Uncertainty
Drought is described as deficient precipitation over an extended period of time (NOAA
2012). For this reason, this study examines the impact of possible TID events occurring
over a three year time period. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Climate Prediction Center issues monthly outlooks to show current and
predicted trends. This model therefore depicts a forward-looking rancher. In each time
period t, the rancher looks forward from the current period t, knowing: 1) whether or not
a TID occurs in the current period, and 2) the probability of a TID occurring in future
periods. The rancher then chooses from the set of possible management actions M, to
satisfy:
max(𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑁𝑅,𝑡 , 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑅,𝑡 )
𝑀𝑡

(23)

where Mt = the set of possible management actions, Rest (R) or No Rest (NR).
Management actions can only affect the recovery of AUMs if the resource is in resource
state 𝑤1 when a TID occurs.
𝑁𝑅= The “no rest” action
𝑅 = The “rest” action according to rest requirement, γ
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Yr1

Yr2

TID:
Rest, No Rest
TID:
Rest, No Rest
No TID:
Rest, No Rest

TID:
Rest, No Rest
No TID:
Rest, No Rest
No TID:
Rest, No Rest

Yr3

Future

TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

No TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

No TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

No TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

No TID:
Rest, No Rest

End of Drought
Period

Figure 3.6. Decision Tree for the forward-looking rancher
Figure 3.6 displays all possible sequences of TIDs for a three-year drought cycle as well
as the possible management options in each year. The stochastic dynamic optimization
problem is formulated as follows:
Let 𝑋𝑡 represent a random variable. The probability distribution of 𝑋𝑡 is independent
across time. By definition, this means that the joint probability distribution of 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑥𝑡+1
is: 𝑝𝑥𝑡, ,𝑥𝑡+1 (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1 ) = 𝑝𝑥𝑡 (𝑥𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑝𝑥𝑡+1 (𝑥𝑡+1 ). Also, independence means that the
conditional probability distribution of 𝑥𝑡+1 given 𝑥𝑡 is: 𝑝𝑥𝑡+1, |𝑥𝑡 (𝑥𝑡+1 |𝑥𝑡 ) = 𝑝𝑥𝑡+1 (𝑥𝑡+1 ). If Xt
and Xt+1 are independent, then they are also uncorrelated. Probability distributions that
are correlated across time are considered in the sensitivity analysis.
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Let 𝑥𝑖,𝑡 denote the realizations of the random variable 𝑋𝑡 for each time period t.
𝑥1,𝑡 = no threshold inducing drought (TID) in time period t.
𝑥2,𝑡 = a TID in time period t.
Let 𝑃𝑥𝑖,𝑡 denote the probability that 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖,𝑡 in time period t.
1

𝜌𝑡 = (1+𝑟)^𝑡 (A discount factor), 𝑟 is a discount rate.
It is assumed that the drought cycle will not extend past year 3. Therefore 𝑋 = 𝑥1 for all
t>3 and is therefore is no longer considered to be a random variable.
Looking forward from t=1, the ENPV of the rest option (R) in time period t=1 is
determined by:
𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑅,𝑡 =

(24)

𝜋𝑡 (𝑅, 𝑋 = 𝑥) +
∗
∗
𝑃𝑥1,𝑡+1 [𝜌𝑡+1 𝜋𝑡+1 (𝑑𝑡+1
, 𝑥1,𝑡+1 ) + 𝑃𝑥1,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥1,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑 ∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 … , 𝑥1,𝑇 , )}
∗
+ 𝑃𝑥2,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥2,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑 ∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 … , 𝑥1,𝑇 )}]
∗
∗
+𝑃𝑥2,𝑡+1 [𝜌𝑡+1 𝜋𝑡+1 (𝑑𝑡+1
, 𝑥2,𝑡+1 ) + 𝑃𝑥1,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 (𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥1,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 , … , 𝑥1,𝑇 )}
∗
+ 𝑃𝑥2,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥2,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑 ∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 , … , 𝑥1,𝑇 )}]

The ENPV of the no rest option (NR) in time period t=1 is determined by:
𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑁𝑅,𝑡 =
𝜋𝑡 (𝑁𝑅, 𝑋 = 𝑥) +

(25)
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∗
∗
𝑃𝑥1,𝑡+1 [𝜌𝑡+1 𝜋𝑡+1 (𝑑𝑡+1
, 𝑥1,𝑡+1 ) + 𝑃𝑥1,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥1,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑 ∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 … , 𝑥1,𝑇 , )}
∗
+ 𝑃𝑥2,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥2,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑 ∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 … , 𝑥1,𝑇 )}]
∗
∗
+𝑃𝑥2,𝑡+1 [𝜌𝑡+1 𝜋𝑡+1 (𝑑𝑡+1
, 𝑥2,𝑡+1 ) + 𝑃𝑥1,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 (𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥1,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 , … , 𝑥1,𝑇 )}
∗
+ 𝑃𝑥2,𝑡+2 {𝜌𝑡+2 𝜋𝑡+2 (𝑑𝑡+2
, 𝑥2,𝑡+2 )
∗
∗
+ 𝑁𝑃𝑉(𝑑𝑡+3
, 𝑑𝑡+4
, … , 𝑑 ∗𝑇 , 𝑥1,𝑡+3 , 𝑥1,𝑡+4 , … , 𝑥1,𝑇 )}]

Where 𝑃𝑥2,𝑡 = 1 − 𝑃𝑥1 ,𝑡 in each time period t.
d* is determined in each time period t through backwards induction using a program
created in and solved in GAMS (see Appendix C). Let E(D*) represent the expected
discounted value of all future optimal decisions. Looking forward from t, the ENPV of
the management option in each t can be abbreviated as:
𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑅,𝑡 = 𝜋𝑡 (𝑅, 𝑋 = 𝑥) + E(D*)

(26)

𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑁𝑅,𝑡 = 𝜋𝑡 (𝑁𝑅, 𝑋 = 𝑥) + E(D*)

(27)

The optimal decision in each time period t is determined by:
max(𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑁𝑅,𝑡 , 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑅,𝑡 )

(28)

An additional program in GAMs (see Appendix C) was developed that compares and
saves the decision in each time period t, moving forward through time, based on the
realization of X in each t. Pathways of optimal decisions for all possible realization
paths are determined. These pathways are presented in the Results section.
3.3.1.2 Herd Size Adjustments Under Uncertainty
Uncertainty in forage outcomes is important to profitability for a rancher because the
number of mature cows, calves, and heifer yearlings in the herd are typically maintained
through reproduction only. The ranch can adjust the size of its herd annually through
sales, but this is an immediate downward adjustment only. Calves cannot reproduce
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until two years after they are born8. Calves typically get a higher price per pound than
cows. In a linear programming model, dynamic decisions are made with all information
known in all periods of the model (i.e., with certainty in each time period). The model
optimally adjusts to decreases or increases in public land forage production two years in
advance by selling or retaining heifer (female) calves. In reality, it is not possible to
adjust perfectly in advance when the future is not known with certainty. As a result, two
key assumptions about herd size adjustments are made:
1. To balance herd demand with forage supply, adjustments are assumed to be
made through brood cow sales until the last year of the drought cycle. Cows
use more forage than weaned heifer calves and retaining heifer calves means
the ranch is in a good position to rebuild the herd once the drought cycle is
over; Heifer calves can be used to rebuild the herd in the near future (once
they become of age). To account for this assumption, a lower bound is
placed on replacements heifer calves. Constraining replacements rather than
a lower bound on sales allows the number of sales to adjust downward as
needed to retain a sufficient number of calves if fewer brood cows are
retained.
2. The rancher will wait until the drought cycle is over to rebuild the herd. It is
assumed that a ranch has a higher value of waiting to increase the number of
replacement heifers until forage production is known with certainty. An upper
bound on replacement heifer calves is set to account for this assumption.
Model modifications are made to account for uncertainty as well. The linear
programming model typically has tight constraints on selling mature cows. Small
adjustments to herd size through selling mature cows can only be made under the
typical formulation of this constraint. To accommodate for herd adjustments under
uncertainty, the number of mature cows culled is a range sufficiently wide so as not to
interfere with the optimal number of brood cows culled. Equation 29, the original

8

In the GAMs formulation, heifer calves saved as replacements (rephcalf) in t-2 become
yearling replacement heifers (rephyear) during year t-1 and cows (broodcow) in t.
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constraint set-up, is replaced by Equation 30 and Equation 31. The definitions of the
variables used are in Appendix A.

CULLRATC(T).. raise("cullcow",T)
=e= minrepl*(raise("broodcow",T) + raise("rephyear",T));
Minrepl=0.15

(29)

CULLRATC1(T).. raise("cullcow",T)
=L= maxBrepl*(raise("broodcow",T) +
maxYrepl*raise("rephyear",T));
maxBrepl = 0.40
maxYrepl =0.50

(30)

CULLRATC(T).. raise("cullcow",T)
=G= minrepl*(raise("broodcow",T) + raise("rephyear",T));
Minrepl=0.15

(31)

3.3.2 Forward-looking Decision Model Specification
Abbreviations for TID probabilities (TIDP%) considered for each year of the drought
cycle are shown in Table 3.7.9 Except in the sensitivity analysis, the probability of a TID
is assumed to be the same in each year of the drought cycle (i.e., constant across time).
Table 3.7. Probability of a TID in each year of the drought cycle (TIDP%)
Probability

Abbreviation

90%

TIDP90

50%

TIDP50

10%

TIDP10

0%

TIDP0

Table 3.8 shows the percent of time that crossing the threshold will be drought-caused
according to the probability that a TID will occur in any given year of the drought cycle.

9

The intuition behind zero probability of a TID occurring (TIDP0) is that the rancher looks forward from
the current year and sees zero probability of a TID occurring in future years. For example, the rancher
may observe that a TID occurs in the current year, but they perceive that the probability of a TID occurring
in future years is zero.
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Note that for the same probability of a TID, the probability of a drought-caused threshold
increases with recovery time.
Table 3.8. Probability of a drought-caused threshold cross according to the
probability of a TID occurring each year and the recovery time.
Recovery Time
TIDP%

1 year

2 years

3 years

TIDP10

0.1%

1.9%

2.8%

TIDP50

12.5%

37.5%

50.0%

TIDP90

72.9%

89.1%

97.2%

3.4 Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis is performed to determine the influence on outcomes from the
assumed discount rate, sales price, and the relationship of TID probability across time.
Table 3.9. A description of abbreviations used and parameter values for the
sensitivity analysis.
Description
Discount Rate

Sales

Prices*

Parameter Value
1%

Abbreviation
d1

4%

d4

9%

d9

High

PrH

Low

PrL

The Probability of
a TID in year t
Two times the original
Correlated
after a single TID
probability
has occurred
*The specific parameter values are listed in Table 3.3.
A sensitivity analysis was also performed to consider the influence on the rest decision
from the quantity and price of the alternative forage source. In the base case, zero
acres of the alternative forage source are assumed to be available and the cost of the
alternative forage source is the same as the deeded range source as is listed in
Table 3.1. For this sensitivity analysis, the alternative forage source is increased in 50
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acre increments to find the quantity at which the rancher’s management decision
changes from no rest to rest. A sensitivity analysis of the influence of cost of the
alternative forage source on the switch in the management decision is also performed.
For the sensitivity analysis, the cost per acre was increased by an increment of $5, $15,
then $50.
3.5 Policy Analysis
Two policy opportunities were evaluated. The first is the value of information in regards
to the ecology of the rangeland system and the opportunity this information presents for
educating ranchers. It is possible that the ranch might not know that rest and/or the
quantity of rest that is needed to avoid crossing a threshold. Research to gain this
knowledge and education efforts to disseminate this information may have value to
society and the rancher. The ENPV of information (from the perspective of the profitmaximizing rancher) that leads to a change in the decision from “no rest” to “rest” is
considered for this analysis. This is calculated by the difference between the ENPV of
the income stream over time given a situation which the rancher decides to rest (R) with
the new information (I) as compared the same situation but where the rancher decides
not to rest (NR) without the new information (WI). This calculation is shown in Equation
32.
ENPVR|I – ENPVNR|WI.

(32)

The other policy consideration is a subsidy. Thurow and Taylor (1999) considered the
role of government in drought response. They argued that the Emergency Feed
Program, a program phased out in 1996 that subsidized the cost of feed during drought,
encouraged ranchers to stock at higher than sustainable rates. Ranchers who relied on
the program during extended drought experienced larger financial losses than those
who quickly destocked to sustainable levels (Holecheck et al. 2011). Thurow and
Taylor (1999) recommended instead that government policies focus on providing
incentives for early destocking.
This study considers a government policy to provide a subsidy such that, given a TID
year, the ENPV of the rest option (R) is above that of the no rest option (NR) for each
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rancher-decided case. That is, it considers a government policy to provide a subsidy for
all rancher-decided cases such that:
ENPVR,t > ENPVNR,t

(33)

holds in each time period t in which a TID occurs for all rancher-decided cases.
The actual value of the subsidy that would be required to achieve this result is not
calculated in this study and would vary depending upon the parameter values and the
year of the TID. Note that the probability of crossing a threshold with a subsidy cannot
be reduced to zero in this study because it is assumed that there is the possibility of
drought-caused threshold crosses which are outside control of the rancher. Also note
that a subsidy is not necessary, and therefore not considered here for cases in which it
is found to be already profit-maximizing to avoid crossing the threshold.
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Chapter 4 Results
4.1 Rest Decisions
Table 4.1 summarizes the results of the decision analysis. Results do not vary by
recovery times or probabilities under the base parameters. The resilience-improving
management decision changes depending upon the rest requirement (TIDR%) and the
number of AUMs available after the threshold is crossed (TIDL%). At the lowest rest
requirement considered in this study, TIDR25, resting is profit-maximizing at TIDL80 (20%
loss) and TIDL70 (30% loss), but not if the post-cross quantity in AUMs is sufficiently low
(TIDL90, i.e., a 10% loss). At the higher rest requirements considered, it is not profitmaximizing to avoid crossing the threshold at any of the threshold levels considered.
Table 4.1. Summary of Results.
Results for all TID probabilities (TIDP%), rest requirements (TIDR%), and threshold
levels (TIDL%) considered are summarized. Profit-maximizing decisions to rest and
avoid crossing the threshold during the year of the TID for all rancher-decided cases are
indicated by R. The decision not to rest and cross the threshold for all rancher-decided
cases is indicated by NR.

TIDR25
TIDPALL,
Recovery Times
All

TIDL90
TIDL80
TIDL70
TIDR50 TIDR75 TIDR25 TIDR50 TIDR75 TIDR25 TIDR50 TIDR75

NR

NR

NR

R

NR

NR

R

NR

NR

In summary, three major results were found as follows:
 Results 1&2: TIDR25


Result 1: TIDL80,70, Rest and avoid crossing the threshold for all rancherdecided cases.



Result 2: TIDL90, Do not rest and do not avoid crossing the threshold for
all rancher-decided cases.

 Result 3: TIDR50,75
TIDL90,80,70, Do not rest and do not avoid crossing the threshold for all rancherdecided cases.
To give a more complete picture of the decisions, the figures that follow present the rest
(R) and no rest (NR) decisions in each year, as well as the year the threshold is
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crossed. Results are divided into TID year paths given that a TID does occur in year
one and for those given that no TID occurs in year one.10
A comparison of Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 to Table 3.4 and 3.5, in the Methods section,
reveals that, given TIDR25, the rancher decides to rest and avoid all rancher-decided
crosses given TIDR80 or TIDR70 , but not for TIDR90.

10

Dividing results in this way is useful to make drought impact comparisons because
the expected value of the rest decision is at its lowest if a TID occurs in year one (as
compared to TIDs that occur in later years of the drought cycle). It was expected that
the resilience-improving management action may be different under certain parameter
values given a TID in year one, but not if the first TID of the drought cycle did not occur
until later in the drought cycle.
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Table 4.2. Management Decisions Given TIDR25 and no TID in year one.
Given TIDR25, the rest decisions, Rest (R) and No rest (NR), are shown for each case considered, for each year of
the drought cycle and for each possible set of TID years, given that a TID does not occur in year one. The shading
indicates that the threshold has been crossed. The year in which the threshold is crossed is indicated by “Year X
cross”.

TIDR25, TIDPALL
TIDL90
Recovery Time

TIDL80,70
Recovery Time
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Table 4.3. Management Decisions Given TIDR25 and a TID in year one.
Given TIDR25, the rest decisions, Rest (R) and No rest (NR), are shown for each case considered, for each year of
the drought cycle and for each possible set of TID years, given that a TID occurs in year one. The shading
indicates that the threshold has been crossed. The year in which the threshold is crossed is indicated by “Year X
cross”.

TIDR25, TIDPALL
TIDL90

TIDL80,70

Recovery Time

Recovery Time
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A comparison of Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 to Table 3.4 and 3.5, in the Methods section,
reveals that, given TIDR50,75, the ranch does not rest to avoid crossing the threshold for
all rancher-decided cases. That is, the opportunity cost associated with resting is too
high in all cases given these higher rest requirements.
Table 4.4. Management Decisions Given TIDR50,75 and no TID in year one.
Given TIDR50 or TIDR75, the rest decisions, Rest (R) and No rest (NR), are shown for
each case considered, for each year of the drought cycle and for each possible set of
TID years, given that a TID does not occur in year one. The shading indicates that
the threshold has been crossed. The year in which the threshold is crossed is
indicated by “Year X cross”.
TIDR50,75, TIDPALL, TIDL90,80,70
Recovery Time
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Table 4.5. Management Decisions Given TIDR50,75 and a TID in year one.
Given TIDR50 or TIDR75, the rest decisions, Rest (R) and No rest (NR), are
shown for each case considered, for each year of the drought cycle and for
each possible set of TID years, given that a TID occurs in year one. The
shading indicates that the threshold has been crossed. The year in which the
threshold is crossed is indicated by “Year X cross”.

TIDR50,75 TIDPALL, TIDL90,80,70
Recovery Time
,

4.2 Herd Size Adjustments
Changes in herd dynamics over time as the result of TID years are presented here. The
reduction in herd size during the rest year and recovery of the herd is similar for both
threshold levels as shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 reveals that herd size during the
rest year and the rate of rebuilding of the herd over time is very similar across forage
recovery times. Figure 4.3 provides insight into the trade-offs associated with engaging
in the resilience-improving management action versus not. Given TIDL90, the threshold
is crossed in year two (rancher-decided) but for TIDL80 and TIDL70 the threshold is
crossed in year three (drought-caused) after the rancher choses rest in year two. The
ranch’s new equilibrium herd size after the threshold is crossed given TIDL90 is only a
7% reduction from the typical equilibrium herd size before the threshold is crossed.
TIDL80 results in a 16% reduction in equilibrium herd size. TIDL70 results in a nearly
24% reduction in equilibrium herd size. Therefore the opportunity cost of not resting
increases as the reduction in available forage post-threshold cross increases.
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No Drought

Figure 4.1. The trajectory of sales and recovery of herd size given TIDR25.
Given TIDR25 and a three-year recovery time, the trajectory of sales and recovery of
herd size is shown for each threshold level where recovery occurs, using a TID in year
two as an example. Rest (R) and no rest (NR) decisions in each year are indicated by
different shapes as shown in the legend.
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No Drought

Figure 4.2. The recovery of herd size for different recovery times given TIDR25.
Given TIDR25, the recovery of herd size is compared across different recovery times, for
each threshold level where recovery occurs, using a TID in year two as an example.
Rest (R) and no rest (NR) decisions in each year are indicated by different shapes as
shown in the legend.
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TIDLA
ll

No Drought

Figure 4.3. Herd size over time for each threshold level (TIDL%) given that the
threshold is crossed.
Given TIDR25 and a three-year recovery time as an example, this graph compares herd
size over time if the threshold is crossed according to each TIDL%. Rest (R) and no rest
(NR) decisions in each year are indicated by different shapes as shown in the legend.
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4.3 Sensitivity Analysis for Result 1
As described in the methods section, for this analysis, discount rates and sale prices
are considered that are above and below the base case, as well as correlated
probabilities. The impact of these parameter values on Result 1 are shown in Table 4.6
for the TIDL80 case. The discount rates tested do not change the profit-maximizing
decision to engage in the resilience-improving management action for any cases.
Result 1 no longer holds, however, under some cases given the different price levels
considered. Under the high sales price, Result 1 holds except for the highest recovery
time and probability of future TIDs. This result is logical as increased cattle production
value means a higher opportunity cost of resting. Forgoing some production when sale
prices are high and the recovery time and probability of future TIDs are high, forces the
expected value of the rest option below that of the no rest option. That is, with the
exception of a TID in year three only. In this year, the rest option is at its highest value
compared to the other years because this is the last year of the drought cycle and
impacts of uncertainty are eliminated (the herd size is assumed to be flexible, i.e., able
to be rebuilt through increasing retained heifer calves, and the chance of additional TIDs
is eliminated).
The low price level lowers the ENPV of the rest decision as compared to the baseline
case. The money the ranch would receive from selling off part of the herd is lower than
the baseline case, thus increasing the cost of choosing the rest option. Also, if the
threshold is crossed, it is optimal to wait until the end of the drought cycle to fully adjust
the herd size to the new equilibrium level, since at that time, the ranch can adjust
through increasing sales of heifer calves rather than brood cows. There is some push
and pull therefore on the ENPV of the rest decision because it remains profitmaximizing in the early years of the drought cycle to rest. This is has to do with the cost
of having to wait until year three of the drought cycle to adjust through heifer calf sales.
As a result of this push and pull from these two different factors (more costly than the
base case to adjust through brood cows sales and costly to wait until the end of the
drought cycle to adjust through heifer calf sales), it is likely that the expected value of
the rest and no rest decision are very close to each other prior to year three of the
drought cycle. This could explain why rest given a TID in year one or a TID in year two
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for TIDP90 and the one year recovery time is profit-maximizing. It is reasonable to
conclude that the results are indeterminate for a TID in year one or two under the low
sales price scenario due to these two strongly competing factors.
Table 4.6. Sensitivity analysis on Result 1: discount rate and sales price results.
Results of a sensitivity analysis on Result 1 – rest and avoid crossing the threshold for
all rancher-decided cases given TIDR25 and TIDL80 or TIDL70 – are shown given TIDL80.
Description
Probability of
a TID in year t
Recovery
time (Years)
Discount Rate
Sales Prices

Parameter
TIDP0,10,50
All
d4
d9
PrH

PrL

Yes

No (Rest for a
TID in Year 1
only)

Result 1 holds?
TIDP90
1

2
Yes
Yes
Yes

No (Rest
for a TID
in Year 1
or 2 only)

3

No (Rest for a
TID in year 3
only)
No (Rest for a TID in
Year 1 only)

Table 4.7 shows results for positively correlated probabilities. For this part of the
analysis, after the first TID occurs, the probability of subsequent TIDs happening in the
years that follow is doubled. For the 10% probability case, the ranch looks forward and
before a TID occurs, sees that the probability of a TID occurring is 10%, but if that first
TID occurs, then the probability of TIDs in the years thereafter is 20%. The profitmaximizing solution remains the same as in the base case. That is, Result 1 holds.
Therefore, even if the probability of a TID occurring increases after a time, it is still
possible that the ranch will engage in the resilience-improving management action.
However, for the 50% probability case, after a TID occurs, it is certain (probability of
one) that another TID will occur in the years remaining in the drought cycle. Result 1
does not hold in this case. While this result seems intuitive and perhaps mundane, it
drives home the point that the rancher could be faced with a situation in which they
believe the resilience-improving management action will not avoid crossing the
threshold at some point during the drought cycle. Therefore, they may not engage in a
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resilience-improving management action simply because they believe their efforts would
be fruitless under these circumstances.
Table 4.7. Sensitivity analysis on Result 1: correlated probability results.
Results of a sensitivity analysis of the relationship between probabilities over time (as
described in the methods section) on Result 1–rest and avoid crossing the threshold for
all rancher-decided cases given TIDR25 and TIDL80 or TIDL70 -- are shown given TIDL80.
Result 1 holds?

Recovery Time
Correlated
Probability

TIDP10

TIDP50

All

All

Yes

No

4.4 Sensitivity Analysis for Result 2
Table 4.8 shows results from of a sensitivity analysis of the discount rate and sales
price parameter assumption on Result 2 – do not rest and do not avoid crossing the
threshold for all rancher-decided cases given TIDR25 and TIDL90. Correlated
probabilities were not considered for this result because this would reduce the expected
value of the rest option further, and Result 2 means the rest option is already below that
of the no rest option.
Result 2 holds under high and low sales prices but not at lower discount rates under
some cases. The fact that Result 2 holds under high and low sales prices is consistent
with the sensitivity analysis of Result 1 which showed that these different price levels
increase the number of cases for which resting is not profit-maximizing.
A 4% discount rate does switch the decision from no rest to rest, depending upon the
year in the drought cycle that the first TID occurs and the recovery time. This result is
logical as at lower discount rates, the future is worth more relative to the present than it
is at higher discount rates. Therefore, lower discount rates would increase the expected
value of the rest decision compared to that of the base case since the rest decision
preserves AUMs for future use. It is profit-maximizing to avoid crossing the threshold
for all rancher-decided cases if a TID is realized in year three only (the last year of the
drought cycle) for the one- and two- year recovery time. The fact that it is profitmaximizing to rest given a TID in year three only and not in year one and two, could be
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from the influence of uncertainty since there is a non-zero probability of additional TIDs
in year one and two. However, at zero probability of a TID it is still not profit-maximizing
to rest under the 4% discount rate. Therefore, this result is due to the influence of
uncertainty on adjusting the herd size with heifer calves. That is, it is due to the
assumption that retained heifer calves will not increase in number beyond typical (no
rebuilding of the herd) until the end of the drought cycle.
Given a 1% discount rate, Result 2 holds under all rancher-decided cases for all
recovery times, as long as the probability of additional TIDs occurring is sufficiently low.
The probability of additional TIDs does influence the rest decision in this case, whereas
it does not for the higher discount rates considered.
Table 4.8. Sensitivity analysis on Result 2: discount rate and sales price results.
Results of a sensitivity analysis of discount rate and sales prices on Result 2 –do not rest
and do not avoid crossing the threshold for all rancher-decided cases given TIDR25 and
TIDL90.
Description

Parameter

Probability of
a TID
Recovery
times
Discount Rate

TIDP0,10
1 year, 2 year
d1

d4

Sales Prices

Result 2 holds?

d9
PrH
PrL

TIDP50,90
3 year

1 year, 2 year

No (Avoid threshold
cross for all rancherdecided cases)
No (Rest for a
Yes
TID in Year 3
only)

3 year

No (Rest for a TID in
Year 3 only)
No (Rest for a
TID in Year 3
only)

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

4.5 Loss by TID Year
This section presents the 25-year Net Present Value (NPV)11 of the income stream and
associated Net Present Value of the Loss (NPVL) for each possible sequence of TID
11

The net income during future years of the drought cycle are discounted for comparing
the expected net present value of the management options (rest to no rest). However,
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years during the drought cycle. The NPVLs (also referred to as “Change in NPV” in the
tables below) are calculated as the difference between a drought cycle in which no TID
years occur and the sequence of TID year(s) considered.
Table 4.9 shows the NPVL for TIDR25 given that at TID does not occur in year one.
Given the same TIDL%, losses are greater for recovery times that result in crossing the
threshold than for those that do not. For example, if a TID occurs in year two and three,
given TIDL80, the one-year recovery time (threshold not crossed) results in a loss of
$85,372. However, both the two-year and three-year recovery times (threshold
crossed) result in a loss of $116,477. This is a ~27% increase compared to if the
threshold was not crossed. The same comparison given TIDL70 shows an increase in
loss of over 34%. Another observation is that crosses that occur later in the drought
cycle are less costly because the ranch is able to produce at the pre-threshold-cross
level for an additional year before the cross occurs (e.g., compare a TID in year two
only to a TID in year three only for TIDL90).
Table 4.10 shows the NPVLs for TIDR25 given that at TID does occur in year one.
Again, given the same TIDL%, losses are greater for recovery times that result in
crossing the threshold than for those that do not. For the TIDL80 case, for example, a
two-year recovery time (threshold cross), increases losses by nearly 42% as compared
to the one-year recovery time (threshold not crossed). For the same TIDL%, losses
increase if a TID occurs in year one (Table 4.10) as compared to if they occur in later
years (Table 4.9). Losses can also increase with the number of TIDs that occur. For
the TIDL80 case, if a TID occurs in year one, losses range from $89,717 to $91,082
depending upon the recovery time. If a second TID occurs in year two, the losses
increase, ranging from $102,641 to $148,327, again, depending upon the recovery time.
These losses are also greater than the case in which a TID occurs in year two and three

this study models and collects actual decisions each year, moving forward through time
in the drought cycle (realizations are made). Discounting would be inappropriate for
these years that decisions are modeled as already made. Year four through twenty-five
are discounted years, however. The ranch makes a decision in year three, looking
forward and assuming no resilience-affecting drought cycles in years four to 25. Since
discounted years are part of the total sum of total income from year one to year 25, this
section refers to these totals as NPV.
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(Table 4.9). This is again, due to the fact that the ranch is able to continue production
without experiencing a TID for an additional year if no TID occurs in year one.
Given that the threshold is crossed, both Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 show that the loss
increases as the number of AUMs available post threshold crossing decreases (that is,
as the TIDL% decreases). The largest loss for all cases and TID year sequences is
$223,773. This occurs for the TIDL70 given a three-year recovery time and a TID in year
two following a TID in year one (according to Table 4.3, for this sequence of TID years
the rancher rests in year one and the threshold is crossed in year two).
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Table 4.9. The NPV of the rancher’s income stream under drought given TIDR25
and no TID in year one.
Given TIDR25, the NPV and change in NPV are presented for each threshold level
(TIDL%) and recovery time according to each possible TID year(s) given that a TID does
not occur in year one. Crossed indicates that the threshold was crossed for that TID
year sequence (see Table 4.2 for the year the threshold was crossed).

TIDL90,80,70
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Table 4.10. The NPV of the rancher’s income stream under drought given TIDR25
and a TID in year one.
Given TIDR25, the NPV and change in NPV are presented for each threshold level
(TIDL%) and recovery time according to each possible TID year(s) given that a TID does
occur in year one. Crossed indicates that the threshold was crossed for that TID year
sequence (see Table 4.3 for the year the threshold was crossed).
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Table 4.11 shows the NPVLs for TIDR50 and TIDR75 given that at TID does not occur in
year one. As presented previously, it is not profit-maximizing to rest for all rancherdecided cases given these rest requirements, regardless of the probability of TIDs and
recovery times considered. Losses increase as compared to TIDR25 for rancherdecided cases because recovery is not optimal for TIDR50 and so the threshold is
crossed in each case. For example, for the TIDL80 case, given the three-year recovery
time, a TID that occurs in year two results in a loss that is approximately 59% more than
the loss that occurs given the TIDR25 rest requirement (from $71,672 as shown in Table
4.9 to $112,667 as shown in Table 4.11).
Table 4.12 shows losses for TIDR50 and TIDR75 given that a TID does occur in year
one. The greatest loss is $236,857 for TIDL70. This is greater than the greatest loss
shown in Table 4.11. This is because for these rest requirements, the threshold is
crossed the first year that a TID occurs. Again, losses are greater if the threshold is
crossed earlier in the drought cycle than if it crossed later in the drought cycle. Another
example of this can be seen by the TIDL80 case; a comparison of Table 4.11 given that
a TID occurs in year two and year three for a two-year recovery time (threshold crossed
in year three) to Table 4.12 given that a TID occurs in year one only (threshold crossed
in year one), shows an increase in loss of 25%.
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Table 4.11. The NPV of the rancher’s income stream under drought given
TIDR50,75 and no TID in year one.
Given TIDR50 or TIDR75, the NPV and change in NPV are presented for each threshold
level (TIDL%) and recovery time according to each possible TID year(s) given that a
TID does not occur in year one. Crossed indicates that the threshold was crossed for
that TID year sequence (see Table 4.4 for the year of the cross).

TIDL90,80,70
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Table 4.12. The NPV of the rancher’s income stream under drought given
TIDR50,75 and a TID in year one.
Given TIDR50 or TIDR75, the NPV and change in NPV are presented for each threshold
level (TIDL%) and recovery time according to each possible TID year(s) given that a TID
does occur in year one. Crossed indicates that the threshold was crossed for that TID
year sequence (see Table 4.5 for the year of the cross).
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4.6 Expected Net Present Value of Losses (ENPVL)
In this section, the NPVLs for each possible TID year sequence (as shown in the
previous section) are used to calculate ENPVLs for different probabilities of TIDs. For
each TID year sequence (S), the ENPVL is calculated by summing over the
multiplication of NPVL times the conditional probability of that sequence occurring (Ps).
That is, 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉𝐿 = ∑𝑆𝑠 𝑃𝑠 𝑁𝑃𝑉𝐿𝑠 .
Table 4.13 compares the ENPVL for TIDR25 under the different cases considered. For
the same probability and recovery time, the ENPVL increases as TIDL% increases. For
the same recovery time and TIDL%, the ENPVL increases as the probability of a TID
increases. For TIDL90, results to not vary with recovery time because rest is never
chosen12. For TIDL80 and TIDL70, losses do increase with the recovery time since
choosing rest is more costly as recovery time increases.

12

For these rest requirements, the threshold is crossed given the first year that a TID is
realized. Since the ranch never rests in these cases, there is no recovery time to cause
variation in expected losses from recovery time.
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Table 4.13. The change in Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) due to drought
given TIDR25.
Given TIDR25, the change in ENPV of the income stream is presented for each
probability of a TID (TIDP%), threshold level (TIDL%), and recovery time.

Threshold Level
Probability Recovery
of a TID
Time
1 year
TIDP10
2 year
3 year

TIDL90

TIDL80

TIDL70

-$14,951
-$14,951
-$14,951

-$21,218
-$21,999
-$22,482

-$21,843
-$23,584
-$26,405

TIDP50

1 year
2 year
3 year

-$52,178
-$52,178
-$52,178

-$84,466 -$100,846
-$93,821 -$123,386
-$98,139 -$136,567

TIDP90

1 year
2 year
3 year

-$65,660 -$134,543 -$189,809
-$65,660 -$138,784 -$206,026
-$65,660 -$143,108 -$215,138

Table 4.14 compares expected losses for TIDR50,75 under the different cases
considered. Similar to results for TIDR25, for the same probability and recovery time,
the ENPVL increases as TIDL% increases. For the same recovery time and TIDL%, the
ENPVL increases as the probability of a TID increases. In contrast to TIDR25, results
never vary with recovery time because rest is never chosen.
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Table 4.14. The change in Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) due to drought
given TIDR50,75.
Given TIDR50, or TIDR75, the change in ENPV of the income stream is presented for each
probability of a TID (TIDP%), threshold level (TIDL%), and recovery time.
Threshold level
Probability Recovery
of a TID
Time
1 year
TIDP10
2 year
3 year

TIDL90

TIDL80

TIDL70

-$14,951
-$14,951
-$14,951

-$31,857
-$31,857
-$31,857

-$54,220
-$54,220
-$54,220

TIDP50

1 year
2 year
3 year

-$52,178 -$110,399 -$186,950
-$52,178 -$110,399 -$186,950
-$52,178 -$110,399 -$186,950

TIDP90

1 year
2 year
3 year

-$65,660 -$137,829 -$231,972
-$65,660 -$137,829 -$231,972
-$65,660 -$137,829 -$231,972

Figure 4.4 shows increases in the ENPVL as the probability of a TID becomes
sufficiently high. As the probability of a TID increases from 10% to 50%, the ENPVL
increases from between 249% to 423.2% (depending upon the recovery time and
TIDL%). Given an additional 40% jump in the probability of a TID, the ENPVL increases
by a smaller amount--between 25.8% and 88.2%. Similarly, given TIDR50 and TIDR75
(not shown on graph), the ENPVL increases from between 244.8% to 249% as the
probability of a TID increases from 10% to 50%. While the ENPVL loss increases from
between 24.1% to 25.8% of that of the original loss as the probability of a TID increases
from 50% to 90%. In general, this indicates that a rancher may see non-linear losses as
the probability of TIDs increase. The ranch may have more to lose financially if faced
with changes in rangeland health if the probability of TIDs are originally low (relatively
healthy rangeland systems) as compared to high.
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Figure 4.4. Trends in the Expected Net Present Value of Loss (ENPVL) according
to recovery time, threshold level (TIDL%) and Probability (TIDP%).
The percent increase in the Expected Net Present Value of Loss (ENPVL) is shown for
TIDR25 according to recovery time and the increase in probability of a TID (TIDP%)
considered.
4.7 Sensitivity Analysis for Result 3: Alternative Forage Sources
It is typically assumed in modeling ranching enterprises that there is not a surplus of
land available for lease either because of transportation costs or scarcity that would
drive costs higher than feasible. If this is the case, ranchers faced with reductions in
available AUMs will need to purchase additional hay in available seasons and/or
members of the herd will need to be sold off (herd size adjustment) such that demand
for forage meets supply on the rangeland. However, the role that available forage
sources, referred to as “alternative forage” in this study, plays in lowering the expected
cost of the rest decision in each period could have important implications for policy
and/or conservation programs and ultimately for the future ecological health and
sustainability of ranching. For example, non-profit organizations (e.g., the Nature
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Conservancy), government programs (e.g., the Conservation Reserve Program) or
community programs that provide “grass-banking” or forage sharing opportunities during
forage shortages could provide alternative forage. This section explores the influence
of different quantities of alternative forage on Result 3 – the result that no rest occurred
for all rancher-decided case given TIDR50 and TIDR75.
4.7.1 Forage Quantity Needed to Switch the Decision
This analysis determines the quantity of alternative forage AUMs required to be
available for the profit-maximizing ranch to engage in the resilience-improving
management action for all rancher-decided cases throughout the drought cycle, given
that a TID occurs in year one (the expected value of rest decision is lowest given that a
TID occurs in this first year compared to if no TID occurs in that first year) for TIDL 8013.
The cost of this alternative forage is assumed to be $13.95/AUM, the same cost as that
of private (deeded) rangeland (as shown in Table 3.1). Increasing quantities of an
alternative grazing source were tried, increased in 50 acre increments from zero. Both
TIDP0 and TID50 and the two- and three-year recovery times were considered for this
part of the analysis.
Table 4.15 and Table 4.16 show the quantity of alternative forage needed to switch the
decision from no rest to rest for all rancher-decided case given that there is a TID in
year one. As expected, a greater quantity is needed if 75% (Table 4.16) rest is required
to avoid crossing the threshold then if 50% (Table 4.15) rest is required.

13A

lower bound of 950 acres or 903 AUMs from an alternative forage source is required
to switch the decision given TIDR50. This was found by considering the most costly shift
(TIDL70) and given that no TID occurs in the first year (lower cost TIDs then if a TID did
occur in year 1), the shortest recovery time, and the 0% probability of future TIDs
occurring. The number of acres is lower than those required for the 80% threshold case
by approximately 200 acres.
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Table 4.15. The quantity of alternative forage needed to switch the management
decision given TIDR50.
Given TIDR50 and TIDL80, the shaded area indicates the quantity of alternative forage
that switches the decision from no rest to rest for all rancher-decided cases given that a
TID occurs in year one, according to the probability of a TID each year and the recovery
time.
Probability of a TID
TIDP0

TIDP50

Recovery Time
2 yr 3 yr 2 yr 3 yr

Alternative Forage
Quantity in AUMs
(Acres shown in
parentheses*)
0 to 950 (1000)
998 (1050)
1045 (1100)
1093 (1150)
*The quantity was increased in 50 acre increments, but, as described in the methods,
it is assumed that each acre has .95 AUMs.
Table 4.16. The quantity of alternative forage needed to switch the management
decision, TIDR75.
Given TIDR75 and TIDL80, the shaded area indicates the quantity of alternative forage
that switches the decision from no rest to rest for all rancher-decided cases given that a
TID occurs in year one, according to the probability of a TID each year and the recovery
time.
Probability of a TID
TIDP0
Alternative Forage
Quantity in AUMs
(Acres shown in
parentheses)
0 to 1615 (1700)
1663 (1750)
1805 (1900)
1853 (1950)

TIDP50

Recovery Time
2 yr 3 yr 2 yr 3 yr

As shown in Table 4.17, even with adequate alternative forage to result in a rest
decision under lower probabilities and lower threshold levels (higher reductions in
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forage after crossing the threshold), it is still profit-maximizing not to rest at higher
TIDP% and/or lower TIDL% than considered in Table 4.15 and Table 4.16. Under these
higher TIDP% and/or lower TIDL%, result 3 holds with the exception of a TID in year
three only. This is logical as this is the last year of the drought cycle and, as such, the
value of the rest decision is at its highest compared to all the other years in the drought
cycle.
Table 4.17. Testing sensitivity of Result 3 under recovery time and probability of
a TID at the quantity of alternative forage required to switch the decision.
Rest decisions under the full range of cases (TIDP%, TIDL%, and all recovery times)
are considered for the quantity of alternative forage (as shown in Table 4.15and Table
4.16) that switches the decision from rest to no rest under the three-year recovery time
and TIDP50. Results of the sensitivity analysis are the same for both TIDR50 (1150
acres required) and TIDR75 (1950 acres required).
Description Parameter Result 3 holds?
Probability
of a TID in
year t
Recovery
time
Threshold
Level

TIDP0,10

TIDP50 TIDP90

All
TIDL90
TIDL80,70

No, 1

Yes, 2

No, 1

Yes, 2

1: The result is avoid crossing the threshold for all rancher-decided cases
2: Result 3 holds with the exception that rest is chosen for a TID in year three only
Table 4.18 shows the influence of the rental rate on the decision to rest given adequate
alternative forage (1150 acres as shown in Table 4.15) for TIDR50, TIDP50, and a threeyear recovery time. Similarly, Table 4.19 shows the influence of the rental rate on the
decision to rest given adequate alternative forage (1950 acres as found in Table 4.16) for
TIDR75, TIDP50, and a three-year recovery time.
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Table 4.18. Testing the sensitivity of rest decision to the rental rate of alternative
forage given TIDR50.
This shows the sensitivity of the rest decision outcome to the rental rate at 1150 acres of
alternative forage. Given TIDR50, the shaded area indicates a rest decision is chosen for
all rancher-decided cases given that a TID occurs in year one.

Alternative
Forage
Quantity: 1150
Acres
Cost per Acre
13.96
18.96
33.96
64.96

Probability of a TID
TIDP0
TIDP50
Recovery Time
2 yr

3 yr 2 yr 3 yr

Table 4.19. Testing the sensitivity of rest decision to the rental rate of alternative
forage given TIDR75.
This shows the sensitivity of the rest decision to the rental rate. Given TIDR75, the shaded
area indicates a rest decision is chosen for all rancher-decided cases given that a TID
occurs in year one.

Alternative
Forage
Quantity: 1950
Acres
Cost per Acre
13.96
18.96
33.96
64.96

Probability of a TID
TIDP0
TIDP50
Recovery Time
2 yr

3 yr 2 yr 3 yr
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4.7.2 Herd Size Adjustments with Alternative Forage – TIDR50, TIDR75
Figure 4.5 reveals the reason ample alternative forage can raise the expected value of
the rest option above that of the no rest option. Although the ranch has to pay a higher
cost for the alternative forage than for the forgone public land forage, with adequate
forage, smaller or no herd size adjustments (in this case) are needed. By comparison,
Figure 4.1 shows that given TIDR25 and no alternative forage, the herd size is optimally
reduced to 250 head during the rest year. Thus the rest option can be achieved without
the cost of selling off brood cows (which is not optimal in more typical rainfall cycles)
and slowly rebuilding the herd through reproduction in later years.
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No Drought

Figure 4.5. The trajectory of sales and recovery of herd size given TIDR 50 and
1150 acres of alternative forage.
Given 1150 acres of alternative forage, herd size and sales decision are shown over
time given no TIDs, a TID year with rest and recovery, and TID years with rest and no
recovery for the TIDR50, TIDP50, TIDL80, three-year recovery time case.
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4.7.4 Changes in ENPVL with Alternative Forage
Figure 4.6 reveals two important points. One is that a relatively small amount of
alternative forage (190 AUMS or 200 acres in this case) can lead to substantial
reductions in losses. The other centers around the considerable reduction in loss from
the availability of alternative forage given a high probability of TIDs occurring. This
means there could be a large incentive to over utilize or utilize lands that may have
previously been rested or are more costly to access when forage production
permanently declines on the public land resource. It should be noted that while results
show a substantial reduction in losses for the ranch due to the availability of alternative
forage as the probability of TID becomes high, that this savings is likely not indicative of
a Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) or grass banking system alone because this
analysis assumes that the alternative forage is available forever, not just during the
drought cycle.
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Figure 4.6. Comparing the impact from drought across different amounts of alternative forage given TIDR50.
Given TIDR50 and a three-year recovery time, the change in Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) of the rancher’s net
income stream as the result of drought is compared given 0, 190 and 1093 AUMs of alternative forage, shown for all
threshold levels (TIDL%) considered in this study and a low, medium, and high probability of a TID (TIDP%). This part of
the analysis assumes the same cost for alternative forage as deeded (private) land in a typical (not affected by drought)
year.
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4.8 Herd Size and Feed/Forage Decisions Given Alternative Forage –TIDR25
To better understand how alternative forage and other forage and feed sources are
utilized during the drought and after a threshold is crossed, tables are presented that
demonstrate results given a small amount of alternative forage. This could be the case
either through utilizing lands rested in a rest and rotation system, or if grazing on CRP
lands is allowed. Specifically, this section provides an overview of the herd size
adjustments and feed and forage choices made by the ranch given TIDR25, TIDL80,
TIDP50, the three-year recovery time and 190 AUMs (200 acres) of available alternative
forage. The TIDR25 and TIDL80 (rather than TIDL90 for example) case was chosen for
consideration in this section in order to see outcomes given both rest and no rest
decisions (not just no rest decisions). However, for the purposes of comparison, some
tables have results for the case of TIDR25 and TIDR90 also.
4.8.1 Herd Size Adjustments with Alternative Forage – TIDR25
As compared to Figure 4.1, Figure 4.7 shows that the herd fully recovers one year
earlier than without 200 acres of alternative AUMs. This is because the herd size is not
optimally reduced by as much during the rest year (reduced to 250 head without the
alternative forage and 273 with the alternative forage). Note that the ecology of the
system is assumed to be as such that it recovers in year six (three-year recovery time) if
rest is chosen given a TID in year two (and no additional TID years). It is the biological
relationship for rebuilding the herd size through reproduction that keeps the herd from
recovering at the same pace as the number of AUMs available from the public land
forage source.
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No Drought

Figure 4.7. The trajectory of sales and recovery of herd size given TIDR 25 and 200
acres of alternative forage.
Given TIDR25 and 200 acres (190 AUMs) of alternative forage, herd size and sales
decision are shown over time given no TIDs, a TID year with rest and recovery, and TID
years with rest and no recovery for the TIDP50, TIDL80, and the three-year recovery time
case.
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4.8.2 Feed/Forage Decisions with Alternative Forage – TIDR25
This sections presents forage and feed decisions for select TID years given the 25%
rest requirement and a small amount (200 acres) of alternative forage. The purpose of
this section is to show how the quantity and seasons of feed and forage sources used
can change depending upon the year of the TID, the resilience-improving management
action, and whether or not the threshold is crossed. As shown in Figure 4.8, the
demand for alternative forage is different in the years following rest given a TID in year
two only versus given a TID in year three only. This is due to the effect of uncertainty
on sales and herd retention decisions given a TID in year two only as compared to a
TID in year three only. Differences in the use of the alternative forage source are most
notable given that the public land resource recovers versus if it does not. In Figure 4.8
the ranch uses 100% of the alternative forage during the rest (R) year if rest is chosen
and continues to use some alternative forage AUMs until the public land allotment is
fully recovered. The alternative forage is used, however, in perpetuity if the threshold is
crossed.
Figure 4.9 shows how forage use changes with TID years, rest decisions, and crossing
the threshold. As in Figure 4.8, this graph shows that all alternative forage is
substituted during the rest year, but 100% of it is used in perpetuity if the threshold is
crossed. This figure also reveals that a relatively small quantity of deeded rangeland
that is typically used in the fall is instead used in the summer months for a short number
of years if the land is rested. A larger amount of fall forage is shifted to the summer
months for all future periods if the threshold is crossed.
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TIDL90

TIDL80

Figure 4.8. The quantity of forage used from the alternative forage source.
The quantity of forage used from the alternative forage source is compared across
TIDL80 and TIDL90 for different TID years. The figure indicates whether rest (R) or (NR)
is chosen and whether the threshold is crossed (Cr) or not crossed (NCr), as well as if
the End (E) of the drought cycle has occurred.
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Figure 4.9. The quantity of forage used from each forage source over time.
The quantity of forage used (in AUMs) from each forage source is shown for select TID
years given TIDR25, TIDP50, TIDL80, the three-year recovery time, and 200 acres of
alternative forage. All quantities are in acres. Rest (R), no rest (NR) decisions as well
as the year the threshold is crossed are differentiated by color. Crossing the threshold
(Cr) and not crossing the threshold (Ncr) outcomes are also identified. Bureau of Land
Management Land (BLM) refers to the public forage resource. Deeded rangeland F
refers to forage typically used in the fall that can instead be used in the summer months.
Rangland acres shifted from fall to the summer are referred to as deeded rangeland S.
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Figure 4.9. The quantity of forage used from each forage source over time.
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As shown in Figure 4.10, additional hay is purchased during the rest year to make up for
the reduction in public forage. It is assumed that hay is not available to the
representative ranch during the summer months. As such, this increase in demand for
hay comes from reallocation of forage during seasons. The ranch extends the hay
season in the spring to save deeded rangeland typically used in the spring for use
during the summer. If the threshold is crossed, it is profit-maximizing to reduce the herd
size rather than maintain a higher herd size through purchasing hay.
Crop sales increase in the years that the herd size is reduced if there is excess hay
available (Figure 4.11). During the rest year, the forage quantity on the public land is at
its lowest and there is no excess hay. However, following rest, as the public forage
source recovers, excess hay is available and is sold for a short time if recovery occurs,
and in perpetuity if the threshold is crossed.
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Low

High

Figure 4.10. The demand for feed sources over time.
The demand for hay (in tons) over time is shown according to select TID years, given
TIDR25, TIDP50, TIDL80, the three-year recovery time, and 200 acres of alternative
forage. Rest (R) and no rest (NR) decisions, as well as the year the threshold is
crossed are indicated.
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Figure 4.11. Hay crop sales over time.
Hay crop sales (in tons) over time are shown according to select TID years, given
TIDR25, TIDP50, TIDL80, the three-year recovery time, and 200 acres of alternative
forage. Rest (R) and no rest (NR) decisions, as well as the year the threshold is
crossed are indicated.
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4.9 The Value of Information
This model evaluates rancher’s management decisions under uncertainty in timing of
resilience-affecting drought years on public land. Results thus far have considered a
rancher that makes decisions knowing that rest and the quantity of rest that is needed to
avoid crossing the threshold in order to avoid a known reduction in available AUMs for
all future time. It is possible that some or all of this information is not known and that
the rancher is unable to make an informed decision. Without this information, the
rancher could inadvertently induce a crossing of the threshold, even when it is profitmaximizing to avoid doing so. Research to gain this knowledge and education efforts to
disseminate this information may have value to society and the rancher. In this section,
the ENPV of this information to the representative ranch (from a purely profit standpoint)
is calculated from these results (see Equation 32 in the Methods section).
As mentioned above, there could be a value to learning that: 1) a resilience-improving
management action (resting in this study) is needed to avoid a known loss of AUMs in
perpetuity, 2) a higher reduction in post-threshold AUM loss could occur, and/or 3) that
a lower quantity of rest than is currently perceived is needed to avoid crossing the
threshold. If the information changes the rest decision, the information has value. For
example, if the ranch learned that TIDL90 would result without rest, the value of
information would be zero in this study as this would not change the rancher’s decision
from that given that they did not know rest was required to avoid a threshold – they
would still optimally not rest. However, if the ranch learns that rest is needed to avoid
larger losses in forage available, as would be the case for TIDL80 or TIDL70, the value of
information can be positive as shown in Table 4.20. This occurs if the probability of a
TID and/or the threshold level (e.g., TID70) is sufficiently low. Results shows that the
value of this information at or under TIDP50 ranges from between ~$9,000 to ~$86,000,
depending upon the recovery time, and TIDL% (see Table 4.20). However, if the
probability of a TID becomes sufficiently large, the ENPV of this information can
become negative. This is because the ranch will rest in all rancher-decided cases and,
yet, it is very likely that the threshold will be crossed due to the high probability of
resilience-affecting drought years. The % decrease in the ENPVL is also shown in
Table 4.20. This is the % difference in the expected loss from the drought given that the
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rancher has this information (I) as compared to if they did not (WI). This the %
decrease in loss shown in Table 4.14 (before) as compared to that of Table 4.13 (after).
It is calculated by (ENPVR|I – ENPVNR|WI) / ENPVNR|WI.
Table 4.20. The Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) of information according to
probability of a TID and recovery time.
The ENPV of information leading to avoiding crossing the threshold for TIDR25 and the
% reduction in the ENPV of the loss from drought (ENPVL) as compared to before the
information was made available to the rancher.

TIDL80
TIDP%
TIDP10

TIDP50

TIDP90

Recovery
Time
1 yr
2 yr
3 yr
1 yr
2 yr
3 yr
1 yr
2 yr
3 yr

ENPV
$10,639
$9,858
$9,376
$25,933
$16,578
$12,260
$3,286
-$955
-$5,279

Decrease
in ENPVL
33%
31%
29%
23%
15%
11%
2%
-1%
-4%

TIDL70
ENPV
$32,377
$30,636
$27,815
$86,104
$63,564
$50,382
$42,164
$25,947
$16,834

Decrease
in ENPVL
60%
57%
51%
46%
34%
27%
18%
11%
7%

The ENPVs in Table 4.20 are presented graphically in Figure 4.12 to show trends. The
value of the information is greater if the cost of crossing the threshold is greater (moving
from TIDL80 to TIDL70). The value of the information decreases with recovery time for
the same probability of a TID and threshold level (e.g., compare Box 2 with Box 4). It
also increases at first as the probability of a TID increases and then decreases again;
the value of the information can become negative (e.g., Box 3). This means that even
for sufficiently high cost crosses (large reductions in AUMs available post-threshold
cross), the ENPV of information may only remain valuable (from a profit standpoint) at
sufficiently low recovery times and probabilities of a TID. Box 1 shows that the rancher
that learns information that changes the rest decision from rest to no rest, could spend
at the very least ~$9,000 and still be better off regardless of the specific case (this is the
lower bound value for all recovery times and either threshold level). However, more
information is needed for probability points above TIDP50. Somewhere above this
probability the ENPV of information begins to decline. For this representative ranch, the
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case considered that leads to the greatest expected gain from learning this information
is $86,000 (see Box 2).

ENPV of the Loss Avoided due to Information

$100,000
Box 2. $86,104
$80,000

Box 4. $50,382
Box. 1 $9,376
$25,933

$60,000

Box 3. -$5,279
TIDL80

$40,000

TIDL70

$20,000

$0
1 yr
-$20,000

2 yr
TIDP10

3 yr

1 yr

2 yr
3 yr
Recovery Time
TIDP50

1 yr

2 yr

3 yr

TIDP90

Probability of a TID

Figure 4.12. Trends in the Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) of information as
probability and recovery time increase.
For TIDR25, the ENPV of information--that is, of learning that rest is needed to avoid
TIDL80 or TIDL70--is presented according to threshold level (TIDL%), recovery time and
the probability of a TID (TIDP%).
To calculate the ENPV of finding and disseminating this information to all ranches in an
area, a representative ranch type would need to be modeled for each possible
representative ranch (e.g., small vs large ranch type) and for each set of public
rangeland ecological characteristics. For example, let us consider a case where there
are five ranches in the state of Oregon that had a 300 cow-calf ranch and a public
rangeland that had a 50% probability of crossing the threshold and losing 30% (TIDL 70)
of their AUMs. The total expected value of this information in the state of Oregon for
this ranch type alone would be 5*$86,000 =$430,000. There is also the benefit to
society of avoiding crossing a threshold that is not calculated here. However, if society
values ranchers’ profitability, this would need to be a part of that larger societal value
calculation.
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Even if the ranch knows how to avoid crossing the threshold and the cost of crossing
the threshold, the profit-maximizing rancher will choose to cross the threshold if cost of
crossing the threshold is sufficiently low or the rest requirement is sufficiently high. If
the societal goal is to avoid crossing a threshold, this indicates that both subsidies and
education could be required to achieve this goal. The role of incentives in
accomplishing this goal is discussed in the next section.
4.10 The Role of Incentives in Reducing the Probability of Crossing a Threshold
This study shows that there are opportunities for a subsidy to play a role in sustaining
rangeland health. The type of subsidy considered here is described in detail in the
Methods section. The presentation of results thus far point to the following opportunities
for a subsidy:


The ranch faces the possibility of a threshold crossing that results in small forage
changes (e.g., TIDL90)



High quantities of forage are required to be rested during the resilience-affecting
drought year in order to avoid crossing the threshold (e.g., TIDR50 and TIDL75)
with zero or sufficiently low quantities of alternative forage available.



Situations identified by the sensitivity analysis of Result 1 (see Table 4.6), i.e.,
low or high sales prices coupled with specific parameters and TID years, or
certainty that a second TID year will occur following a first.

Although these opportunities for a subsidy exist, Figure 4.13 reveals that the subsidy
will be less effective as recovery time and the probability of a TID (TIDP%) increases.
Figure 4.13 shows that a subsidy is largely ineffective once ecological resistance to
drought becomes sufficiently low. This is due to the high probability of a droughtcaused (outside control of the rancher) threshold-crossing. Yet, a subsidy on healthier
land can reduce the probability of crossing the threshold to close to zero (as indicated
by the blue circle in Figure 4.13).

Probability of Crossing a Threshold
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Decreasing Resistance to Drought
Figure 4.13. The probability of crossing a threshold given a subsidy according to the probability of a TID.
The probability of crossing a threshold with and without a monetary subsidy (that switches the decision from no rest to
rest) according to the probability of a TID (e.g., ecological resistance* to drought) is shown. In this study, these same
results apply for TIDR25 and TIDL90, and TIDR50, TIDR75 for all threshold levels (TIDL90,80,70).
*Resistance is defined in Chambers et al. (2014) as: “The capacity of an ecosystem to retain its fundamental structure,
processes, and functioning (or remain largely unchanged) despite stressors, disturbances, or invasive species”.
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Table 4.21 shows that ample alternative forage can have nearly the same effect on the
probability of crossing the threshold as a subsidy in some cases. Resistance to drought
plays a role in the effectiveness of both possibilities. Therefore, for either approach to
play a part in the sustainability of ranchers and rangelands, programs that maintain or
increase ecological resistance to drought on public rangelands are also needed.
Table 4.21. The probability of crossing a threshold according to different
alternative forage quantities as compared to if the subsidy were present.
Given TIDR50 and a three-year recovery time, the probability of crossing a threshold is
compared across different threshold levels (TIDL%), probabilities of a TID (TIDP%) and
according to different alternative forage quantities as compared to if the subsidy were
present.
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Chapter 5 Discussion
5.1 Comparison of the Model to the Broader Literature
Extractive activities in Albers and Goldbach (2000), Albers et al. (2006), Müeller et al.
(2007), and Polasky et al. (2011) are modeled as incremental management decisions
on the resource stock (forage) over an extended time period. The model in this study
assumed that the rancher’s stocking strategies are sustainable under standard
conditions and explored the profitability of resting when faced with extreme exogenous
factors such as drought. This is argued to be a critical juncture for rangelands as it
requires sudden, costly management changes, and the health of the ecological system
is thought to be most vulnerable during these periods. It is debatable as to whether or
not ranchers can control the probability of crossing a threshold on their public land
grazing resource by further altering grazing strategies other than in these “critical
years.” In the United States, public land managers and ranchers work together to
manage for sustainability of the system.
The model presented here was able to explore additional aspects of the resource
management problem that these other models missed. Albers and Goldbach (2000),
Albers et al. (2006), and Müeller et al. (2007) do not consider the influence of
uncertainty on decisions. Müeller et al. (2007), while modeling the relationship between
reserve and green biomass, still assumed complete recovery of the carrying capacity of
the vegetation is always possible (irreversible change is not considered). Müeller et al.
(2007) considered the influence of rainfall as well as management activities on forage
production. Whereas, in Albers and Goldbach (2000) and Albers et al. (2006),
irreversible change was considered, but carrying capacity changes were modeled as
fully in control of the economic agent (endogenous). The analytical model in Polasky et
al. (2011) considered both thresholds and uncertainty, yet levels of parameters that can
influence decisions to avoid thresholds are not explored. Similarly, Müeller et al. (2007),
found situations in which resting available land can increase the objective function.
However, their model maximized reserve biomass and livestock numbers rather than
profit and cannot evaluate the influence of sales prices and discount rates on the value
of the rest decision.
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Bastian et al. (2009) and Torell et al. (2010) both modeled cow-calf enterprises under
drought impacts in a deterministic framework and neither considered the possibility of
irreversible changes in available forage. Torell et al. (2010) cited the deterministic
framework as a limitation of their model in cases where there is “poor weather
predictability”. Bastian et al. (2009) considered impacts from drought periods (three
versus four years of length) and assumed forage availability during the drought cycle to
be known with certainty. That is, profit-maximizing adjustments in herd size and
composition are made with perfect information about the future (though the first year is
described as a “shock” where prior-year adjustments cannot be made). They too found
that partial liquidation of the herd is a profit-maximizing strategy during extended
periods of drought. The influence of uncertainty on sales decisions was not modeled
nor was the possibility of permanent reductions in forage availability. These additional
factors would increase the negative impact of drought on the NPV of the income stream
ceteris paribus.
5.2 Considering Herd Size Adjustments Under Uncertainty
This study highlights the importance of uncertainty on ranch management decisions.
Specifically, uncertainty in the timing of forage reductions that may alter typical ranch
culling (selling) and rebuilding decisions. If forage changes are perfectly predictable,
Maher et al. (2013) found the profit-maximizing strategy was to reduce the herd size
through heifer calf sales (can be thought of as lowering the replacement rate) multiple
years in advance of the forage reductions; however, forage production changes due to
drought are less predictable. Herd adjustments during the drought cycle were assumed
in this study to be made only through selling cows. Hart and Carpenter (2005)
recommend adjusting through stocker animals or yearlings first, thereby protecting the
integrity of the breeding herd -- a value not explored in this model. However, they also
recommended keeping records of productivity and culling the least productive animals
first, such as older brood cows.
More research is needed about how ranchers cull or rebuild during times of forage
uncertainty. For example, results in the current study showed that these assumptions
about flexibility in the herd size coupled with low sales prices can change the decision to
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engage in the resilience-improving management action. The assumption that forage
demand is reduced only through selling brood cows together with low sales prices
meant that it was not profit-maximizing to avoid crossing the threshold later in the
drought cycle. The assumption that the rancher would wait to rebuild the herd until the
drought cycle ends (another impact of uncertainty) has the opposite effect. This lowers
the expected value of the no rest option which means the rest option becomes profitmaximizing early in the drought cycle.
5.3 Considering the Value of Reserved Forage
5.3.1 Implications for Stocking Strategies vs. Yearling Operations to Lower Drought
Impacts
Several studies have pointed to the economic benefit of reserved forage (either through
resting parts of the grazing resource or conservative or light stocking) during drought
(Müeller et al. 2007, Thomas et. al. 2015, Hamilton et al. 2016, Kachergis et al. 2014).
This study supports those findings (though it should be noted that the opportunity cost
of reserving forage prior to the drought was not considered here). For example, in
Figure 4.6, given TIDL80, the three-year recovery time, and TIDP50, the Expected Net
Present Value of the loss (ENPVL) from drought is reduced by nearly 30% with just 190
AUMs of alternative forage. The ENPVL is 83% less (the ENPV of the impact is
reduced by nearly $100,000) with 1093 AUMs. This larger quantity of AUMs was also
found to change the decision from no rest to rest. Therefore, these results suggest that
alternative forage may not only reduce profit impacts as suggested in these other
studies, but, may also avoid socially costly irreversible changes in ecological health as
well.
Kachergis et al. (2014) suggested that larger ranches may have a larger resource base
and therefore better able to reserve forage supply than smaller ranches. The authors of
the study recommended improving rancher resiliency through landowner agreements
that allow forage sharing between owners during times of drought. However, if drought
reduces forage supply for all producers in the region, transporting animals over long
distances may be required and may be cost prohibitive. Uncertainty could also play a
role in the impact on the ranch and the ecology of the system. Seventy-five percent of
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survey respondents in the Kachergis et al. (2014) study indicated that grazing capacity
was more severely impacted than expected during drought. More information is needed
about what incentivizes these forage stockpiling strategies, their costs, and whether the
current level of engagement in these practices is adequate to maintain ecological
resilience during drought.
A mix of yearlings and cow-calf pairs may provide more flexible stocking during drought
than just cow-calf pairs (Torell et al. 2010 Kachergis et al. 2014); however, Ritten et. al.
(2010b) and Vetter (2005) both stated that the benefit of yearling operations is their
ability to take advantage of more forage during wet years. If mixed cow-calf/yearling
operations take advantage of more forage during wet years than cow-calf operations,
how might this influence costs and rest decisions during a drought cycle? Utilizing
previously unused forage prior to drought may increase economic impacts from drought.
For example, as shown in Figure 4.6, for TIDL80, TIDP50 and the three-year recovery
time, going from 190 AUMs to 0 AUMs of alternative forage increases the ENPV of the
cost from drought by nearly $34,000. If the amount of alternative forage available
during drought decreased to the point where the ENPV of the rest decision falls below
that of the no rest decision, this could also result in ecological impacts as well.
Rest requirements needed to avoid crossing the threshold during drought might
increase and/or alternative forage once available might decrease with adding yearlings.
Yet, potential interactions/competition between these drought planning strategies have
not been explored in the context of uncertainty and irreversibility. Future studies that
ignore issues of resiliency and the presence of uncertainty may continue to miss this
point. To increase rancher resiliency to drought, what are the trade-offs between
securing reserve forage sources (Hamilton et al. 2016, Briske et al. 2015), stockpiling
forage (Kachergis et al. 2014), and forage-dependent stocking strategies (Joyce et al.
2013, Hart and Carpenter 2005, Torell et al. 2010, Ritten et al. 2010b)? On the other
hand, if adjustments to forage supply are less costly with yearlings than cows, this
would increase the value of the rest decision. Flexibility in forage demand and
reductions in reserve forage, have opposing effects on the expected value of the rest
decision. The overall impact of a mixed yearling and cow-calf operation on resilienceimproving management actions and profitability therefore requires further research.
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5.3.2 Implications for Grass Banking
The amount of additional forage required to change the management action to the rest
decision under TIDR50 was nearly 1100 AUMs. This may be considerably less than
forage saved via conservative or light stocking (Thomas et. al. 2015). The availability of
alternative forage resources can also play a role in reducing losses resulting from
drought, even if not available in the quantities needed to make the rest decision profitmaximizing. Moving forward into the future, government and/or nonprofit grass banking
programs or other strategies for reserving/preserving adequate forage may become
increasingly important for current levels of rangeland health to persist and for ranching
operations to sustain. Though, even if these resources are available, results show that
sufficiently low probabilities of resilience-affecting drought years are still required for the
rest option to be profit-maximizing (see Table 4.17). Recovery times can matter as well.
There have been several grass banking systems that have come into existence through
nonprofit organizations. The Nature Conservancy developed what they refer to as a
“grass banking model” in the 1990s that is currently being used in various areas in the
United States. One example is the Matador Ranch in Montana. Ranchers can use this
land when forage is low in exchange for never using a plow--conversion of rangeland to
cropland is a common threat to conservation on grasslands in the prairie (TNC 2013).
Gripne (2005) provided an overview of the history of “grassbanking”. The term
“grassbank” in this context is different than that of the “stockpiling” that was referred to
in Kachergis et al. (2014). This term was coined and registered by a nonprofit group
Malpai Borderlands Group (Gripne 2005).
Table 5.1 provides the savings a rancher would experience if they were given access to
leasing 1093 AUMs of alternative forage as compared to if they had none. Note that
possible increases in transportation costs could be substantial and are not included
here. Under these circumstances, the rancher switches the management action from
no rest to rest and avoids crossing the threshold for all rancher-decided cases
(indicated by the dark grey color) given TID80 or TIDL70. The NPV of the loss (NPVL)
experienced from drought is reduced by between 91.3% and 96.3% of the original loss
for these cases. For all TID paths and post-threshold AUM cases considered, the
savings is largest if a single TID occurs in the first year only of the drought cycle. This
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table highlights the significant opportunity that grass banking could provide ranchers
through incentivizing rest. Ranchers would also benefit from access to the grass bank if
crossing the threshold does occur (these cases are indicated by the light grey color in
Table 5.1). However, the idea there would be mitigating losses for ranchers rather than
preventing irreversible change in ecosystem health. The benefits shown in Table 5.1
would decrease as the cost of the alternative forage source increases. The cost
assumed here is the same as the cost of private (deeded) land (see Table 3.1).
Table 5.1. The value of access to grass banking according to TID Year(s).
Given TIDR50, TIDP50, and a three-year recovery time, the increase in NPV and percent
decrease in the Net Present Value of Loss (NPVL) that results if a ranch has access to
1093 AUMs of alternative forage (vs. zero) is shown according to threshold level
(TIDL%) for each possible TID year sequence. The dark grey shading indicates
situations in which the rancher rests and avoids crossing the threshold. The light grey
shading indicates situations in which the threshold is crossed due to factors outside of
the rancher’s control.

TID Year
No TID
TID Yr 1
TID Yr2
TID Yr3
TID Yr 1&2
TID Yr 1&3
TID Yr 2&3
TID Yr 1, 2&3

Increase in NPV
TID90
TID80
TID70
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$59,676.73 $132,659.95 $227,993.87
$45,156.14 $104,420.69 $183,773.48
$35,464.55 $85,967.42 $154,273.64
$47,844.97 $108,922.58 $192,240.11
$48,388.60 $110,027.56 $193,932.75
$34,379.87 $82,797.98 $151,199.07
$47,844.97 $108,922.58 $192,240.11

% Decrease in NPVL
TID90
TID80
TID70
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
88.7%
94.1%
96.3%
85.7%
92.7%
95.4%
82.5%
91.3%
94.7%
71.1%
77.3%
81.2%
71.9%
78.1%
81.9%
65.2%
73.5%
78.5%
71.1%
77.3%
81.2%

The potential of these grass banking systems to incentivize conservation is challenged
by transportation costs and the quid pro quo requirements of nonprofit organizations,
among other factors. Transportation costs can make it too costly for ranchers to
participate in utilizing these lands for restoration purposes (White and Conly 2007). The
quid pro quo challenge arises from the fact that assets of charitable organizations
cannot be used to benefit private individuals and the value of the “trade” must be
demonstrated to be equal (Gripne 2005). That is, the benefit ranchers’ gain from using
this forage cannot be greater than the cost that they are paying. This makes it difficult
to promote win-win situations--such as using grass banks to incentivize the resilienceimproving management action--in which both society and the enterprise could benefit.
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Gripne (2005) argued that the long-term success of these programs requires that
managers and researchers adequately address both practical and policy-related issues.
5.4 Modeling Improvements
This model could be enhanced in several ways. First, this model could consider
variable prices and/or correlated sales prices. Past research by Bastian et al. (2009)
has not considered the possible influence of sales price together with uncertainty in
forage availability on ranch management decisions during drought. A sensitivity
analysis of cattle prices was performed here but for prices that are constant across time.
More realistic situations could be modeled. Bastian et al. (2009) argued that changes in
cattle sales price resulting from drought “would likely be a very short-term
phenomenon”. Results of this study show, however, that the sales price assumed can
change the expected value of the rest option and the profit-maximizing decision. During
drought, several ranchers can be affected which may increase the supply of cattle sales
to the market. Subsequently, cattle sales prices can become depressed. In 2012,
drought affected 67% of livestock value in the US and calf and cattle numbers dropped
to the lowest level in the last 60 years (Kachergis et al. 2014). Shrum et al. (2018)
argued that once prices drop, ranchers may wait out the depressed market and hold on
to their herd. Bastian et al. (2009) found that cattle sale prices cycled together with
drought can affect the viability of the ranch. Specifically, peak-to-peak price cycles
(declining in early years of the planning horizon) resulted in a greater reduction in NPV
of the firm when considering a drought cycle than did trough-to-trough. Though the
effect of the assumed discount rate on this result was not evaluated in that study.
Second, this model could consider the impact of possible increases in the cost of forage
and feed sources on rancher returns and the resilience-improving management action.
The influence on the resilience-improving management action was explored through the
alternative forage component, but this is not exactly analogous to hay because of the
season it is available. Hay is usually assumed to be available in the winter and
sometimes early spring, whereas the alternative forage source considered in this study
was available during the late spring and summer months. Bastian et al. (2009)
conducted a correlation analysis between Wyoming alfalfa hay prices and the quantity
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of April precipitation. The correlation was very small and positive (the authors
conjectured that the lack of a negative relationship may be due to the storage of
irrigation water and/or regional effects of hay markets). However, 53% of the Wyoming
ranchers surveyed indicated that their winter feed availability was affected by drought
(Kachergis, et al. 2014). In the current study, it was found to be profit-maximizing for
the rancher to extend the hay season during the rest year; deeded range AUMS once
used in the spring were used in the summer to make up for lower public land forage in
the summer. This could explain why survey respondents in the Kachergis et al. (2014)
study reported higher impacts on hay prices than expected. Cost increases in hay
would therefore increase the impact on the ranch from that found here. Although as
Figure 4.11 shows, if excess hay results when the herd size is reduced, the impact may
be softened by the increase in value of sellable hay.
Third, ranchers may also have other variables in their utility function than those
presented here. Most ranchers cite the non-market benefits (e.g., enjoying nature, selfemployment, working with animals and family life) of ranching as the primary motivation
for ranching rather than profit (Genter and Tanaka 2002, Torell et al. 2001, Sayre et al.
2012). To the extent that these benefits are increased or maintained by engaging in the
resilience-improving management action, this study may have underestimated the
expected value of the rest option. Therefore, accounting for these changes in some
way in the model could be important to accurately reflect ranchers’ actual decisions.
Fourth, additional specifics about the ecology of the system in terms of ecological states
and recovery of the ecological system could be included. For example, in this study, a
linear recovery of forage availability was assumed. Holding the discount rate constant,
if the recovery rate was higher in the near term and then tapered off, that would
increase the ENPV of the rest option relative to the linear recovery; if the rate was lower
in the near term and then increased over time, that would decrease the ENPV of the
rest option relative to the linear recovery. Additional modeling would be needed to
determine the impact on the decision to engage in the resilience-improving
management action. In addition, this model could incorporate possible changes in the
timing of available forage that might occur with changes in ecological states. For
example, if cheatgrass displaces native grasses, changes in the timing of available
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forage throughout the grazing season may be even more costly for the rancher than
annual changes in total forage availability.
Finally, additional complexities could be added to the forage dynamics model that may
further increase the accuracy of these results. This model could be used to explore the
impact on the decision given different forage production trajectories. The forage
dynamics model in Müeller et al. (2007) could provide a good foundation for this. For
example, the model presented here assumed that the number of AUMs available to the
rancher recovers at the same rate as resiliency. Forage production may recover faster
than resiliency, as in the case of a wet year following a dry year, or may be unrelated.
In situations where the number of AUMs available to the rancher recovers faster than
the resiliency, results from this study have underestimated the opportunity cost of
choosing rest. On the other hand, forage production could be lower during the drought
years, but, followed by a significant increase in forage production when the drought
ends. In this case, this study would be underestimating the opportunity cost of not
resting.
5.5 Summary of Key Results
There are several key results in this study. This study found conditions under which the
agent will act “precautionary”, i.e., rest (reduce harvest) and avoid crossing the
threshold. Polasky et al. (2011) also found that agents will act “precautionary” (reduce
harvest) if such management actions can influence the probability of a shift that alters
the growth function. Polasky et al. (2011) conjectured that the level of reduction in the
harvest rate will depend upon the growth functions before and after the regimes shift
(threshold cross), the probability characteristics of the shift, and the discount rate. In
agreement with this, the study presented here found that the difference in AUMs
available before and after the threshold is crossed, the probability of the shift, and the
discount rate, can all influence the decision to engage in the resilience-improving
management action. Although, not all of these parameters are factors in all cases. In
fact, the size of the reduction in harvest required (i.e., the rest requirement) to avoid
crossing the threshold is a driving factor in the rancher’s profit-maximizing decision.
This result is not specifically highlighted in these other studies mentioned above. This
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may be more critical in ranching than for other types of enterprises (e.g., cropping)
because of a degree of irreversibility in the sales decision exists (since the ranch builds
through reproduction) that makes reductions in forage harvest more costly.
Even at the lowest rest requirement considered in this study, resting was not found to
be profit-maximizing if the opportunity cost of choosing rest was sufficiently high
(although, a low discount rate was found to change this result). This occurs if crossing
the threshold results in small differences in forage production. Albers and Goldbach
(2000) also analyzed the influence of different carrying capacities before and after the
shift. Similarly, they found that if the carrying capacity reduction after the shift is
sufficiently low, the manager will incur the shift and continue cropping activities after the
shift. These results point to a possibly important mechanism for deteriorating rangeland
health as rangelands become vulnerable due to climate variability. It also points to
opportunities identified in this study such as forage trading programs (e.g., grass
banking or forage sharing) or incentive payments.
This study also revealed two situations that may change a formerly profit-maximizing
decision to engage in the resilience-based management. The first involves the impact
of correlated probabilities on the rest decision. Results show that if a second or third
TID occurs with probability one, the rancher will never engage in the resilienceimproving management action. Therefore, if multi-year resilience affecting drought
becomes a reality in the future due to climate variability, ranchers that may have
previously found it profit-maximizing to rest regardless of high probabilities (e.g., the
TIDR25, TIDP80 or TIDL70, and TIDP90 case) may no longer find it profit-maximizing to do
so. The second situation involves alternative forage sources. If previously available
alternative forage is lost due to population pressure, crop conversion, and/or increases
in cost, a rancher may no longer engage in the resilience-improving management
action. In fact, results indicate that declining health on public rangelands may increase
demand for private land; this may in turn decrease the practice of resting lands or
saving land for use during low forage years. And, this may ultimately further lower the
expected value of the rest decision in future drought cycles.
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Results of this study showed that rangelands and rancher income will experience
differential impacts depending upon the rest requirement, the number of AUMs lost after
crossing the threshold, the recovery time, the probability of a TID, and the availability of
alternative forage sources. For the same probability of a TID and rest requirement, the
number of AUMs lost if the threshold is crossed makes a bigger difference in the NPVL
experienced from drought than recovery time does (see Table 4.9 and Table 4.10).
Depending upon the cost of obtaining or securing it, which may include increased
transportation costs, those ranchers that have access to alternative forage may
experience significantly lower losses from drought. These financial benefits of obtaining
alternative forage may explain why 27% of survey respondents in the Kachergis et al.
(2014) move livestock to another location during drought. The benefits of traveling to
this alternative forage appear to outweigh the transportation costs in those cases.
Results of the current study also indicate that ranchers would use alternative forage
even if the threshold is crossed (see Figure 4.8, for example). This means ranchers
may benefit from securing alternative forage, not just for the resting period, but in the
event that forage availability is reduced on their public land resource.
Results here corroborate findings by Müeller et al. (2007) that “unplanned rests” are
more likely to be eliminated if leasing of private land is available. Unplanned rests, as
described by Müeller et al. (2007), occurred when the recovery rate of livestock was
lower than the forage recovery rate. With a high growth rate of the livestock herd -which happens given better access to livestock markets (buying livestock) and
supplementary feeding or leasing of rangeland resources during drought – unplanned
rests will not occur (Müeller et al., 2007). Results of this study showed a lag between
forage recovery and herd size recovery time (Figure 4.1 shows that the herd size does
not recover until year eight but the three-year recovery time means the number of AUMs
available recovered by year 5). This lag is reduced given a small amount (200 acres) of
an alternative forage source (see Figure 4.7). The lag is completely eliminated (see
Figure 4.5) with sufficiently large amounts of alternative forage (e.g., 1150 acres) as the
herd size is not reduced.
The final key result involves the value of information. A rancher may inadvertently
choose to cross the threshold due to lack of accurate information. For example, the
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rancher may perceive that crossing the threshold is not a possibility or that a lower
permanent loss in AUMs will occur than in reality. If climate variability increases the
vulnerability of these systems, the past may not be a predictor of the future. Collecting
and disseminating information about key indicators and predictors of change in
rangeland health may become increasingly important. Bestelmeyer et al. (2013) found
that foliar cover conditions can provide indicators or "early-warning signs" of irreversible
changes in ecological health. For their particular ecological site and grass type, they
found that foliar cover should not be driven below 3%. The study presented here found-depending upon the specifics and given equal probability that a resilience-affecting
drought would occur versus not in each year of the drought cycle--the ENPV of this type
of information to the representative ranch could range from between ~$12,000 to
~$86,000 (see Figure 4.12).
5.6 Opportunities for Future Research
There are a number of extensions of this work that could shed light on timely rangeland
management issues. First, while not explored here, this study elucidated the
importance of irreversibility in a ranchers’ sales decision. Cow-calf ranchers build
through reproduction and thus costs of herd reductions can be felt for multiple years.
However, with the addition of uncertainty in forage availability, herd adjustments may be
even more costly than under certainty. Adjusting through selling heifer calves years in
advance is not an option and the sudden sell off of brood cows may become necessary.
Planned restoration efforts may therefore be less costly to the ranch than previously
thought by avoiding sudden adjustments that might be required with unexpected events
such as cheatgrass-related wildfires. Such research could reveal circumstances under
which either planned rests or restoration is profit-maximizing. Ritten et al. (2017)
considered a similar problem, but the impact of uncertainty on decisions to sell off
members of the herd and rebuild the herd were not discussed.
Another extension relates to changes in seasons of use due to ecological changes.
Though not the primary focus of this paper, results showed reallocation of deeded
(private) land forage by season. The ecological implications of using forage in different
times of the year could be explored. For example, Young and Allen (1997) discussed
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the potential for early spring grazing to impact ecological resistance to cheatgrass.
Adding a function that relates forage reallocation decisions to cheatgrass AUMs and
ecological resistance/resilience could therefore be informative.
To inform policy, the model in this study could be used to identify the size of payments
that would be needed to change the decision to engage in the resilience-improving
management action. This study considered the probability of crossing a threshold given
that a monetary subsidy exists that is adequate to change the decisions however, the
size of the payment required was not evaluated. This could be useful information for
estimating the size of budget that would be needed for incentive programs. The
payment would need to be equal to the difference in ENPV of the rest option and the
ENPV of the no rest option. The difference between the two options will vary depending
upon the circumstances (recovery time, threshold level, probability of a TID year during
drought, and whether or not the TID is early or late in the drought cycle).
Finally, future modeling efforts could explore the impact of different hay availability and
cost scenarios. The “alternative forage” considered in this model was simply an
additional amount of AUMs available. This could be thought of as hay rather than
forage. While this study considered the influence on the rest decision from these
different numbers of available alternative AUMS (Table 4.15 and Table 4.16) and costs
(Table 4.18), these AUMs were modeled as only available in the spring and summer. It
did not consider the possibility or profit impacts from feeding hay year round. Bastian et
al. (2009) found that reducing herd size during drought provided higher returns as
compared to feeding hay year round. If it is optimal to reduce herd size because of the
cost of hay, the expected value of the rest decision should increase (lower opportunity
cost involved with resting). The impact on the rest decision given year-round hay
availability and higher hay cost scenarios is therefore unclear without additional
modeling. Van Tassell and Richardson (1998) inquired permitees of the Big Horn
National Forest in Wyoming and simulated their operations under different scenarios of
reduction to federal grazing permits. Many permitees stated they would adjust use on
their base property until they could no longer stay in business. Simulation showed that
using base property to keep production at a maximum was profit-maximizing. These
results indicate that ranchers may do all that they can to avoid reductions in herd size.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
Forty percent of respondents to a survey of Wyoming ranchers said that drought will be
more influential in their management plans and operations in the next 10 years as
compared to the last 10 years (Kachergis et al. 2014). Yet, surprisingly little is known
about the financial outcomes associated with drought management strategies (Bastian
et al 2009). This study highlights factors that affect ranchers’ decisions regarding
resilience-improving management actions during drought and quantifies profit impacts
from drought. This information is needed to better understand the vulnerability of
ranchers to anticipated changes in climate, the effectiveness of resilience-based
management approaches, and the likelihood of rangeland health changes now and into
the future.
This study found conditions under which it is profit-maximizing for the representative
ranch to avoid permanent declines in rangeland health--low requirements for rest to
avoid crossing the threshold coupled with high costs to crossing the threshold or large
quantities of land available for lease during drought. Opportunities for grass
banking/forage sharing and subsidies were also identified--low requirements for rest
coupled with low costs to crossing the threshold or high requirements for rest and little
to no forage leasing opportunities. However, as this study recognizes, changes in
rangeland health that are outside of the control of the rancher may still occur. This may
become a more important factor as climate variability increases.
Figure 6.1 shows what happens to policy effectiveness as ecological resistance to
drought decreases. In the dashed red circle, opportunities for grass banking/forage
sharing and subsidies still exist, but the probability that the threshold will be crossed
remains high. Forage programs and subsidies will be most effective if ecological
resistance to drought remains high.

Probability of Crossing a Threshold
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Figure 6.1. The probability of crossing a threshold with and without a subsidy.
As the probability of TID increases (i.e., ecological resistance to drought decreases), the ability for a subsidy to reduce the
probability of crossing the threshold decreases.
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The expected value of information that switches the rancher’s decision, such that they
engage in the resilience-improving management action, is also highest given that
ecological resistance is high (see Table 4.20). In summary, for the same dollar
invested, these programs that educate and/or incentivize ranchers to avoid crossing a
threshold are most effective for rangelands in relatively healthy ecological phases where
drought-caused threshold crossings are less likely and ranchers still maintain a high
probability of control over crossing the threshold in the face of drought.
Results of this study challenge the feasibility and practicality of resilience-based
management alone or subsidies alone to decrease the probability of irreversible
changes in rangeland health. In situations where multi-drivers interact to affect
resiliency of ecological systems on rangelands a three-part approach is required
whereby: 1) extension agents and others educate ranchers that may be unware of the
costs associated with crossing a threshold or that avoiding these costs require a change
in management during drought, 2) ecologists and public land managers continue to
identify and support opportunities for resilience-based management, e.g., maintain or
increase ecological resistance to drought, and 3) forage and/or incentive programs work
to make these resilience-improving management actions profit-maximizing. Resources
for part three of this approach can be prioritized for geographic areas where it is
currently not profit-maximizing to engage in the resilience-improving management
action (e.g., small forage changes associated with changes in resilience or high rest
requirements coupled with high competition for grazing land).
Each part of this three-part approach has unique challenges and opportunities. In
reference to part one, both ranchers and public land managers may be unaware of the
characteristics of “at-risk communities”. Many participants in a survey of public land
mangers commented that federal agencies have been more reactive than proactive as
ecological issues arise (Kemp et al. 2015). One survey participant stated:
“To change livestock grazing, for example, [might be] kind of
a hard thing to do, but it seems like when people aren’t
meeting permit stipulations that things will have to change. It
might take a while before they realize actually that this is not
just a weird year, this is a weird decade, [and] we are still not
meeting targets year after year (Kemp et al. 2015 p.17)”
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Many ranchers possess unique knowledge regarding rangeland health and
management that may have been passed down for generations. However, with so
many ranchers of retirement age (Brekken et al. 2016), capturing this knowledge may
prove difficult. A changing climate may also leave existing managers outside of their
knowledge base. For example, in the study area, it is expected that increased
temperatures, reduced snow pack, and drier summers will increase in frequency
(Creutzburg et al. 2015).
In reference to part two of the approach, rangeland managers will become better
informed by following prescriptions of resilience-based management such as identifying
“triggers” and “at-risk communities”, as prescribed by Briske et al. (2008). However,
funding for preventing changes in or increasing resiliency to drought (e.g., through
seeding native grasses) may be limited.
In reference to part three of the approach, scarcity of rangeland due to population
pressure, cropland conversion, and/or decreased productivity of rangelands may make
forage programs hard to begin or maintain. Bestelmeyer et al. (2012) identified
population pressure, increasing land use change, meeting increasing food demands,
and climate change as some of the most pressing issues of today. These factors could
also increase the chance for fire and invasive grasses thus decreasing the resiliency of
the land. In addition, utilizing other forage sources when resting or after a threshold is
crossed might have ecological implications. Increased scarcity of alternative forage
during drought will also drive-up rental prices. If healthy lands are reserved for this
purpose, possibly through grass banking, forage-sharing programs, or “stockpiling”, this
may reduce these affects. Though, as pointed out in the discussion, transportation
costs and policy factors may reduce the feasibility of utilizing other forage sources.
If the frequency of resilience-affecting drought years increases in the future, this could
result in significant losses for ranchers (Tables 4.9 to 4.12) and declines in the ENPV of
their income stream (Tables 4.13 and 4.14).14 While research suggests that a rancher
will continue to operate until they are forced to leave financially (Torell et al. 2002,
14

Although it should be noted that incremental changes in the probability of resilience-affecting drought
years can results in non-linear expected income losses as shown in Figure 4.4. That is, incremental
losses may decrease as the probability of drought-caused shifts becomes high.
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Runge et al. 2019), decreased expected values of these enterprises may curtail young
or new ranchers from getting into the ranching business. This could be especially
problematic as the rancher population is aging. Farmers over age 55 control 64 percent
of agricultural land in Oregon (Brekken et al. 2016). It was estimated that in the next 20
years, 10.45 million acres in Oregon, and 70 percent of all U.S. farmland will change
hands (Brekken et al. 2016).
Perhaps the biggest contribution of this study is that it reveals the information needed to
understand the differential impacts on ranchers from more frequent or extended drought
periods. This information will also help ranchers make informed decisions. The
information that may lead to a better understanding of the future of rangeland health
and impacts on ranchers are the:


Probability of the length of a drought that affects ecological resilience



Number of forgone (rested) AUMs needed during drought to avoid crossing
an ecological threshold



Probability of crossing the threshold due to exogenous factors



Recovery time of resiliency and forage production following drought



Reduction in number of AUMs available after a threshold has crossed



Rancher’s discount rate



Availability and cost of alternative forage sources



Sales price of livestock during and shortly after drought



Common herd size adjusting strategies under uncertainty



Non-market benefits of engaging in resilience-improving management actions

Finally, this study reveals a new set of research questions. How do ranchers determine
how much forage to “stockpile”? Is it “fortuitous” (Albers et al. 2006, Müeller et al. 2007)
resting or is it based upon avoiding lengthy or permanent reductions in forage
production? Are market forces, uncertainty, or ecological considerations, or a
combination thereof at play? Campbell et al. (2016) identified several strictly economic
reasons for more conservative stocking, e.g., high variability in livestock sales prices
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coupled with high herd size adjustment costs. Understanding the incentives for
“stockpiling” forage, either calculated or fortuitous, will inform the quest for policies and
programs that incentivize resilience-improving management actions now and into the
future.
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Forward to Appendices
The GAMS code from Appendix A through C is presented to GAMS in the order
provided here. Code is separted into different appendices to indicate the major purpose
of that section of code. The three Appendices (A, B, C) tie to the structure presented in
the beginning of the Methods Chapter where a larger model is broken down into three
key parts: a ranch model, a dynamic forage model, and a decision model (i.e., the SDP
solution alogorithm).
“Include” files are found in Appendix D. “Include” refers to .txt files that are typically
large tables read into the main GAMS using the “$include” command. For ease of
finding and correcting errors, the GAMS code was divided into different sections and
then read in. This is the reason “.gms” files are brought into the code using the
“$include” command. There are a two “.gms” files referred to in the code but not
presented here that begin with “rerun with new df….”. It was redundant to include this
code as these are repeats of the code found on page 174-188; The only difference is
that the discount factor (“DF” in the code) code has been reset to reflect the new current
year. This change in the year the discount factor begins is necessary is due to the
algorithm of stepping forward through time after the current year stochastic outcome is
realized.
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Appendix A GAMS code for: Ranch Model, parameters for all models, and output
loops
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$offListing
*******************************************************************************
*Ranch Model
*Parameters for all models
*Output code
********************************************************************************
$Title Oregon Mountain - Northeast Oregon, Oregon 300 head Max Net Income
$ONTEXT
SIZE = Large
Debt = None
Grazing Fee = Current
Available Public AUMs = Current
Season of Use = Current
$OFFTEXT
*$OFFSYMLIST OFFSYMXREF
*$onsymxref
file returns
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\output23_7_18\x2use75_NoYr1TID
_0_returns.txt/;
returns.pc=5;
* Returns is a file that summarizes costs and returns by year
file foragsum
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\output23_7_18\x2use75_NoYr1TID
_0_land.txt/;
foragsum.pc=5;
* Foragsum is a file that summarizes forage use by year
file raisesum
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\output23_7_18\x2use75_NoYr1TID
_0_raise.txt/;
raisesum.pc=5;
* Raisesum is a file that summarizes the number of raised animals by year
file risum
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\output23_7_18\x2use75_NoYr1TID
_0_objfn.txt/;
risum.pc=5;
* Filesum is a file that summarizes the Obective Function (ranch income) by year
file lndsum
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\output23_7_18\x2use75_NoYr1TID
_0_landuse.txt/;
lndsum.pc=5;
* Lndsum is a file that summarizes seasonal land use by year
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file feedsum
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\output23_7_18\x2use75_NoYr1TID
_0_feeduse.txt/;
feedsum.pc=5;
* Feedsum is a file that summarizes seasonal feed use by year
file haysum
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\output23_7_18\x2use75_NoYr1TID
_0_haysale.txt/;
haysum.pc=5;
* haysum is a file that summarizes hay sales use by year
*file haysum /c:\Cheatgrass\JFS\output\Base_haysale.txt/;
haysum.pc=5;
*file treatdec
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\treatment_decision3.txt/;
treatdec.pc=5;
*file ceeout
/C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\output\forageprod_now.txt/;
ceeout.pc=5;
Scalars

totdays
Total defined by various seasons
calfcrop
Calf Crop Percentage at birth
/0.837/
minrepl
Required min cow repl rate
/0.15/
maxBrepl
/.40/
maxYrepl
/.50/
Bullrepl
Required bull replacement rate /0.25/
minhyear
Required min heifers for sale
/.10/
maxrepl
Max % heifer calves kept
/0.80/
cowbull
cow to bull ratio
/20.0/
Rho
discount rate
/0.07/
Commiss
Commission % cost to sell cow
/0.03/
Yardage
Yardage and trans Charge($ per day) /1.81/
*updated to from 2005 2013
Salefeed
Sale feed charge ($ per cwt)
/.36/
*update from 2005 to 2013
*
Offranch
Off ranch income
/57000/
*
Offranch
Off ranch income
/14693/
*Off ranch income set at $12,168 (2005$) for a full-time rancher, $57,191 for part-time (2005$)
*Off ranch income set at $14,693 (2013$)
Family
family living allowance
/28981/
*Family living allowance set at $24,000 for all ranchers
*5_17_18 assuming this is 2005$, 2013 is 28,981
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Fixed
Fixed ranch expenses
/25635/
*Fixed include machinery and equipment insurance and taxes, property tax, depreciation and interest
* 5_17_18 assuming this is 2005$, 2013 is 25,635.10
*
Iwealth
Initial cash position
/0/
Iwealth
Initial cash position
/0/
Endval
Last year return per AUY
/3/
Stloanr
Short term borrowing rate
/0.04/
Savrate
Interest return on Savings acct /.03/
*
AcBLM
Acres of BLM land /2310/
*
AcBLM
Acres of BLM land /3595/
AcBLM
Acres of BLM land /4016/
*ALL BLM IS represented by the scaler "AcBLM" ="acblm1"
Blmcost
Forage cost per AUM on BLM land
/10.59/
*2013$ (2005 8.77)
seas2con
Season 3 conversion in season 3 >= season 2 restriction. Season 2 is is 2.5
times longer than season 3 /2.5/
seas4con
Season 4 converson in season 4>= season 3 restriction. Season 4 is 1.5 times
longer than season 3 /1.5/
loopoverih
for looping through years backwards induction /1/
*loopoverih andmoveforward not used this analysis. use with uncertainty more than two periods in
future
moveforward
for moving the model forward one year with rollf /1/
forwardlook
/1/
rainseq
/1/
treatresult
/.26/
CHtreatresult
/.26/
xxx
/.5/
*
multiple
/1/
probcorrelat
/1/
herdconst_TIDYr3
/1/
*
policy
/-85000/
subsidy
/0/
;
*Change years to match price data set, also need to change years in Bounds section near bottom
Set T Time periods /year01*year40/
TLAST(T) Last Period
TFIRST(T) First Period
*If you have different seasons, there are changes throughout the model that must be made
tsub(t) subset of t /year07*year08/
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tsub1(t) subset of t/year02*year06/
tsub2(t) subset of t/year05*year06/
tsub3(t) subset of t/year02*year05/
*for r02teq0 take out year05
*set tsub3 to include year05, but not or r02teq0 because they will need to adjust
*that year to the information of a tid in year1
t25(t) subset of t /year25/
tfuture(t) subset of t for last period of drought + future /year08*year25/;
*decided to consider results from a future only to year 25 because the
*it seems too long to be meaninful, and the terminal condition being
*same as initial condition on herdsize makes it go back up at year 35, but
*with several years in between it doesn't have any affect on the outcome (it's a terminal condition
just a "long" one)
Set Fireyr Years since last fire /Fire01*Fire101/
*added set "Fireyr" to incorporate impact of fire on availability of blm land.
*2_15_18 fireyr stands for "resting" year.
set fsub0(Fireyr) subset of fire yrs /Fire01*Fire04/
set rainyr sequences of rain possibilities /rain01*rain04/
alias (rainyr,rainyrcross08);
set rainyrcross08r01r02(rainyrcross08)/rain01*rain02/;
set rainyrcross08r03r04(rainyrcross08)/rain03*rain04/;
set rainyrsub0102(rainyr)/rain01*rain02/;
set rainyrsub0304(rainyr)/rain03*rain04/;
alias(fsub0,fsubcross07);
alias(fsub0,fsubcross08);
set fsubcross08tr01tr02(fsubcross08)/fire01*fire02/
set fsubcross08tr03tr04(fsubcross08)/fire03*fire04/

;
;

*want to change the names in the set, miss leading, doesn't stand for that any more, just a way to
activate equations in a loop
set rainruns/r01teq0, r02teq0/
set rainrunsubset(rainruns);
*set rainrunsuperset/r01teq0, r02teq0/
*set rainruns(rainrunsuperset)/r01teq0, r02teq0/
*set normal(rainruns) /r01teq0/
*set drought(rainruns)/ r02teq0/
set runs/path, forwardlook/
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set i/i00*i38/;
*set isub(i)/i00*i25/
*3/26/17 use below set for example becuase i00 gets you with 08 as the $ord(t) eq (card(i)-loopoverih2)
set isub(i)/i00*i10/;
set Isub1(i)/i00/;
*set isub1(i)/i00*i11/;
*set isub2(i)/i00*i12/;
set rollf/m00*m05/;
*set rollf/m00*m101/;
set rollfsub(rollf)/m00/;
set scenario current year realization scenarios /s00/;
set analysis analaysis set for different values of cee(t)equal to ceerun (rainyr t analysis fsub0)
/00*02/
;
set analysisSUB(analysis) /02/
;
set sensitivity1/x2/;
*set sensitivity1/x1/;
*set sensitivity1/x0*x4/;
*set sensitivity1/x2/;
*set sensitivity2/y0*y2/;
set sensitivity2/y9,y0,y4,y8/;
*set sensitivity2/y3*y5/;
*set sensitivity2/y0/;
*set sensitivity2/y4/;
set sensitivity3/z0/;
*set sensitivity4/w2/;
*set sensitivity4/w2/;
set sensitivity4/w0*w2/;
set runsoutput/l00*l02/;
Set seasonON grazing season start date /seas1*seas8/
Set iter iteration /iter001*iter003/
set itersub(iter) subset of price iterations /iter002/
Set season(seasonON) grazing season /seas1*seas7/
*If you have different land or crop types, there are changes throughout the model that must be made
Set land types of land available /state, trtable, usfs, privleas, deedrang,summdeed,norestdeed,
falldeed, deed2, rmeadow, ameadow, gmeadow, raisealf, purchalf, pmeadhay/
Set Crop(land) /rmeadow, raisealf, purchalf, pmeadhay/
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Set Graze(land) /state, usfs, privleas, deedrang,summdeed, falldeed,norestdeed,deed2, rmeadow,
ameadow, gmeadow, raisealf, purchalf, pmeadhay/
*above set is without the blm land.
Set BLMT(land) /trtable/
Set landitem /number, aumac, cropyld, conver, usefac, forcost1/
Set date1 /m, d, y, serial, days, months/
Set livclass /broodcow, cullcow, bull, horse, scalf, hcalf, syear, hyear,
purscalf, purhcalf, rephcalf, rephyear, buybcow, sellbcow, buybull/
Set livclassprint /broodcow, cullcow, bull, horse, scalf, hcalf, hyear,
rephcalf, rephyear, buybull/
*set livclassprint/broodcow, cullcow, bull, horse, scalf, hcalf, syear, hyear,
*
purscalf, purhcalf, rephcalf, rephyear, buybcow, sellbcow, buybull,
cee,forage_prod,rainprod,treatportion/ ;
Set selllivclassprint/cullcow, bull, scalf, hcalf, syear, hyear, purscalf,
purhcalf, sellbcow/
Set livecl(livclass) /cullcow, bull, scalf, hcalf, syear, hyear, purscalf,
purhcalf, sellbcow/
Set livpara /buywt, salewt, deathlss, animcost, hayuse/
Set Costsum /forcost1, animcost, loancst, treatcst, totcost, gross, repgross, net, netdisc, cashtr,
accumsav, stborrow, repayst,
crossed,forage_prodC,forage_prodCplusN,forage_prodN,rainprod,treatportion,thresholdanalysis/
set sub_costsum(costsum)/forcost1, animcost,totcost, gross, repgross, net,
netdisc,accumsav,crossed,forage_prodC,forage_prodCplusN,forage_prodN,rainprod,treatportion/;
set treatch/treatchoice/
set foragechoice/forage/
Set out1 /used, slack, total, shadow, value/
Set treatmnt /nochng, herb, grazing, fire, integ/
Set source /native, cheat/
;
$ontext
parameter cropsale(crop) crop sale prices
/rmeadow
0
raisealf 0/;
$offtext
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parameter cropsale(crop) crop sale prices
/rmeadow
87.43
raisealf 134.77/;
*both above numbers were in 2005 prices and updated to 2013
parameter buypric(T,livclass);
parameter salepric(T,livclass);
Parameter Landsum(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Land,T,out1)
Before max Land
Use Summary;
Parameter Landseas(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Land,T,season) Before max Seasonal
land use summary;
Parameter Feedseas(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,season) Before max Seasonal
Crop use summary;
Parameter haysale(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T)
Before max crop
sales summary;
Parameter anim(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,livclassprint)
Before max
raised animals summary;
parameter AUY(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T)
Before max AUY
on the ranch;
parameter CROSSED(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T)
calulate
number of times cross threshold;
parameter YrCross(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t)
Year the threshold
is crossed;
parameter SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,sellLivclassprint)
total weight sold for each class in herd;
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parameter Econ(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,costsum)
Variables;
parameter Econ1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,costsum)
Variables savepoint;

Economic
Economic

parameter ri(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyr,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08) Ranch Income Summary;
parameter ricrossed(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross08,t25)
crossed thresholds;
parameter MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fireyr);
parameter MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter MS2(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyr,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08) Model status by iter for npv with
realizations;
parameter acblm1(t);
parameter Fireint(T,Fireyr)
fire interval;
parameter fireprod(T)
production in year T if fire occurs;
parameter fireprodout(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
parameter Rainprod(T)
productioin in year T given rainfall event - use this parameter in your
forage dynamics ;
parameter rainprodout(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
parameter cee(t)
grazing influence on dynamic forage production native grass ;
parameter CHcee(t)
grazing influence on dynamic forage production cheat grass ;
parameter droughtnow(rollf,scenario) ;
parameter rainprods3New(T,treatmnt,source);

parameter saverainprods3New(T,treatmnt,source);
parameter saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,treatmnt,source) ;
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*parameter ceerun(rainyr,t,analysis,fsub0,t) analaysis parameter for treatment choice and forage
result;
parameter ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0);
parameter ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0);
parameter ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0);
parameter ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0);
parameter savethresholdanalysis(iter,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
parameter saveprob_analysis(iter,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
parameter saveprobcorrelat_analysis(iter,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
parameter nowDrought(rollf) ;
parameter testapril(rainyr,t,analysis,fsub0,t);
parameter checkThresh(T,
treatmnt,
source);
parameter savethreshold(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,treatmnt,source);
parameter printcee(itersub,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
parameter PHASE3(T,treatmnt,source);
parameter vstarpath06_treatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
parameter vstarpath06_NOtreatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
parameter
vstarforwardlook06_Notreatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
parameter vstarforwardlook06_treatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);

parameter R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
parameter R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
parameter NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
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parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) ;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1);

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

givensolution06_path_treat07loop(rainyr,sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
givensolution06_path_NOtreat07loop(rainyr,sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
givensolution06_forwardlook_treat07loop(rainyr,sensitivity4,sensitivity1);
givensolution06_forwardlook_NOtreat07loop(rainyr,sensitivity4,sensitivity1);

parameter

herdconst(rainyr)
/ rain01
0
rain02
1
rain03
0
rain04
0
/
;

parameter sens9(sensitivity1);
parameter sens1(sensitivity1)
*/x0 1/;
*/x0 .5/;
***truncated version
*/x0 .9, x1 .8/;
*******
*/ x0 .9/ ;
*/x0 .9, x1 .8, x2 .7/;
***testing 30% reduction (x3)
/ x2 .7/ ;
***testing all% reduction above (x4) below x4 it is more beneficial to treat because
*at least then you get 50% of the forage where as x5 only gives you 40%
*/x0 .9, x1 .8, x2 .7, x3 .6, x4 .5/
;
*all tested at first are below
*/x0 .9, x1 .8, x2 .7, x3 .6, x4 .5, x5 .4, x6 .3, x7 .2 /
;
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*above is the fraction of the orginal forage quantity reduced to threshold during drought...
*it was .541 read in as a table for TID year, but now that just serves a place holder
*to bring in these numbers in sens1 instead.
$ontext
x1 .95
x2 .9
x3 .85
x4 .8
x5 .75
$offtext
*parameter sens1(sensitivity1);
*parameter sens2(sensitivity2)/y0 .1/;
parameter sens2(sensitivity2)/y9 0,y0 .1, y4 .5, y8 .9/;
*parameter sens2(sensitivity2)/y4 .5/;
*parameter sens2(sensitivity2) / y0 .6, y1 .5, y2 .4/;
*parameter sens2(sensitivity2) / y0 .9, y1 .8, y2 .7/;
*parameter sens2(sensitivity2) / y0 .1, y1 .2, y2 .3/;
*parameter sens2(sensitivity2) / y3 .4, y4 .5, y5 .6/;
parameter probcorrelat1(t);
*table sens3 goes with NO TID (r01teq0) in 06 (first year of drought cycle)
*note that the term “drought” or “no drought” is sometimes used here in place of TID
*, but this should
*be remnamed as “TID year” or “no TID year” since the set-up is that drought is
*the 3 year period but the number of TID years can be a subset of that.
*IMPORTANT NOTE! if change senS3 MUST CHANGE SENS3_1 ALSO!!
table
sens3(sensitivity3,rainyr, tsub)
*baseline comparison
year07 year08
z0.rain01
1
1
z0.rain02
1
1
z0.rain03
1
1

*******************
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z0.rain04

1

$ontext
*correlated Probs:
z1.rain01
z1.rain02
z1.rain03
z1.rain04

1

below is evaluation for 2X as likely to have a TID next year if have one this year
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

$offtext
;
*table sens3_1 goes with YES drought (r02teq0) in 06
table
sens3_1(sensitivity3,rainyr, tsub)
*baseline comparison
z0.rain01
z0.rain02
z0.rain03
z0.rain04

year07 year08
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$ontext
*correlated Probs: below is evaluation for 2X as likely to have a drought next year if have one this
year
z1.rain01
1
1
z1.rain02
1
1
z1.rain03
2
2
z1.rain04
2
2
$offtext
$ontext
*analysis Jo suggested where there is zero probability of threshold drought following initial drought
year07 year08
z2.rain01
0
0
z2.rain02
0
0
z2.rain03
0
0
z2.rain04
0
0
$offtext
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;
*parameter sens4(sensitivity1,sensitivity4)/w0 1/;
table

sens4(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)

x2
w0
0.2143
w1
0.1429
w2
0.1071
*****************sense analysis***********************************
$ontext
**All (except x5 where it's more than 50% reduction from rain which would mean you'd actually
*get more forage from treating, which doesn't make sense)
w0
w1
w2

x0
0.0556
0.0370
0.0278

x1
0.1250
0.0833
0.0625

x2
0.2143
0.1429
0.1071

x3
0.333
0.222
0.167

x4
.5
0.333
0.250

$offext
*******
*larger sens analysis
$ontext
x0
x1
x2
x3
x4
w0
0.056
0.125
0.214
0.333
.5
w1
0.037
0.083
0.143
0.222
0.333
w2
0.028
0.0625
0.107
0.167
0.250
$offtext
************************************************************
*above is the rate at which the forage returns to the predrought level.
table

sens5(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)
x2

x5

x6

x7
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w0
w1
w2

0.2143
0.1429
0.1071

**************************
*sens analysis
$ontext
x0
w0
0.0556
w1
0.0370
w2
0.0278
$offtext

*larger sens analysis
$ontext
x0
w0
0.056
w1
0.037
w2
0.028
$offtext
*********************

x1
0.1250
0.0833
0.0625

x1
0.125
0.083
0.0625

x2
0.2143
0.1429
0.1071

x2
0.214
0.143
0.107

x3
0.333
0.222
0.167

x3
0.333
0.222
0.167

x4
.5
0.333
0.250

x4
.5
0.333
0.250

x5

x6

x7

;
parameter thresholdanalysis(t);
parameter thresholdanalysisII(t);
*below is for another type of analysis and is not really used here but it needs to remain
parameter loopoveri(i)
/i00 1
i01 2
i02 3
i03 4
i04 5
i05 6
i06 7
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i07 8
i08 9
i09 10
/;
parameter moveforwardone(rollf)
/m00 0
m01 1
m02 2
m03 3
m04 4
m05 5
/;
parameter NetDisExp(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,t,rainruns,runs,rainyr,fireyr);
parameter NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter NetDisExpsetcheck(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter max06out(runs);
parameter maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t);
parameter maxout060708fsub_no_t(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter maxout060708rainyr(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr);
parameter decisionpaths(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i, rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyr,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08);
parameter decisionpaths11(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i, rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter decisionpaths22(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i, rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyr,fsub0,fsubcross07);
parameter R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
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parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;
R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp ;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;

************** 2nd set
parameter SecR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
parameter SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
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parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

SecR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

SecR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
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**************************************
parameter noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
parameter noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
parameter noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;
parameter noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp ;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
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parameter noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;

*******thirdset
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain01 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain02 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain01;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain02 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain01
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain02
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain01
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain02

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain01
;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain02 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain01 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain02 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain01
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain02
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain01 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain02 ;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain03
;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain04 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain03 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain04 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain03
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain04
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain03 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain04 ;

;
;
;
;
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parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain03 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain04 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain03;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain04 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain03
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain04
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain03
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain04

;
;
;
;

****************************
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04;

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

max1firstpathNOtreat07r01;
max1firstpathTreat07r01;
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01;
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01;

parameter max1firstpathNOtreat07r03;
parameter max1firstpathTreat07r03;
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parameter max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r03;
parameter max1firstforwardlookTreat07r03;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02 ;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02 ;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02 ;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02 ;
***forwardlook rain01_02
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02

;
;

parameter maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ;
*************rain03_04
**path rain03_04
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04

;
;
;
;

***forwardlook rain03_04
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04 ;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04 ;
parameter maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04 ;

parameter max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr);
parameter maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
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parameter maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs, rainyr, fsub0);
parameter maxtoday2not_t(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter maxtoday2try(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter max3today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs, rainyr,fsub0);
parameter maxtoday4(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr, fsub0);
parameter NetDisExp3(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
parameter Finalnet(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i, rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyr,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08);
parameter netPATH(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,t,rainruns,runs,rainyr,fireyr);
parameter ranchincall(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns,runs,rainyr,fireyr);
parameter vstarpath06_treatin07;
parameter vstarpath06_NOtreatin07;
parameter vstarforwardlook06_treatin07;
parameter vstarforwardlook06_notreatin07;
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

vstarpath06_treatin07_rain03_04;
vstarpath06_NOtreatin07_rain03_04;
vstarforwardlook06_treatin07_rain03_04;
vstarforwardlook06_notreatin07_rain03_04;

parameter givensolution06_path_treat07(rainyr);
parameter givensolution06_path_NOtreat07(rainyr);
parameter givensolution06_forwardlook_treat07(rainyr);
parameter givensolution06_forwardlook_NOtreat07(rainyr);
parameter PR_NoThresh(t);
parameter PR_Thresh(t);
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parameter forwardlooks(runs)
/path
0
forwardlook 1
/
;
parameter rainseqs(rainruns)
/r01teq0
r02teq0

0
1
/
;

parameter trtcost(treatmnt) Treatment costs dollars per acre
/nochng 0
herb
50
grazing 10
fire
25
integ
100/;
*The following Include statments must be changed for location and name of your price file
*$Include "C:\Cheatgrass\Include Files\IDjordan100.txt"
*$Include "C:\Cheatgrass\JFS\Include Files\3AveragePrices.txt"
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\Include
Files\3AveragePrices2013.txt"
* The external file that reads in the series of cattle prices for each iteration
*$Include "C:\Cheatgrass\JFS\Include Files\Hart_Mt_aums_phse_1_ThreshMOD.txt"
*$Include "C:\Cheatgrass\JFS\Include Files\Hart_Mt_aums_phse_2_ThreshMOD.txt"
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\Include
Files\Hart_Mt_aums_phse_3.txt"
*$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\Include
Files\Hart_Mt_aums_phse_3_Hi forage.txt"
*$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\Hart_Mt_aums_phse_3_Lo
forage.txt"
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*$Include "C:\Cheatgrass\JFS\Include Files\Hart_Mt_aums_phse_1.txt"
*$Include "C:\Cheatgrass\JFS\Include Files\Hart_Mt_aums_phse_2.txt"
*$Include "C:\Cheatgrass\JFS\Include Files\TreatORAUM2.txt"
* File containing forage production values by ecological phase
* $Include "C:\Cheatgrass\Include Files\IDbuyp.prn"
* buyp.prn is the external file that reads in the series of yearling buy prices for each iteration
* compute the number of days in each grazing season and assure total
* is 365 or 366. Uses date functions from GAMs Model library calendar.gms.
* Season 7 must close out the year in the following year.
$ontext
table growth(season,source) forage growth curve
Native
Cheat
Seas2 0.0
0.4
Seas3 0.25
0.8
Seas4 0.6
1.0
Seas5 1.0
0.5
;
$offtext
table growth(season,source) forage growth curve
Native
Cheat
Seas2 1
1
Seas3 1
1
Seas4 1
1
Seas5 1
1
;
table onday(seasonON,date1)
m
d
seas1
3
15
seas2
4
1
seas3
6
15
seas4
7
15

y
2000
2000
2000
2000
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seas5
seas6
seas7
seas8
;

9
10
11
3

1
1
15
15

2000
2000
2000
2001

* "Serial" is number of days past Jan. 1, 1900
onday(seasonON,"serial") = jdate(onday(seasonON,"y"),
onday(seasonON,"m"),onday(seasonON,"d"));
onday(seasonON,"days") $ (ord(seasonON)LT card(seasonON)) =
onday(seasonON+1,"serial") - onday(seasonON,"serial");
onday(season,"months") = onday(season,"days")/30.41667;
totdays = sum(season, onday(season,"days"));
*display onday;
if ((totdays = 365 or totdays = 366), display totdays;
else abort "Total season days not 365 or 366, adjust dates";
);
* put a one (1) in the seasons when grazed forages are to be available
table avail(graze, season) seasonal forage availability
seas1
state
usfs
privleas
deedrang
norestdeed
*deed2
falldeed
summdeed
ameadow
rmeadow
gmeadow
raisealf

1
1

seas2

1
1

seas3

1
1

seas4

1
1

seas5

seas6

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

seas7
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;
table availblm(BLMT,season) seasonal forage availability
seas1
trtable

seas2
1

seas3
1

seas4
1

seas5
1

seas6

seas7
;

* put a one (1) in the seasons when hay can be fed.
table cropaval(crop, season) seasonal crop feeding availability
seas1
seas2
seas3
seas4
seas5
seas6
rmeadow
1
raisealf
1
purchalf
1
pmeadhay
1

seas7
1
1
1
1
;

* Enter aumac=1 when units are AUMs
* Add $20/ton to market prices for purchased hays as a delivery cost
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Units of forage types
ACRES: State, deedrang, rmeadow, gmeadow, raisealf
AUM: blm, USFS, Privleas
TON: purchalf, pmeadhay
cropyld is tons per acre
conver = conversion factor Tons to AUMs
usefac = percentage of amount available that can be used in this run - used for policy analysis
forcost1 is in units of landtype. For hays, it is times the cropyld.

table forage(graze,landitem) forage sources
*all items in table below were assume to be in $2005 dollars and were updated to 2013
number
aumac
cropyld conver
usefac
forcost1
*state
0.
1.0
1.0
5.80
*usfs
0.
1.0
1.0
11.42
*privleas
0.
1.0
1.0
15.70
deedrang
287
1.0
1.0
13.95
norestdeed
0
.95
1.0
13.96
summdeed
120.
.95
1.0
13.95
falldeed
120.
1.0
1.0
13.95
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ameadow
rmeadow
raisealf
purchalf
pmeadhay

404.
404.
51.
1000.
1000.

2.04
2.04
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.5
4.5
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22

21.95
129.21
483.00
156.98
111.09

;
*display forage;
table forcrop(crop,landitem) forage sources
rmeadow
*rmeadow
raisealf
purchalf
pmeadhay
;

number
404.
470.
51.
1000.
1000.

aumac
2.04
2.04
0.0
0.0
0.0

cropyld
1.5
1.5
4.5
1.0
1.0

conver
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22

usefac
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

forcost1
129.21
107.
483.02
156.98
111.09

table aue1(livclass,season) AUE for animal classes by season in year T
broodcow
sellbcow
buybcow
cullcow
bull
horse
scalf
hcalf
purscalf
purhcalf
syear
hyear
rephcalf
rephyear
;

seas1
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25

seas2
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25

seas3
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25

seas4
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25

seas5
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25

0.50
0.50

0.50
0.50

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

seas6
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.25
0.50
0.50

seas7
1.00

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

1.00
1.25
1.25
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table aue2(livclass,season) AUE for animal classes by season in year T+1
seas1
broodcow
cullcow
bull
horse
scalf
hcalf
purscalf
purhcalf
syear
hyear
rephcalf
rephyear
;

seas2

seas3

seas4

seas5

seas6

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

1.00

1.00

seas7

1.00

*animcost = use gross margin divided by brood cows, cull cows, and replacement yearlings
* enter same animal cost for all 3 classes.
* hayuse is the percentage that alfalfa hay must be used to feed that class.
table Animal(livclass,livpara) sale weights and costs by animal class
*updated animcosts from $2005 to 2013
buywt
salewt
deathlss
animcost
hayuse
broodcow
0.01
38.64
cullcow
11.00
0.01
38.64
bull
5.00
0.01
0.0
* assumptions for bull 2000 lb but kept 4 years so (20.00/4) = 5.0
scalf
5.75
0.04
0.0
1
hcalf
5.25
0.04
0.0
1
*syear normally not raised on ranch
syear
0
0.06
0.0
1
hyear
8.00
0.06
0.0
1
* owned yearling death loss should include both calf and yearling losses
purscalf
5.00
6.99
0.04
1811.0
purhcalf
5.00
6.59
0.04
1811.0
rephcalf
0.04
0.0
1
rephyear
0.02
38.64
1
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buybcow
sellbcow
buybull
;

1.00
1.00

0.02

1.00

*display Animal;

$ontext
table now(rollf,scenario)
s00 s01 s02 s03
m00
0
1 1
1
m01
1
0 1
1
m02
1
1 0
1
m03
1
1 1
0
m04
1
1 1
1
m05
1
1 1
1
;
$ontext
table now(rollf,scenario)
s00 s01 s02
m00
1
1 1
m01
1
0 1
m02
1
1 0
m03
1
1 1
m04
1
1 1
m05
1
1 1
;
$offtext

table now(rollf,scenario)
s00
m00
1
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m01
m02
m03
m04
m05

1
1
1
1
1
;

PARAMETERS
DF(T)
Discount factor at time T;
DF(T) =1;
DF(T)$(ord(t) ge 7) = (1+RHO)**(-1*(ORD(T)-6));
display DF;
*
TLAST(T) = YES$(ORD(T) EQ CARD(T));
TLAST(T) = YES$(ORD(T) EQ CARD(T));
DISPLAY TLAST;
TFIRST(T) = YES$(ORD(T) EQ 1);
Display tfirst;
POSITIVE VARIABLES
Landuse(land,season,T)
Acres or AUMS of land used in year T
slacklnd(graze,T)
Unused land resources
slackblm(BLMT,T)
Unused BLM treatable AUMs
raise(livclass,T)
Raise livestock of class in year T (head)
selllive(livecl,T)
Sell livestock of class in year T (cwt)
sellcrop(crop,T)
Sell forage crop in year T
feedcrop(Crop,season,T)
Feed forage crop AUMs in year T
FORCOST(T)
Forage harvest costs
ANIMCOST(T)
Animal production costs
GROSS(T)
Gross livestock returns
STBORROW(T)
Short Term Borrowing
REPAYST(T)
Repay Short Term Loan
LOANCST(T)
Principal and Interest Payments
BLMSeas(season,treatmnt,T)
Acres of BLM treated Land used in different seasons
BLMAcTrt(T)
Total BLM treated land in acres
BLMAcNT(T)
Total BLM treatable land not treated in acres
TREATCST(T)
Total Cost of treating BLM acres
BLMTTrt(T)
Total treatable BLM land
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BLMuse(BLMT,season,T)

Acres of treatable BLM land grazed in year T

;
VARIABLES
Ranchinc
Ranch Income
NET(T)
Net livestock returns undiscounted
NETDIS(T)
Net livestock returns discounted
CASHTR(T)
Cash transfered to next period
AccumSav(T)
Accumulated Savings
TERM
Terminal Value
rainprods2newcalc(T,treatmnt,source)
;
EQUATIONS
CULLRATC1(t)
falldeedand4comp(graze,t)
fixBROODCWrep1(livclass,t)
*
fixBROODCWrep(livclass,t)
fixcalverep(livclass,t)
fixcalverep1(livclass,t)
fixcalvesale(livclass,t)
fixcalvesale1(livclass,t)
fixSbuybull(livclass,t)
*
summdeedAVAL(graze,T)
AFTERMATH(graze, T)
LANDAVAL(graze, T)
Land Use Equation
*

*

norestdeedAVAL(graze,T)
MEADOW(graze, T)
AUMAVAIL(T, season)
CROPPROD(crop,T)
HAYCALF(T,season)
HAYUSE(season, T)
SUPPUSE(T)
BULLRAT(T)
CULLRATC(T)
COWTRAN(T)

meadow use equation
Total AUMS available
Production of crops
Force calves to eat alfalfa
Hay use ratio - 3 tons grass:1 ton alfalfa
If supplementation - 2 months in seas5 to 1 month seas6
Set Bull to cow ratio
Set cull cow to raised cow ratio
Cow transfer between years
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BULLTRAN(T)
Bull transfer between years
REPTRAN(T)
Calf replacement transfer to yearling replacement
MINREPLC(T)
Minimum cow replacement rate
MAXREPLC(T)
Maximum cow replacement rate
MINHYRC(T)
Minimum additional replacements sold
RSCALFC1(T)
Raise steer calf ratio year 1
RSCALFC2(T)
Raise steer calf ratio year NE 1
RHCALFC1(T)
Raise heifer calf ratio year 1
RHCALFC2(T)
Raise heifer calf ratio year NE 1
SALES(livclass,T)
Sales transfer
COSTFORC(T)
Forage Production costs at T
COSTANIC(T)
Animal production costs at T
GROSSRET(T)
Gross Livestock returns at T
NETRET(T)
Net Livestock returns at T
NETRETD(T)
Discounted net returns at T
INCOME
Ranch Income definition
CASHSOUR(T)
Transfers of Cash
SAVING1(T)
Accumulated Savings at time 1
SAVING2(T)
Accumulated Savings at time T
STREPAY(T)
Force repayment of Short-term loans
LOANPAY(T)
Loan Repayment Calculation
TERMVAL
Terminal Value (Net R infinitely discounted)
BLMNoT(T)
Treatable BLM land that is not treated
BLMSeas2(BLMT,season,T) BLM Forage use in Season 2
BLMSeas2dyn(BLMT,season,T)
BLMSeas3dyn(BLMT,season,T)
BLMSeas4dyn(BLMT,season,T)
BLMSeas5dyn(BLMT,season,T)
BLMSeas3(BLMT,season,T) BLM Forage use in Season 3
BLMSeas4(BLMT,season,T) BLM Forage use in Season 4
BLMSeas5(BLMT,season,T) BLM Forage use in Season 5
BLMAval(BLMT,T)
BLM acres of land available for treatment
BLMAval2(BLMT,T)
Total BLM AUMs potententially available
TREATBLM(T)
Cost of treating BLM acres
BLMTT(T)
Total BLM treatable acres
BLMrestrct(BLMT,season,T) Restriction on BLM use to reflect cattle grazing blm season 2 will
also graze season 3
BLMrstrct2(BLMT,season,T) Restriction on BLM use to reflect cattle grazing blm season 3 will
also graze season 4
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BLMrstrct3(BLMT,season,T)
BLMrstrct5(BLMT,season,T)
;
*Forage demand and supply equations
fixBROODCWrep1("broodcow",tsub3)..
*need to fux tsub3 by taking out year05 if yr1tid
*fixBROODCWrep("broodcow",tsub2)..
*need to fix tsub2 anticipation for 05 if yr1 tid
*take out 05 in tsub2 for r01teq0

raise("broodcow",tsub3)=g=302.5;
(r02teq0)
raise("broodcow",tsub2)=g=271.23;
(r02teq0) by including 05 in tsub2

fixcalverep("rephcalf",tsub1)..
raise("rephcalf",tsub1)=g=60.77;
fixcalverep1("rephcalf",tsub1)..
raise("rephcalf",tsub1)=l=60.80;
*above is for r01teq0
************don't use:fixcalverep1("rephcalf",tsub1)..
raise("rephcalf",tsub1)=l=60.78;
*above is for r02teq0
fixcalvesale("hcalf",tsub1)..
raise("hcalf",tsub1)=l=84.5;
*fixScalvesale("scalf",tsub3)..
raise("scalf",tsub3)=g=151;
fixcalvesale1("hcalf",tsub3)..
raise("hcalf",tsub3)+raise("rephcalf",tsub3)=g=145;
fixSbuybull("buybull",tsub3)..
raise("buybull",tsub3)=g=5;
falldeedand4comp("falldeed",T).. SUM(season,landuse("falldeed",season,T)*avail("falldeed",season)) +
SUM(season,landuse("summdeed",season,T)*avail("summdeed",season))=L=
forage("falldeed","number");
$ontext
falldeedand4comp("falldeed",T).. (SUM(season,landuse("falldeed",season,T)*avail("falldeed",season)) +
SUM(season,landuse("summdeed",season,T)*avail("summdeed",season)))=L=
forage("falldeed","number");
$offtext
MEADOW("rmeadow",T).. SUM(season,landuse("rmeadow",season,T))+
SUM(season,landuse("gmeadow",season,T))=L=
forage("rmeadow","number");
AFTERMATH(graze, T).. SUM(season,landuse("ameadow",season,T))=L=
SUM(season,landuse("rmeadow",season,T));
*if using a treatment, the "nochng" needs to be changed to a treatment code for the BLMTRTA equation.
*It also occurs in the Treatment Cost equation with the economic equations
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BLMTT(T)..
BLMAcTrt("year01") + BLMAcNT("year01") =e= acblm1(t);
BLMNot(t)..
BLMAcNT("year01") =e= 0;
*the above equations is setting the variable BLMAcTrt equal to the total amount of treatable land.
Which for this model is all blm land.
BLMSeas2dyn(BLMT,"seas2",T)$(ord(t) ge 5).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) =L=
(SUM(source,rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas2",source))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas2",source))*BLMAcNT("year01"))*Fireprod(T);
BLMSeas2(BLMT,"seas2",T)$(ord(t) le 4 OR ord(t) ge 39).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) =L=
(SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas2",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas2",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcNT("year01"))*Fireprod(T)
;
$ontext
BLMSeas2(BLMT,"seas2",T).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) =L=
(SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas2",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas2",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcNT("year01"))*fireprod(T)
;
$offtext
BLMSeas3dyn(BLMT,"seas3",T)$(ord(t) ge 5).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T) =L=
(SUM(source,rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas3",source))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas3",source))*BLMAcNT("year01") BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T))*Fireprod(T);
BLMSeas3(BLMT,"seas3",T)$(ord(t) le 4 OR ord(t) ge 39).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T) =L=
(SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas3",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas3",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcNT("year01") BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T))*Fireprod(T);
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*BLMSeas3(BLMT,"seas3",T).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T) =L=
(SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas3",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
*
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas3",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcNT("year01") BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T))*fireprod(T);
BLMSeas4dyn(BLMT,"seas4",T)$(ord(t) ge 5).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas4",T) =L=
(SUM(source,rainprods3new(t,"nochng",source)*growth("seas4",source))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas4",source))*BLMAcNT("year01") BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) - BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T))*Fireprod(T);
BLMSeas4(BLMT,"seas4",T)$(ord(t) le 4 OR ord(t) ge 39).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas4",T) =L=
(SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas4",source) *rainprod(t))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas4",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcNT("year01") BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) - BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T))*Fireprod(T);
*BLMSeas4(BLMT,"seas4",T).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas4",T) =L=
(SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas4",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
*
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas4",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcNT("year01") *
BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) - BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T))*fireprod(T);
BLMSeas5(BLMT,"seas5",T)$(ord(t) ge 5).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas5",T) =L=
(SUM(source,rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas5",source))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas5",source))*BLMAcNT("year01") BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) - BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T) BLMuse(BLMT,"seas4",T))*Fireprod(T);
BLMSeas5dyn(BLMT,"seas5",T)$(ord(t) le 4 OR ord(t) ge 39).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas5",T) =L=
(SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas5",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)*growth("seas5",source)*rainprod(t))*BLMAcNT("year01") BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T) - BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T) BLMuse(BLMT,"seas4",T))*Fireprod(T);
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*These 4 equations allocate the BLM AUMs on the treatable acres across the 4 seasons using the growth
curves for native species.
*note, in above, blmuse in aums per acre times the number of acres gives you aums.
*note: 1/15/18 growth curves turned off because it was causing it to use deeded over blm in
*a season simply because less available in that season. decided to do it properly,need growth
*curves for deeded land too.
BLMrestrct(BLMT,season,T).. (BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T))/(seas2con)-BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T)=E=0;
BLMrstrct3(BLMT,season,T).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T)-(BLMuse(BLMT,"seas4",T))/(seas4con)=E=0;
BLMrstrct2(BLMT,season,T).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas2",T)/(seas2con)(BLMuse(BLMT,"seas4",T))/(seas4con)=E=0;
BLMrstrct5(BLMT,season,T).. BLMuse(BLMT,"seas3",T)-(BLMuse(BLMT,"seas5",T))=E=0;
*These equations restrict the model to avoid alternating use and non-use of blm land in consecutive
seasons within a given year
LANDAVAL(graze,T).. SUM(season,landuse(graze,season,T))+ slacklnd(graze,T)=E= forage(graze,"number")*
forage(graze,"usefac");
*summdeedAVAL("summdeed",T).. SUM(season,landuse("summdeed",season,T))=E= 0;
*norestdeedAVAL("norestdeed",T)$(ord(t) ge 9 or ord(t) le 5)..
SUM(season,landuse("norestdeed",season,T))=E= 0;
BLMAval(BLMT,T).. SUM(season,blmuse(BLMT,season,T)*availblm(BLMT,season)) + slackblm(BLMT,T) =E=
SUM(source,(treat(T,"nochng",source))*BLMAcTrt("year01") +
treat(T,"nochng","cheat")*BLMAcNT("year01"))*Fireprod(T);
BLMAval2(BLMT,T).. SUM(season,blmuse(BLMT,season,T)*availblm(BLMT,season)) =L= (acblm1(t) *
SUM(source,treat(T,"nochng",source)))*Fireprod(T);
CROPPROD(CROP,T).. sum(season,feedcrop(crop,season,T)) + sellcrop(Crop,T) =L=
sum(season,landuse(crop,season,T)* forcrop(crop,"cropyld")*cropaval(crop, season));
AUMAVAIL(T, season).. SUM(livclass, raise(livclass,T)*aue1(livclass,season))* onday(season,"months") +
SUM(livclass, raise(livclass,T-1)* aue2(livclass, season))*onday(season,"months") =L=
SUM(graze,forage(graze,"aumac")*landuse(graze,season,T)* avail(graze,season))+
(SUM(blmt,blmuse(BLMT,season,T)*availblm(BLMT,season))) +
SUM(crop,feedcrop(crop,season,T)*forcrop(crop,"conver")* cropaval(crop,season));
*note: availblm multiplies by 1 for each season in the availblm table.
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HAYUSE(season, T).. SUM(crop,(feedcrop("rmeadow",season,T)+feedcrop("pmeadhay",season,T)))=L=
SUM(crop,(feedcrop("raisealf",season,T)+feedcrop("purchalf",season,T)))*3;
*HAYCALF(T, season)$ (ORD(Season) EQ 1 OR ORD(SEASON) EQ 6).. SUM(livclass, raise(livclass,T)*
*
aue1(livclass,season)*animal(livclass,"hayuse"))* cropaval("purchalf",season)*
onday(season,"months")
*
+ SUM(livclass, raise(livclass,T-1)*aue2(livclass, season)* animal(livclass,"hayuse"))
*
*cropaval("purchalf",season)*onday(season,"months")
*
=L= feedcrop("purchalf",season,T)*forage("purchalf","conver")
*
+feedcrop("raisealf",season,T)*forage("raisealf","conver");
HAYCALF(T, season)$ (ORD(Season) EQ 1 OR ORD(SEASON) EQ 7).. SUM(livclass,
raise(livclass,T)*aue1(livclass,season)*animal(livclass,"hayuse"))* onday(season,"months")
+ SUM(livclass, raise(livclass,T-1)*aue2(livclass, season)*
animal(livclass,"hayuse"))*onday(season,"months")=L=
feedcrop("purchalf",season,T)*forage("purchalf","conver")
+feedcrop("raisealf",season,T)*forage("raisealf","conver");
*Cattle transfer equations
COWTRAN(T)$(ORD(T) GT 1).. raise("broodcow",T) + raise("cullcow",T) + raise("sellbcow",T)
=L= raise("broodcow",T-1)*(1-Animal("broodcow","deathlss")) +
raise("rephyear",T-1)*(1-Animal("rephyear","deathlss")) + raise("buybcow",T);
BULLTRAN(T)$(ORD(T) GT 1).. raise("bull",T) =L= (1-bullrepl)*raise("bull",T-1)*
(1-animal("bull","deathlss")) + raise("buybull",T) ;
REPTRAN(T)$(ORD(T) GT 1).. raise("rephcalf",T-1)*(1- animal("rephcalf","deathlss"))
=E= raise("rephyear",T);
BULLRAT(T).. raise("broodcow",T)+ raise("cullcow",T) + raise("rephyear",T)
=E= cowbull*raise("bull",T);
CULLRATC1(T).. raise("cullcow",T) =l= maxBrepl*(raise("broodcow",T) + maxYrepl*raise("rephyear",T));
CULLRATC(T).. raise("cullcow",T) =g= minrepl*(raise("broodcow",T) + raise("rephyear",T));
*Jordan Valley model would prefer to raise yearlings, so try sign on next equation as =G= on most
other models
*MINHYRC(T).. Raise("hyear",T) =G= minhyear*raise("broodcow",T);
MINHYRC(T).. Raise("hyear",T) =G= minhyear*raise("rephyear",T);
MINREPLC(T)$(ORD(T) GT 1).. minrepl*(raise("broodcow",T)/(1-Animal("broodcow","deathlss"))+
raise("cullcow",T)/(1-Animal("cullcow","deathlss"))) =L=
raise("rephyear",T-1)*(1-Animal("rephyear","deathlss"))+raise("buybcow",T);
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MAXREPLC(T).. raise("rephcalf",T) =L= maxrepl *(raise("hcalf",T) + raise("hyear",T)+
raise("rephcalf",T));
RSCALFC1(T)$(ORD(T) EQ 1).. raise("scalf",T) + raise("syear",T) =L= calfcrop/2*(raise("broodcow",T)
+ raise("rephyear",T));
RSCALFC2(T)$(ORD(T) GT 1).. raise("scalf",T) + raise("syear",T) =L= calfcrop/2*(raise("broodcow",T)
+ raise("rephyear",T-1));
RHCALFC1(T)$(ORD(T) EQ 1).. raise("hcalf",T) + raise("hyear",T) + raise("rephcalf",T) =L=
calfcrop/2*(raise("broodcow",T) + raise("rephyear",T)) ;
RHCALFC2(T)$(ORD(T) GT 1).. raise("hcalf",T) + raise("hyear",T) + raise("rephcalf",T) =L=
calfcrop/2*(raise("broodcow",T) + raise("rephyear",T-1)) ;
*Livestock sales and costs
SALES(livecl,T).. selllive(livecl,T) =L= (1-Animal(livecl,"deathlss"))*
Animal(livecl,"salewt")* raise(livecl,T);
COSTFORC(T)..
FORCOST(T) =E= SUM(season,SUM(graze,landuse(graze,Season,T)*
forage(graze,"forcost1")))
+ (SUM(season,SUM(blmt,blmuse(blmt,season,T)*blmcost*fireprod(T) )));
*NOT CHANGE, LEAVING THIS IN FOR NOW, BUT WILL WANT TO THINK ABOUT THIS ASSUMPTION 3/11/17
COSTANIC(T)..
ANIMCOST(T) =E= SUM(livclass,animal(livclass,"animcost") *raise(livclass,T))
+ SUM(livclass,buypric(T,livclass)*animal(livclass,"buywt") *
raise(livclass,T));
GROSSRET(T)..

GROSS(T) =E= SUM(livecl,selllive(livecl,T)*salepric(T,livecl))
+ SUM(CROP,SELLCROP(crop,T)*cropsale(crop));

*Calculate total treatment costs
TREATBLM(T)$(ORD(T) eq 1)..
TREATCST(T) =E= BLMAcTrt(T) * trtcost("nochng");
LOANPAY(T)..
CASHSOUR(T)..
NETRET(T)..
NETRETD(T)..

LOANCST(T) =E= (1+Stloanr)*repayst(T);
CASHTR(T) =E= NET(T) + Offranch - family - fixed;
NET(T) =E= GROSS(T)-FORCOST(T)-ANIMCOST(T)-LOANCST(T)-TREATCST(T);
NETDIS(T) =E= NET(T)*DF(T);

*This is the objective function
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INCOME ..

Ranchinc =e= sum(T, NETDIS(T))+TERM;

SAVING1(T)$(ORD(T) EQ 1).. AccumSav(T) =e= IWEALTH + NET(T) + OFFRANCH
- Family - fixed + STBORROW(T);
SAVING2(T)$(ORD(T) GT 1).. AccumSav(T) =e= AccumSav(T-1)*(1 + savrate)
+ NET(T) + OFFRANCH - Family - fixed + STBORROW(T);
STREPAY(T)..
STBORROW(T-1) =L= REPAYST(T);
*Terminal Value - need to calculate the gross margin/head. Divide total gross margin
*by expected number of brood cows, cull cows, replacement heifer calves, and
*replacement heifer yearlings.
TERMVAL(TLAST).. TERM =E= ((raise("BROODCOW",TLAST)+raise("CULLCOW",TLAST)
+raise("rephyear",TLAST)+raise("rephcalf",TLAST))*Endval)/RHO*(1-1/((1+RHO)** CARD(T)));
**************** Set bounds for selected variables **********************
*
*
*
*

accumsav is the minimum accumulated savings
need to ensure that stborrow year matches your price set
the year01 numbers set an initial endowment of animals
the year40 numbers limit the number of replacements for the terminal value

accumsav.lo(T)= 1.;
*stborrow.up(T)= 100000;
stborrow.up(T)$(ORD(T) EQ CARD(T)) = 0;
*slacklnd.up("State",T)=0;
raise.up("sellbcow",T)$(ORD(T) EQ 1) = 0;
*raise.up("buybcow",T)=1000;
*raise.lo("broodcow",T) = 0;
raise.up("broodcow",T)$(ORD(T) EQ 1) = 302.5;
raise.up("rephyear",T)$(ORD(T) EQ 1) = 58.5;
*raise.up("rephcalf",T)$(ORD(T) eq 40) = 61;
*raise.lo("broodcow",T)$(ORD(T) EQ 40) = 302.5;
*raise.lo("rephyear",T)$(ORD(T) eq 40) = 58.5;
*raise.lo("rephcalf",T)$(ORD(T) eq 40) = 60;
*turned these off because below 200 acrs alt forage it makes it infeas in year 40
*this won't change the results of anything else other than below 200 because I don't
*include income past year 25 and it doesn't adjust that far ahead.
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*raise.up("rephyear",T)$(ORD(T) EQ CARD(T)) = 86;
*raise.up("rephcalf",T)$(ORD(T) EQ CARD(T)) = 91;
raise.lo("horse",T)=10;
*landuse.up("blm","seas1",T)=212;
ranchinc.up=5000000;

********************model/all/ in include file
******************* Start Loop************Start Loop*********************
$Include"C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\test4_9_18_Include.gms";
**test4_9_18_Include.gms is the code for the Dynamic Forage Model and the Solution Method
options decimals=1; display Econ1;

put returns 'threshold sens_analysis' 'sens2' 'sens3' 'sens4' 'treatseq' 'run''year'
'rainruns' 'runs' 'rainyr' 'Model Status';
loop(sub_costsum, put sub_costsum.tl);
loop(runsoutput,
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(itersub,loop(analysisSUB(analysis),loop(scenario, loop(rollfsub(rollf),
loop(isub1(i),
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
*loop(runs$max06out(runs),
loop(rainyr,

'iter'
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*$maxout060708rainyr(itersub,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr),
*loop(fsub0cross,
loop(T,
loop(fsub0$maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t),
*above should really be called maxout060708 because it applies to all three
put /
sensitivity1.te(sensitivity1),sensitivity2.te(sensitivity2),sensitivity3.te(sensitivity3),sensitivity4
.te(sensitivity4),fsub0.te(fsub0),'x2use75_0_NoYr1TID' T.te(T);
* put iter.te(itersub),rollf.te(rollfsub),
isub1.te(isub1),rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rainyr.te(rainyr),MS(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0);
put iter.te(itersub), rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rainyr.te(rainyr),MS(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0);
loop (sub_Costsum, put Econ1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,sub_costsum)))))))))))))))));
*loop (Costsum$Econ1(itersub,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,costsum), put
Econ1(itersub,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,costsum))))))))))));
put foragsum 'threshold sens_analysis' 'sens2' 'sens3' 'sens4' 'iter' 'isub'
'rainyr''treatseq' 'Model Status' 'Run' 'Landtype''year''crossed' ;
loop(out1, put out1.tl);
loop(runsoutput,
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(itersub,loop(analysisSUB(analysis),loop(scenario, loop(rollfsub(rollf),
loop(isub1(i),
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,

'rainruns' 'runs'
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*loop(runs$max06out(runs),
loop(rainyr,
loop(land,
loop(T,
loop(fsub0$maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t),
put /sensitivity1.te(sensitivity1),sensitivity2.te(sensitivity2),sensitivity3.te(sensitivity3),
sensitivity4.te(sensitivity4),iter.te(itersub),isub1.te(isub1),rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rai
nyr.te(rainyr), fsub0.te(fsub0),MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0),'x2use75_0_NoYr1TID'
Land.te(Land), T.te(T);
*
put YrCross(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t);
put CROSSED(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
loop(out1, put landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Land,T,out1))))))))))))))))));
options decimals=1; display Landsum;
put lndsum 'Run''landtype' 'year' 'threshold sens_analysis' 'sens2' 'sens3' 'sens4' 'iter' 'isub'
'rainruns' 'runs' 'rainyr' 'treatseq' 'Model Status' 'crossed' ;
loop(runsoutput,
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(itersub,loop(analysisSUB(analysis),loop(scenario, loop(rollfsub(rollf),
loop(isub1(i),
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
*loop(runs$max06out(runs),
loop(rainyr,
*loop(fsub0cross,
*loop(fsub0$maxed2B(zzz,itersub,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0),
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loop(season, put season.tl);
loop(land, loop(T,
loop(fsub0$maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t),
put / 'x2use75_0_NoYr1TID' Land.te(Land), T.te(T);
put sensitivity1.te(sensitivity1),sensitivity2.te(sensitivity2),sensitivity3.te(sensitivity3),
sensitivity4.te(sensitivity4),
iter.te(itersub),isub1.te(isub1),rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rainyr.te(rainyr),
fsub0.te(fsub0),MS(itersub, sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
put CROSSED(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
* put YrCross(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t);
loop (season, put Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,Land,T,season))))))))))))))))));
options decimals=1; display feedseas;
put feedsum 'Run''Hay' 'Crop' 'year' 'threshold sens_analysis' 'sens2' 'sens3' 'sens4' 'iter' 'isub'
'rainruns' 'runs' 'rainyr' 'treatseq' 'Model Status' 'crossed' ;
loop(runsoutput,
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(itersub,loop(analysisSUB(analysis),loop(scenario, loop(rollfsub(rollf),
loop(isub1(i),
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
*loop(runs$max06out(runs),
loop(rainyr,
*loop(fsub0cross,
*loop(fsub0$maxed2B(zzz,itersub,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0),
loop(season, put season.tl);
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loop(Crop, loop(T,
loop(fsub0$maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t),
put /"x2use75_0_NoYr1TID" "hay" Crop.te(Crop), T.te(T);
put
sensitivity1.te(sensitivity1),sensitivity2.te(sensitivity2),sensitivity3.te(sensitivity3),sensitivity4
.te(sensitivity4),
iter.te(itersub),isub1.te(isub1),rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rainyr.te(rainyr),
fsub0.te(fsub0),MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
* put YrCross(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t);
put CROSSED(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
loop (season, put Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,season))))))))))))))))));
put haysum 'threshold sens_analysis' 'sens2' 'sens3' 'sens4'
'iter' 'isub'
'rainyr' 'treatseq' 'Model Status' 'Run' 'year' 'Crop' 'crossed' 'Tonsold';
loop(runsoutput,
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(itersub,loop(analysisSUB(analysis),loop(scenario, loop(rollfsub(rollf),
loop(isub1(i),

'rainruns' 'runs'

loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
*loop(runs$max06out(runs),
loop(rainyr,
*loop(fsub0cross,
*loop(fsub0$maxed2B(zzz,itersub,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0),
loop(crop, loop(T,
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loop(fsub0$maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t),
put
/sensitivity1.te(sensitivity1),sensitivity2.te(sensitivity2),sensitivity3.te(sensitivity3),sensitivity
4.te(sensitivity4),
iter.te(itersub),isub1.te(isub1),rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rainyr.te(rainyr),
fsub0.te(fsub0), MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0),"x2use75_0_NoYr1TID",
T.te(T),Crop.te(Crop) ;
*
put YrCross(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t);
put CROSSED(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
put haysale(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,crop,T)))))))))))))))));
options decimals=1; display anim;
put raisesum 'run' 'year' 'threshold sens_analysis' 'sens2' 'sens3' 'sens4' 'iter'
'runs' 'rainyr' 'treatseq''Model Status' 'AUY' 'crossed';
*loop(sellLivclassprint, put sellLivclassprint.tl);
loop(livclassprint, put livclassprint.tl);
loop(runsoutput,
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(itersub,
loop(analysisSUB(analysis),
loop(scenario,
loop(rollfsub(rollf),
loop(isub1(i),
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,

'isub' 'rainruns'
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*loop(runs$max06out(runs),
loop(rainyr,
*loop(fsub0cross,
*loop(fsub0$maxed2B(zzz,itersub,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0),
loop(T,
loop(fsub0$maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t),
put /"x2use75_0_NoYr1TID" T.te(T);
put sensitivity1.te(sensitivity1),sensitivity2.te(sensitivity2),sensitivity3.te(sensitivity3),
sensitivity4.te(sensitivity4),iter.te(itersub),isub1.te(isub1),rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rai
nyr.te(rainyr), fsub0.te(fsub0),MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
put AUY(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0, T);
*put YrCross(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t);
put CROSSED(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
loop(livclassprint, put anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,Livclassprint)))))))))))))))));
*loop(sellLivclassprint, put SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,sellLivclassprint));
put risum 'threshold sens_analysis' 'sens2' 'sens3' 'sens4' 'analysis' 'scenario''iter''rollf''isub'
'rainruns' 'runs' 'rainyr' 'rainyrcross08' 'treatseq' 'fsubcross07''fsubcross08' 'Run' 'ObjFun' 'Model
Status' 'crossed' ;
*loop(t25,put t25.tl);
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(itersub,loop(analysisSUB(analysis),loop(scenario, loop(rollfsub(rollf),
loop(isub1(i),
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
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*loop(runs$max06out(runs),
loop(rainyr,
*loop(fsub0cross,
*loop(fsub0$maxed2B(zzz,itersub,analysissub,scenario,rollfsub,isub1,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0),
Loop(rainyrcross08,
loop(fsub0$decisionpaths11(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0),
loop(fsubcross07$decisionpaths22(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07),
loop(fsubcross08$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08),
put /sensitivity1.te(sensitivity1),sensitivity2.te(sensitivity2),sensitivity3.te(sensitivity3),
sensitivity4.te(sensitivity4),analysis.te(analysissub),scenario.te(scenario), iter.te(itersub),
rollf.te(rollf),isub1.te(isub1),rainruns.te(rainruns),runs.te(runs),rainyr.te(rainyr),
rainyrcross08.te(rainyrcross08),fsub0.te(fsub0),
fsubcross07.te(fsubcross07),fsubcross08.te(fsubcross08),"x2use75_0_NoYr1TID",
ri(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,
rainruns,runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08),
MS2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)
loop(t25,put ricrossed(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08,t25))))))))))))))))));
****************important note**************
$ontext
5/7/17
IF YOU GET "Uncontrolled set entered as constant make sure your isub's have been changed to isub1
This happens when you add a loop with a variable that doesn't have isub1 in it (as they isub by
default)
$offtext
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Appendix B GAMs code for Forage Dynamics Model and labels assigned for
reading results from the larger model into output loops
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********************This is test4_19_Include.gms in Appendix A***********************
*****which is read in the Rancher model as an include file*************
$offListing
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\RainABCDPHASE3.txt"
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\RainABCDsecondPHASE3.txt"
*note above include files aren’t actual values used in model, rather the values
*are reset in the code, but the structure/timing is provided by these include files
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\75percentFireInt100newer1.txt"
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\75percentFireInt100newer2.txt"
*"fireint" refers to a fire interval for a previous study where wildfire
*realizations where considered. For this drought study, this should really
*have been renamed "TIDint" to be more clear
*note that a the 75% file means you get to graze on 75%.

(so a 25% reduction, TIDR25)

$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\ceepathr01teq0.txt"
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\ceeforwardlookr01teq0.txt"
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\ceepathr02teq0.txt"
$Include "C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include
files\ceeforwardlookr02teq0.txt"
*note above include files aren’t actual values used in model, rather the values
*are reset in the code, but the structure/timing is provided by these include files
*note at equilibrium:
*raise.lo("rephcalf","year05")= 60;*
*raise.lo("rephyear","year05") = 58;
*what was at equilib before drought cycle:
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*cullcow
*bull
*scalf
*hcalf
*hyear

587.362
102.343
830.656
424.044
43.701

raise.lo("horse",T)=10;
****ANALYSIS***********
*************************
model Sagebase base level model / all /;
option lp=minos5;
option limrow = 0;
option limcol = 0;
option SOLPRINT=off;
option sysout = off;
rainprod(t+1)=1;
loop(sensitivity1,
loop(sensitivity2,
loop(sensitivity3,
loop(sensitivity4,
loop(analysissub(analysis),
Loop(scenario,
loop(rollf$(ord(rollf) le 1),
*************************start first loopset rollf eq 1************
loop(itersub(iter),
loop(isub(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf) and ord(rollf) eq 1),
***below was read in as an include file:
*$Include"C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include files\REPEAT FINAL
*LOOP.gms";
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$offListing
*below brings in the rain (determines forage available) realization for the current period.
*GO TO now(rollf,scenario), a table in the main code where, if set to one, no TID in first node of
tree
*"r02teq0" is TID in first node of tree and "r01teq0" is no TID
***************************IMPORTANT! Dont' change anything here.
*have TID in the first year comes from the note above
rainrunsubset(rainruns)$now(rollf,scenario) =yes;
rainrunsubset("r02teq0")$now(rollf,scenario) =no;
*above takes "r02teq0" outof the set

The change to

****look in main code for table Now(rollf,scenario)
droughtnow(rollf,scenario)=1-now(rollf,scenario) ;
rainrunsubset(rainruns)$droughtnow(rollf,scenario) =yes;
rainrunsubset("r01teq0")$droughtnow(rollf,scenario) =no;
*above takes "r01teq0" out of the set
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
*loop(rainruns,
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loop(t,
**some of below are place holders for a different type of analysis.
moveforward=moveforwardone(rollf);
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
**end of place holders
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
*used to bring in different parameters depending on the node of the tree in 06 (initial period)
*treat vs no treat in 06 (treat is "path" index, no treat is "forwardlook" index)
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rainprods3new("year03","nochng",source)=0;
saverainprods3new("year03","nochng",source)=0;
*ABOVE is only needed because gams wants some value for rainprds3new when
*conditions are met below. setting to zero has no affect on model becuase
*rainprods3 new is not brought in until future periods.when this is not true
*up here on the first few loops around gams has no value for it
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
*rainseq is used to bring in different parameters depending on the node of the tree
*"r02teq0" is TID in first node of tree and "r01teq0" is no TID.
Rainprod(T+1)$(not(rainseq))=Rainint(t+1,rainyr) ;
Rainprod(T+1)$(rainseq)=rainint1(t+1,rainyr) ;
*above "rainseq" brings in the include file for that series of TID years. two different
*include files, one coming from each possible TID node in the intial period of the tree
treatresult=sens4(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)
;
CHtreatresult=sens5(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)
;
*treatresult is for native, chtreatresult for non-native (cheatgrass), if you change threshold
*charactersitics in table 4(for native) you need to change in table 5(nonnative) as well.
thresholdanalysis(t+1)=1;
thresholdanalysisII(t+1)=1;
*above thresholdanalysis is for native, thresholdanalysisII for nonnative. All are set to one
*and then change in the years of the TID. In this model both are the same, but could easily
*be different
sens9(sensitivity1)=sens1(sensitivity1);
*above needs to stay on, otherwise we have zero for other years and that zero's out blm forage
*so that we get "4" for model status
thresholdanalysis(t+1)$((Rainint(t+1,rainyr) eq .541) and not(rainseq))=sens1(sensitivity1);
thresholdanalysis(t+1)$((Rainint1(t+1,rainyr) eq .541) and rainseq)=sens1(sensitivity1);
thresholdanalysisII(t+1)$((Rainint(t+1,rainyr) eq .541) and not(rainseq))=sens9(sensitivity1);
thresholdanalysisII(t+1)$((Rainint1(t+1,rainyr) eq .541) and rainseq)=sens9(sensitivity1);
*above "thresholdanalysis" is multiplied times Rainint in below in "main GENERATION equation"
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****important, MUST CHANGE .541 IN THE CONDITIONAL above FOR
"thresholdanalysis(t+1)$Rainint(t+1,rainyr) eq .54"
***if going to read in anything but phase3 file.
cee(t)=0;
CHcee(t)=0;
*cee is growth rate (c) for native. CHcee is growth rate for cheat
*for cee(t)=0:gams needs a number in case the conditionals below are not true.
*(one of the below is always true). chcee and cee are same in this model but could easily be changed
****below is a set of include files for "c" in the dynamic forage equation.
*there is a different set for each possible inital node
*I call it "cee" here so I can search for it easily
cee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and not (rainseq))=ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) ;
cee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and not (rainseq))=ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0)
cee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and (rainseq))=ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0)

;

;

cee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and (rainseq))=ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0)

;

**************
chcee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and not (rainseq))=ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) ;
chcee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and not (rainseq))=ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0)
chcee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and (rainseq))=ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0)

;

chcee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and (rainseq))=ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0)

*cee("year08")$(cee("year07") eq 0) =0

;

;

;

*ANALYSIS:
*below allows an analysis of cee (low, medium, high) recovery rate for native grass.
*that is, rather than using the numbers in the include file, it uses the numbers in a table in this
*document, but the include file cooridinates what year that value "treatresult" comes in
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cee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and not (rainseq) and (ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .1))=
treatresult;
cee(t+1)$(forwardlook and not (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq
.1))= treatresult;
cee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .1))=
treatresult;
cee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .1
))=treatresult;
cee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and not (rainseq) and (ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .26))=
treatresult;
cee(t+1)$(forwardlook and not (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq
.26))= treatresult;
cee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .26))=
treatresult;
cee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .26
))=treatresult;
cee(t+1)$(ord(t) ge 8 and saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","native") ge (sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native")+.0001)) = treatresult;
*Above for year09 in as assumption tthat there are no future TID years (drought cycle ends)
*above is needed because if above threshold can grow, and we don't specify any
*cee other than 0 in the tables at and after year9. see rational above
* it is needed for the system to go "back-UP"
*in each phase, It won't go "back up" beyond the average growth
*(average growth = carrying capacity for this study), which is intial level for
*that phase being considered.
*below allows an analysis of cee (low, medium, high) recovery rate for cheatgrass.
cHcee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and not (rainseq) and (ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq
.1))= CHtreatresult;
cHcee(t+1)$(forwardlook and not (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq
.1))= CHtreatresult;
cHcee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .1))=
CHtreatresult;
cHcee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .1
))=CHtreatresult;
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cHcee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and not (rainseq) and (ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq
.26))= CHtreatresult;
cHcee(t+1)$(forwardlook and not (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq
.26))= CHtreatresult;
cHcee(t+1)$(not(forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .26))=
CHtreatresult;
cHcee(t+1)$((forwardlook) and (rainseq) and (ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t+1, analysis,fsub0) eq .26
))=CHtreatresult;
cHcee(t+1)$(ord(t) ge 8 and saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","cheat") ge (sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")+.0001)) = CHtreatresult;
*above same parameter as above for cee, but available if want to depict different growth rate nonnative
*Above for year09 in as assumption tthat there are no future TIDs (drought cycle ends)
*ALSO, for now, i assume cheatgrass recovers at the same rate as the other forage...
*above is needed because if above threshold can grow, and we don't specify any
*cee other than 0 in the tables at and after year9. see rational above
* it is needed for the system to go "back-UP"
*in each phase, It won't go "back up" beyond the carrying capacity, which is intial level for
*that phase being considered.
checkThresh(T,
checkThresh(T,

"nochng","native")=sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")=sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,

"nochng","native")+.01;
"nochng","cheat")+.01;

*BELOW ARE INITIAL CONDTIONs
saverainprods3new("year03","nochng",source)=treat("year03","nochng",source);
rainprod("YEAR03")=1;
CEE("YEAR03")=0;
chCEE("YEAR03")=0;
*it doesn't matter what cee is in this year because it doesn't come in, but gams wanted a number
***************************************************BEGIN CORE CAlCUlATION
saverainprods3new(T,"nochng","native")$(saverainprods3new(T,"nochng","native") le
(sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native")))= sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native") ;
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saverainprods3new(T,"nochng","cheat")$(saverainprods3new(T,"nochng","cheat") le
(sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")))= sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
;

"nochng","cheat")

saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","native")$(saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","native") le
(sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native")))= sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native") ;
saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","cheat")$(saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","cheat") le
(sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")))= sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")
;
*9/17/17 above says, if last period we found rainsprod3new (saved as saverainprods3new) to be
*less than or equal to the threshold amount then set it equal to the threshold amount (absorbing)
**main GENERATION equation*************************
rainprods3new(T,"nochng","native")$((ord(t) ge 4) AND saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","native") GE
(sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native")+.0001)) =(saverainprods3new(T1,"nochng","native")*thresholdanalysis(t+1))*(1+cee(t+1));
rainprods3new(T,"nochng","cheat")$((ord(t) ge 4) AND saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","cheat") ge
(sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")+.0001 )) =(saverainprods3new(T1,"nochng","cheat")*thresholdanalysisII(t+1))*(1+chcee(t+1)) ;
**IMPORTANT!!I use sens1 in above (and one line below)
*rather than thresholdanalysis because thresholdanalysis is based on rainint realizations and
*we don't want it varying with that. We want the threshold cut-off to be the same for all t, even
those beyond year 08.
*****************************************
*BELOW IS CARRYING CAPACITY
rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)$(rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source) ge
treat("year03","nochng",source))=treat("year03","nochng",source);
*below is lower bouhnd. it must be t becuase we are in saying if we caculate that resu
*below is the THRESHOLD lower bound and more below to help set this
rainprods3new(T,"nochng","native")$(rainprods3new(T,"nochng","native") le
(sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native")) and (ord(t) ge 6))=sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native");
rainprods3new(T,"nochng","cheat")$(rainprods3new(T,"nochng","cheat") le (sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")) and (ord(t) ge 6))=sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat");
*BELOW GOES WITH A CONDITION BELOW THAT SETS TO ABSORBANT STATE
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rainprods3new(T,"nochng","cheat")$(rainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","cheat") le
(sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")) and (ord(t) ge 6))=sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat");
rainprods3new(T,"nochng","native")$(rainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","native") le
(sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native")) and (ord(t) ge 6))=sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native");
*says (notice t-1) is that
*if last period was below the threshold, this year will be below the threshold also.
rainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","cheat")$(rainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","cheat") le
(sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat")) and (ord(t) ge 6))=sens9(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","cheat");
rainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","native")$(rainprods3new(T-1,"nochng","native") le
(sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native")) and (ord(t) ge 6))=sens1(sensitivity1)*treat(T,
"nochng","native");
*says (notice t-1) is that
*if last period was below the threshold, this year will be below the threshold also.
saverainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)=rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source);
*******CORE CACLUATION result SENT UP to top
saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity4, analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"nochng",source)$(ord(t) ge 4)=saverainprods3new(T-1,"nochng",source);
savethresholdanalysis(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T+1)=thresholdanalysis(t+1);
rainprodout(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T+1)=thresholdanalysis(t+1);
savethreshold(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"nochng","native")=checkThresh(T,
"nochng","native");
printcee(itersub,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T+1)=cee(t+1);
)))));
*display rainprod;
*turned off above because now it doesn't matter what rainprod is, it's just used as
*a way to bring in thresholdanal in the correct years
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display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
***idea

cee;
rainprods3new;
saverainprods3newall;
saverainprods3new;
printcee;
thresholdanalysis;
checkThresh;
savethreshold;
is to generate the above rainprods3new for every period before putting into model runs below

rainrunsubset(rainruns)$now(rollf,scenario) =yes;
rainrunsubset("r02teq0")$now(rollf,scenario) =no;
droughtnow(rollf,scenario)=1-now(rollf,scenario) ;
rainrunsubset(rainruns)$droughtnow(rollf,scenario) =yes;
rainrunsubset("r01teq0")$droughtnow(rollf,scenario) =no;
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),

**below moveforward are loopoveri items are
* place holders for a different type of analysis where you roll back several periods.
moveforward=moveforwardone(rollf);
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
**end placeholders
*for description of forwardlook and rainseq, see top if pages
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
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herdconst_TIDYr3=herdconst(rainyr);
*below sets probcorrelat1(tsub) equal to 1 unless told otherwise below
xxx=

sens2(sensitivity2)

;

probcorrelat1(t)=probcorrelat;
probcorrelat1(tsub)$(not(rainseq))=sens3(sensitivity3, rainyr,tsub);
probcorrelat1(tsub)$(rainseq)=sens3_1(sensitivity3, rainyr,tsub);
*probcorrelat(tsub)= sens3(sensitivity3, tsub);
saveprob_analysis(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T)=xxx;
saveprobcorrelat_analysis(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,
analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T)=probcorrelat1(t);
rainprods3new(T,"nochng",source)=saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity4,analysis,scena
rio,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"nochng",source);
*above brings in the dynamic forage output calculated above into the corresponding runs
*for the decision tree.
salepric(T,"cullcow")
salepric(T,"bull")
salepric(T,"scalf")
salepric(T,"hcalf")
salepric(T,"purscalf")
salepric(T,"purhcalf")

=
=
=
=
=

salep(iter,T,"cullcow");
salep(iter,T,"bull");
salep(iter,T,"scalf");
salep(iter,T,"hcalf");
salep(iter,T,"purscalf");
= salep(iter,T,"purhcalf");

*assumes %commission of (Commiss), daily yardage fee of YARDAGE, Feed of
* $SALEFEED/cwt
salepric(T,"sellbcow") = salep(iter,T,"cullcow");
*sellbcow was the line directly below, 2.22.18, but Nico in trouble shooting the model realized
*it should be equal to sellbcow not sellbcow*animal
buypric(T,"buybcow") = salep(iter,T,"buybcow");
buypric(T,"buybull") = 154.09 + 2.0549*buypric(T,"buybcow");
Fireprod(T)=1;
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Fireprod(T)$(not(forwardlook)) = Fireint(T,fireyr);
Fireprod(T)$(forwardlook) = Fireint1(T,fireyr);
Rainprod(T)$(not(rainseq))=Rainint(t,rainyr) ;
Rainprod(T)$(rainseq)=rainint1(t,rainyr);
acblm1(t)=acblm;
fireprodout(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T)=fireprod(t);
testapril(rainyr,t,analysis,fsub0,t)=(1+cee(t))*rainprod(t+1);
display buypric;
display salepric;

SOLVE Sagebase USING LP MAXIMIZING ranchinc;
*********************new approach after 1st defense
NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)=NETDIS.l(T)
;
NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)=
sum(tfuture(t),NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)) ;
NetPATH(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)=NET.l(T)
;
ranchincAll(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)=ranchinc.l
;
PR_NoThresh(t)=1-probcorrelat1(t)*xxx;
PR_Thresh(t)=probcorrelat1(t)*xxx ;
*2/25/18 redid R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp type items to noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp
*type so taht
*they don't have the expected value in the them.
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*the above note does not make sense. making the below seems redunant to me,
*but I think just a litter cleaner (more succint) when comparing items in the code below
noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02") ;
noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04") ;
*forwardlook rain01 and rain02
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02") ;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04") ;
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*path rain03 and rain04
noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02") ;
noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04") ;
*forwardlook rain03 and rain04
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02") ;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01") ;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04") ;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03") ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04") ;
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ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'forcost1')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'animcost')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'loancst')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'treatcst')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'totcost')
animcost.L(T) + loancst.L(T);
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'gross')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'repgross')
("rephcalf",T)* salepric(T,"hcalf")*
animal("hcalf","salewt")+ raise.L ("rephyear",T)* salepric(T,"hyear")*
animal("hyear","salewt");
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'Net')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'netdisc')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'cashtr')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'accumsav')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'stborrow')
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'repayst')

= forcost.L(T);
= animcost.L(T);
= loancst.L(T);
= treatcst.L(T);
= forcost.L(T) +
= gross.L(T);
= raise.L

= Net.L(T);
= Netdis.L(T);
= cashtr.L(T);
= accumsav.L(T);
= stborrow.L(T);
= repayst.L(T);

ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'thresholdanalysis')=savethresholdanalysis(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4, analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
$ontext
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$offtext
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'crossed')=1$(saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity4,analysis,scen
ario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,"year30","nochng","native") le .369999);
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r01teq0",
"forwardlook","rain03",fsub0,"year06",'crossed')=0;
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r01teq0",
"forwardlook","rain03","fire02","year07",'crossed')=0;
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r01teq0",
"forwardlook","rain04","fire01","year07",'crossed')=0;
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r01teq0",
"forwardlook","rain04","fire01","year07",'crossed')=0;
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r02teq0", "path","rain03",fsub0,"year06",'crossed')=0;
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'forage_prodC')=
saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity4, analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"nochng","cheat");
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'forage_prodCplusN')=
saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity4, analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"nochng","cheat")+saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"nochng","native");
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'forage_prodN')=
saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,sensitivity4, analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"nochng","native");
ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'rainprod')=rainprodout(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
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ECON1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,'treatportion')=fireprodout(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T);
*lhs bringsin rhs while loopign

Landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'used')
=
sum(season,landuse.L(graze,season,T));
Landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'Slack') =
slacklnd.L(graze,T);
Landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'Total') =
sum(season,landuse.L(graze,season,T)) + slacklnd.L(graze,T);
landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'Shadow') =
slacklnd.m(graze,T);
landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'value') =
sum(season,landuse.L(graze,season,T))*forage(graze,"forcost1");
landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'used')
=
sum(season,blmuse.L(BLMT,season,T));
landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'Slack') =
slackblm.L(BLMT,T);
landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'Total') =
sum(season,blmuse.L(BLMT,season,T)) + slackblm.L(BLMT,T);
landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'Shadow') =
slackblm.m(BLMT,T);
landsum(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'value') =
sum(season,blmuse.L(BLMT,season,T))*blmcost;
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Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'seas1')
landuse.L(graze,'seas1',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'seas2')
landuse.L(graze,'seas2',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'seas3')
landuse.L(graze,'seas3',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'seas4')
landuse.L(graze,'seas4',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'seas5')
landuse.L(graze,'seas5',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'seas6')
landuse.L(graze,'seas6',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,graze,T,'seas7')
landuse.L(graze,'seas7',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'seas1')
blmuse.L(BLMT,'seas1',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'seas2')
blmuse.L(BLMT,'seas2',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'seas3')
blmuse.L(BLMT,'seas3',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'seas4')
blmuse.L(BLMT,'seas4',T);

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
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Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'seas5') =
blmuse.L(BLMT,'seas5',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'seas6') =
blmuse.L(BLMT,'seas6',T);
Landseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,BLMT,T,'seas7') =
blmuse.L(BLMT,'seas7',T);
Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,'seas1')
Feedcrop.L(crop,'seas1',T);
Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,'seas2')
Feedcrop.L(crop,'seas2',T);
Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,'seas3')
Feedcrop.L(crop,'seas3',T);
Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,'seas4')
Feedcrop.L(crop,'seas4',T);
Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,'seas5')
Feedcrop.L(crop,'seas5',T);
Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,'seas6')
Feedcrop.L(crop,'seas6',T);
Feedseas(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T,'seas7')
Feedcrop.L(crop,'seas7',T);

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Haysale(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,Crop,T) = sellcrop.L(crop,T);
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anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"broodcow") =
raise.L("broodcow",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"cullcow") =
raise.L("cullcow",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"bull")
=
raise.L("bull",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"horse")
=
raise.L("horse",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"scalf")
=
raise.L("scalf",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"hcalf")
=
raise.L("hcalf",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"hyear")
=
raise.L("hyear",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"rephcalf") =
raise.L("rephcalf",T-1);
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"rephyear") =
raise.L("rephyear",T-1);
*4_12_18 it is most interesting to consider the replacement heifer calves from the year before the
herdsize we are looking at. This is a similiar idea to looking at the
*sales (cullcow decision) in the year before. But wouldn't it make more sense just to
*consider then these at t-1 instead? Yes, except I didn't set up the loop print out that way (just
set it up for 06 and beyond), so you'll just have to know that's what it means.
anim(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"buybull") =
raise.L("buybull",T-1);
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SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"cullcow") =
selllive.L("cullcow",T-1)/((1-Animal("cullcow","deathlss"))*
Animal("cullcow","salewt"));
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"bull") = selllive.L("bull",T1)/((1-Animal("bull","deathlss"))*
Animal("bull","salewt"));
*((1-Animal(livecl,"deathlss"))*Animal(livecl,"salewt"))
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"scalf") =
selllive.L("scalf",T-1)/((1-Animal("scalf","deathlss"))*Animal("scalf","salewt"));
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"hcalf") =
selllive.L("hcalf",T-1)/((1-Animal("hcalf","deathlss"))*Animal("hcalf","salewt"))
;
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"syear") =
selllive.L("syear",T-1)
;
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"hyear") =
selllive.L("hyear",T-1)/((1-Animal("hyear","deathlss"))*Animal("hyear","salewt"))
;
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"purscalf") =
selllive.L("purscalf",T-1)/((1-Animal("purscalf","deathlss"))*Animal("purscalf","salewt"))
;
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"purhcalf") =
selllive.L("purhcalf",T-1) /((1-Animal("purhcalf","deathlss"))*Animal("purhcalf","salewt")) ;
SELL(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T,"sellbcow") =
selllive.L("sellbcow",T-1) /((1-Animal("sellbcow","deathlss"))*Animal("sellbcow","salewt")) ;
crossed(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,T)=1$(saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,"year30","nochng","native") le
.369999);
crossed(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r01teq0", "forwardlook","rain03",fsub0,"year06")=0;
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crossed(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r01teq0", "forwardlook","rain03","fire02","year07")=0;
crossed(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r01teq0", "forwardlook","rain04","fire01","year07")=0;
crossed(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"r02teq0", "path","rain03",fsub0,"year06")=0;
AUY(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,T) = sum(season, sum(livclass,
raise.L(livclass,T-1)*aue1(livclass,season))*
onday(season,"months")+ SUM(livclass, raise.L(livclass,T-2)* aue2(livclass,
season))*onday(season,"months"))/12;
*Options display AUY;
MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)=Sagebase.modelstat;
if ((totdays = 365 or totdays = 366), display totdays;
else abort "Total season days not 365 or 366, adjust dates";
);
display fireprod;
display crossed;
display ranchinc.l;
display
landuse.l
raise.l
feedcrop.l
*
raise.up
selllive.l
sellcrop.l
BLMAcTrt.l
BLMAcNT.l
BLMuse.l
display
display
display
display

rainprods3new
cee;
testapril;
saverainprods3newall ;
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display fireprod;
display fireprodout;
display rainprodout;
display droughtnow;
display now;
display ranchincALL;
display NetDisExpset;
*display NetDisExpsetcheck;
display NetDisExp;
display
FORCOST.l
display
ANIMCOST.l
display
GROSS.l
display
STBORROW.l
display
REPAYST.l
display
LOANCST.l
display netdis.l;
display net.l;
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

CASHTR.l
AccumSav.l
TERM.l
raise.up;
raise.lo;
selllive.l;
acblm1;
treat;
econ1;
xxx;
herdconst;
probcorrelat;
savethresholdanalysis;
saveprob_analysis;
saveprobcorrelat_analysis;

display noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;
display noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
display noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
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display noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
display noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
display noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
display noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
display noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;

display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp ;
noexp_R07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
noexp_R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
noexp_NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;

*)) ;
))));
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Appendix C GAMS code for Solution Method:
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Appendix C1 Period One Stochastic Dynamic Programming Solution Using Backwards
Induction
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*********************************************Part 1 (step 1)***************************
***************find average values in 08
loop(t,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
****coming from treat in 06 (index "path")
*************(1) coming from treat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
*treat07_08_treat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_1a
R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensiti
vity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01"));
*treat06_rain01_yr08comp_NR
*fire01 means treat in08 coming from treat in07, rain01 and rain02 apply to coming from no TID in 07:
* rain01 means, no TID in 08 and no TID in 07, rain02 means, TID in 08 and not TID in 07
R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensit
ivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02"));
*treat07_08_treat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_1b
*fire02 means notreat in 08 coming from no treat in 07
R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivi
ty1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire01")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01"));
R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitiv
ity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02"));
*************(2) coming from Notreat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
*notreat07_08_treat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_2a
NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03"));
*fire03 means treat in08 coming from notreat in07
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensi
tivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04"));
*notreat07_08_treat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_2b=PR_NoThresh("year08")*NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04")
*fire04 means notreat in08 coming from notreat in07
NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitiv
ity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03"));
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensiti
vity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire04")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04"));
****coming from notreat in 06 (index "forwardlook")
*************(3) coming from treat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
*treat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_3a
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensi
tivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01"));
*fire01 means treat in08 coming from treat in07
*treat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_3b
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp =
+PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02"));
*fire02 means notreat in 08 coming from no treat in 07
***************************************************************************************(((999
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensiti
vity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07",
rainruns,"forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01"));
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02"));
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*************(4) coming from Notreat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
*notreat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_4a
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07",
rainruns,"forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03"));
*fire03 means treat in08 coming from notreat in07
*notreat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_4b
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04"));
*fire04 means notreat in08 coming from notreat in07
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03"));
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04"));
**coming from r02 in 07 Sheet 2
****coming from treat in 06 (index "path")
*************(1) coming from treat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
*treat07_08_treat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_1a
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R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01"));
*rain03 and rain04 apply to coming from TID in 07:
*rain03 means, no TID in 08 and TID in 07, rain04 means, TID in 08 and TID in 07
*compare this to above description of rain01 and rain02 to see the different (different nodes in the
tree)
*treat07_08_treat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_1b
R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02"));
R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01"));
R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,"path","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02"));
*************(2) coming from Notreat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
*notreat07_08_treat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_2a
NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03"));
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*notreat07_08_treat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_2b
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04"));
NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03"));
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04"));

****coming from treat in 06 (index "forwardlook")
*************(3) coming from treat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
*treat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_3a
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01"));
*treat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_3b
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02"));
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R07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01"));
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02"));
*************(4) coming from Notreat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
*notreat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_4a
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,"forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03"));
*notreat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_4b
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensi
tivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04"));
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03"));
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04"));
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R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)= NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp
;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)= R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)= R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp
;
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) = NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp
;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)
=NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp ;
R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp
;
)))));
display PR_NoThresh;
display PR_Thresh;
display NetDisExp;
display
display
display
display
display
display

R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop ;
R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop ;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comploop ;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop;
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display R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop;
display NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop;
display NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comploop;
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop;
NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comploop;

**finding values for step 2 given the winner of comparisons for part 1 (step 1)
*********************************************Part 3***************************
loop(t,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
vstarpath06_treatin07=0;
vstarpath06_NOtreatin07=0;
vstarforwardlook06_treatin07=0;
vstarforwardlook06_notreatin07=0;

*******************************************below vstar...should provide 1 solution for path
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******************************************and one for forwardlook
****
**finding values for step 2 given the winner of comparisons for part 1 (step 1)
***************************************
*************path 06, treat in 07 optimal****************
***************************************************************
vstarpath06_treatin07
*note: you don't have fire03 or fire04 in this comparison because you are considering only the
decision path coming from treat in 07
*but you should also consider the decision path if rain01 is the future vs. of rain02 is the future
coming from that sales decision considering in rain01...
=
*a)
*above is probability rain01
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")
*it should really matter whether you put "fire01" fire02 here because you put constraints on herd
stock variables as initial conditions - but currently planning
*to eliminate those by adding the necessary comparisons with probabilities
*sum(tsub, rainyr, netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, "path",rainyr,"fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire01"))$((R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")
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+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+2) ge R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp))
*only either "a" or "b" comes in to the equation
*******************rain02***************
*a)
+PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain02
((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")
*it should really matter whether you put "fire01" fire02 here because you put constraints on herd
stock variables as initial conditions
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire01"))$((R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+2))
*b)
*+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+2) ge
R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp))NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")
*it should really matter whether you put "fire01" fire02 here because you put constraints on herd
stock variables as initial conditions
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+2) ge
(R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy)))
***rain03********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain03
((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire01"))$((R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+2) ge
(R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy)))
***rain04********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain04
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((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire01"))$((R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02")
*it should really matter whether you put "fire01" fire02 here because you put constraints on herd
stock variables as initial conditions
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+2) ge
(R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy)));

***************************************
*************path 06, no treat in 07 optimal****************
***************************************************************
vstarpath06_NOtreatin07=
*a)
*above is probabiltiy rain01
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*(
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(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04"))$((NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy)))
*only either "a" or "b" comes in to the equation
*******************rain02***************
*a)
+PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain02
(
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire04"))$((NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy)))
***rain03********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain03
(
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+2))
*_AM investigating 4_15_17 why above term comes in and below one doesn't. rain03 has a tid in year02
not year03...so it seems that that treating in year 03 would not be optimal
*b)
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+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire04"))$(((NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy))))
***rain04********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain04
(
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
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"path","rain04","fire04"))$((NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy)));
***************************************
*************forwardlook 06, treat in 07 optimal****************
***************************************************************
*notreat07_Notreat06_sheet6_VSTAR_4
*treat07_NOtreat06_sheet5_VSTAR_3
vstarforwardlook06_treatin07=
*a)
*above is probabiltiy rain01
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*
(
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire01"))$((R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+2) ge
(R07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy)))
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*only either "a" or "b" comes in to the equation
*_AM investigating 4_15_17, neither of the two above terms come in actually because it doesn't meet
the second term
*******************rain02***************
*a)
+PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain02
((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire01"))$((R07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+2) ge
(R07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy)))
***rain03********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain03
((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
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+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire01"))$((R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+2) ge
(R07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy)))
***rain04********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain04
((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire01"))$((R07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
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+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire02"))$((R07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+2) ge
(R07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy)));
***************************************
***************************************
*************forwardlook 06, no treat in 07 optimal****************
***************************************************************
vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07=
*a)
*above is probabiltiy rain01
PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire04"))$((NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy)))
*only either "a" or "b" comes in to the equation
*******************rain02***************
*a)
+PR_NoThresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain02
((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire04"))$((NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy)))
***rain03********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_NoThresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain03
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((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+2))
*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04"))$((NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy)))
***rain04********************
*a)
+PR_Thresh("year07")*PR_Thresh("year08")*
*above is probabiltiy rain04
((NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire03"))$((NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+2))
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*b)
+(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year05", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire04"))$((NR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+2) ge
(NR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy)));

vstarpath06_treatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)= vstarpath06_treatin07 ;
vstarpath06_NOtreatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1)=vstarpath06_NOtreatin07;
vstarforwardlook06_Notreatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) = vstarforwardlook06_Notreatin07 ;
vstarforwardlook06_treatin07loop(sensitivity4,sensitivity1) = vstarforwardlook06_treatin07;
)))));

display vstarpath06_treatin07;
display vstarpath06_NOtreatin07
;
display vstarforwardlook06_treatin07
;
display vstarforwardlook06_Notreatin07 ;
display vstarpath06_treatin07loop
display vstarpath06_NOtreatin07loop
display
vstarforwardlook06_Notreatin07loop
display vstarforwardlook06_treatin07loop

;
;
;
;
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loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
*for printing and ROLLING FORWARD:
*can just index all variables for putting on maxtoday(itersub,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)
*it should only print the one that is =1 only.
max1firstpathNOtreat07r01=0;
max1firstpathTreat07r01=0;
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01=0;
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01=0;
max1firstpathNOtreat07r03=0;
max1firstpathTreat07r03=0;
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r03=0;
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r03=0;
max1firstpathNOtreat07r01=1$((vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+2) ge (vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy));
max1firstpathTreat07r01=1$((vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) ge (vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+2 ));
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01=1$((vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+subsidy));
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01=1$((vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2));
max1firstpathNOtreat07r03=1$((vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+2) ge (vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy));
max1firstpathTreat07r03=1$((vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) ge (vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+2 ));
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r03=1$((vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+subsidy));
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r03=1$((vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2));
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))));
display
display
display
display

max1firstpathNOtreat07r01;
max1firstpathTreat07r01;
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01;
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01;

display
display
display
display

max1firstpathNOtreat07r03;
max1firstpathTreat07r03;
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r03;
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r03;

loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
*for printing and ROLLING FORWARD:
*can just index all variables for putting on maxtoday(itersub,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)
*it should only print the one that is =1 only.
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr)=0;
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain01")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain01")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
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max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain01")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain01")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) );
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain03")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain03")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain03")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
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max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "path","rain03")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) ge
(vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookNOtreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_NOtreatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy) );
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03")$(max1firstpathNOtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_NOtreatin07+subsidy));
max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03")$(max1firstpathtreat07r01 and
max1firstforwardlookTreat07r01)=1$((vstarforwardlook06_treatin07+2) ge
(vstarpath06_treatin07+subsidy));
))));
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Appendix C2 Moving forward through time, still using Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Solution Method
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*************************final step is to move forward each period and used backwards induction
again***************************
***solving for 08 decision but now 07 tid known(in 06, know r01 or r02, indicating rain01 or rain03
*in year07 )
*********************************************Part 1_again, looking
*forward from 06 (instead of 05)***************************
***************find average values in 08
*doesn't look like this part below is used...it isn't repeated anywhere
loop(t,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
****coming from treat in 06 (index "path")
*************(1) coming from treat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
SecR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01"));
*treat06_rain01_yr08comp_NR
*fire01 means treat in08 coming from treat in07, rain01 and rain02 apply to coming from no drought in
07:
* rain01 means, no TID in 08 and no TID in 07, rain02 means, TID in 08 and not TID in 07
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02"));
*treat07_08_treat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_1b
*fire02 means notreat in 08 coming from no treat in 07
SecR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01"));
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02"));
*these two above are new, so aren't included below yet. be sure to include them
*************(2) coming from Notreat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
*notreat07_08_treat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_2a
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03"));
*fire03 means treat in08 coming from notreat in07
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04"));
*fire04 means notreat in08 coming from notreat in07
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03"));
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04"));
****coming from notreat in 06 (index "forwardlook")
*************(3) coming from treat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
*treat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_3a
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01"));
*fire01 means treat in08 coming from treat in07
*treat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_3b
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp =
+PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02"));
*fire02 means notreat in 08 coming from no treat in 07
***************************************************************************************(((999
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07",
rainruns,"forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01"));
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=
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PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02"));
*************(4) coming from Notreat in 07, r01 in 07, sheet 1
*notreat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_4a
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,"forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03"));
*fire03 means treat in08 coming from notreat in07
*notreat07_08_Notreat06_r01in07_sheet1_VSTAR_4b
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04"));
*fire04 means notreat in08 coming from notreat in07
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03"));
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04"));
**coming from r02 in 07 Sheet 2
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****coming from treat in 06 (index "path")
*************(1) coming from treat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
*treat07_08_treat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_1a
SecR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01"));
*rain03 and rain04 apply to coming from drought in 07:
*rain03 means, no tID in 08 and TID in 07, rain04 means, TID in 08 and TID in 07
*compare this to above description of rain01 and rain02 to see the different (different nodes in the
tree)
*treat07_08_treat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_1b
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02"));
SecR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01"));
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
+PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,"path","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02"));
*************(2) coming from Notreat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire03")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03"));
*notreat07_08_treat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_2b
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04"));
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03"));
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04"));

****coming from treat in 06 (index "forwardlook")
*************(3) coming from treat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
*treat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_3a
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01"));
*treat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_3b
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02"));
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01"));
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02"));
*************(4) coming from Notreat in 07, r02 in 07, sheet 2
*notreat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_4a
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=
PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,"forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03"));
*notreat07_08_NOtreat06_r02in07_sheet2_VSTAR_4b
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp=PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04"));
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03"));
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp=
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PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04"));

)))));

display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

SecR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp ;
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp;
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display

SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain01_yr08comp;
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SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain02_yr08comp;
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display
display
display
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SecR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp ;
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display
display
display
display
display
display

SecR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain03_yr08comp;
SecNR07_R08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;
SecNR07_NR08_Notreat06_rain04_yr08comp;

*********************************************Part 1_again***************************
**************these determine the sales quantity in 06 (treatment solution for 07)
$Include"C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include files\rerun with new
df.gms";
*this reruns the orignal model (found in the loop that contains the Model Solve statement, but with
*the correct discount factor since we are now starting
*one period forward as compared to last solve
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
**************these determine the sales quantity in 06 (treatment solution for 07)
choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02=0;
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02=0;
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02=0;
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02=0;
choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02=0;
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02=0;
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choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02=0;
choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02=0;
choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04=0;
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04=0;
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04=0;
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04=0;
choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04=0;
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04=0;
choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04=0;
choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04=0;
*1.
choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01")) =
*treat07_treat06_sheet3_VSTAR_1=
*find expected value of the decision to treat in 07
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")));
*2.
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01"))=
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*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")));
*3.
***********left off here for 3/31/18
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01") )=
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")));
*4.
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain01")) =
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*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04")));
********forwardlook
*5.
choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01"))=
*forwardlook
*find expected value of the decision to treat in 07
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01")));
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*6.
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01"))=
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")));
*7.
choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01")) =
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")));
*8.
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choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01"))=
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")));
****************rain03_04
****path
*1.
choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03"))=
*treat07_treat06_sheet3_VSTAR_1=
*find expected value of the decision to treat in 07
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r02 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")));
*2.
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03"))=
*r02 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02")));
*3.
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03"))=
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")));
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*4.
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "path","rain03")) =
*r02 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")));
********forwardlook

rain03_04

*5.
choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03"))=
*forwardlook
*find expected value of the decision to treat in 07
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r02 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
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+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")));
*6.
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03"))=
*r02 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")));
*7.
choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03"))=
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")));
*8.
choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04$(max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03"))=
*r02 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(PR_NoThresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")))
+(PR_Thresh("year08")*(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")));

))));
display
display
display
display

choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02;

display
display
display
display

choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02;
choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02;

display
display
display
display

choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04;
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display
display
display
display

choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04;
choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04;

loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02=0;
maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02 =0;
***forwardlook rain01_02
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02=0;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02 =0;
*************rain03_04
**path rain03_04
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04 =0;
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***forwardlook rain03_04
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04 =0;
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04 =0;

***path rain01_02
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxtodayfire01_path
_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02);
maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxtodayfire02_path
_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxtodayfire03_path
_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxtodayfire04_path
_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02) ;
***forwardlook rain01_02
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxto
dayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxto
dayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxto
dayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02$choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02=1$(choosemaxto
dayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ge choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02) ;
*************rain03_04
**path rain03_04
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtodayfire01_path_
rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04);
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maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtodayfire02_path_
rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtodayfire03_path_
rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04);
maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtodayfire04_path_
rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04) ;
***forwardlook rain03_04
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtod
ayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtod
ayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04) ;
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtod
ayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04);
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04$choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04=1$(choosemaxtod
ayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04 ge choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04) ;

))));
display maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02 ;
display maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02 ;
display maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02 ;
display maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02 ;
***forwardlook rain01_02
display maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02
display maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02

;
;

display maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ;
display maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02 ;
*************rain03_04
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**path rain03_04
display maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04
display maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04
display maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04
display maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04

;
;
;
;

***forwardlook rain03_04
display maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04 ;
display maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04;
display maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04 ;
display maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04 ;
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)=0;
***path rain01_02
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02 and
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maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire03")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire03")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain01_r02+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain01_r02+subsidy));
***forwardlook rain01_02
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
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"forwardlook","rain01","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire03")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02 and
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maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain01_r02+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain01_r02+subsidy));
*************rain03_04
***path rain03_04
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04+subsidy) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire03")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_path_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04+subsidy));
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maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_path_rain03_04+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_path_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire02_path_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_path_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_path_rain03_04+subsidy));
***forwardlook rain03_04
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire01")$(maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04+2));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire02")$(maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy)
ge (choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04+2)) ;
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire03")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy));
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maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire03_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire03_forwardlook_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire01_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire01_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy));
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04")$(maxtodayfirst_fire04_forwardlook_rain03_r04 and
maxtodayfirst_fire02_forwardlook_rain03_r04)=1$((choosemaxtodayfire04_forwardlook_rain03_04+2) ge
(choosemaxtodayfire02_forwardlook_rain03_04+subsidy));
))));
$Include"C:\Users\anna\Documents\gamsdir\projdir\Drought_Threshold_Model\include files\rerun with new
df again.gms";
*search for rerun with new above and find notes
loop(t,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
***compare expected values in 07
$ontext
*below are all the parameters I created to save the below calculations
treat07_treat06_sheet3_VSTAR_1
notreat07_treat06_sheet4_VSTAR_2
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treat07_NOtreat06_sheet5_VSTAR_3
notreat07_Notreat06_sheet6_VSTAR_4
$offtext
**********************path
**(1)
*sheet 3, calculating expected value of treat choice in 07 given that you choose treat in08
*or nottreat in 08(that's what the conditional is for)
*and considering that we might observe either r01 or r02 in 07.
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain01=0
;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain02=0 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain01=0 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain02=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain01=0
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain02=0
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain01=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain02=0 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain01=0
;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain02=0 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain01=0 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain02=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain01=0
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain02=0
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain01=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain02=0 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain03=0
;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain04=0 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain03=0 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain04=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain03=0
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain04=0
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain03=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain04=0 ;
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thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain03=0
;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain04=0 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain03=0 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain04=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain03=0
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain04=0
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain03=0 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain04=0 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")) =
*find expected value of the decision to treat in 08(sales decision to get you there)
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp +2));
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")) =
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp +2)) ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02") or
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maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01")) =
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire02") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire01"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy));

thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04"))=
*r01 in 07, notreat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp +2));
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04"))=
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(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp +2));
****
*r01 in 07, notreat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain01","fire03"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy));
****************************
***************forwardlook
*******above was for path, now need to do for forwardlook
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02"))=
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*find expected value of the decision to treat in 07
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp +2));
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp +2));
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01"))=
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire02") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire01"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire02")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp +2));
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")) =
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp +2));
*
****
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain01$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03"))=
*r01 in 07, notreat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
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"forwardlook","rain01","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain01_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain02$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain01","fire03"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain02","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain02_yr08comp+subsidy));

******************rain03 and rain04

thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")) =
*find expected value of the decision to treat in 08(sales decision to get you there)
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp +2));
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")) =
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(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp +2)) ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01")) =
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire02") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire01"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy));

thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04"))=
*r01 in 07, notreat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03")
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+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp +2));
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp +2));
****
*r01 in 07, notreat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "path","rain03","fire03"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "path","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_treat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy));
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****************************
***************forwardlook
*******above was for path, now need to do for forwardlook
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02"))=
*find expected value of the decision to treat in 07
*and...given that you choose to treat in 06
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if treat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp +2));
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire01")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire01"))$((noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp +2));
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01"))=
*r01 in 07, treat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
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"forwardlook","rain03","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire02") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire01"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire02")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire02"))$((noexp_R07_NR08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_R07_R08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp +2));
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")) =
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire03")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire03"))$((noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy) ge
(noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp +2));
*
****
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thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain03$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03"))=
*r01 in 07, notreat in07, case if notreat in 08 wins
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain03_yr08comp+subsidy));
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain04$(maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire04") or
maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03","fire03"))=
(NetDisExp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, "forwardlook","rain04","fire04")
+NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire04"))$((noexp_NR07_NR08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp +2) ge
(noexp_NR07_R08_notreat06_rain04_yr08comp+subsidy));
)))));
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain01
;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain02 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain01 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain02 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain01
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain02
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain01 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain02 ;

display
display
display
display
display

thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain01
;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain02 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain01 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain02 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain01
;
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display thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain02
;
display thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain01 ;
display thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain02 ;

display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain03
;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain04;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain03 ;
thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain04 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain03
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain04
;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain03 ;
thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain04 ;

display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain03
;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain04 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain03 ;
thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain04 ;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain03
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain04
;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain03;
thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain04;

loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
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**set them all equal to zero, then bring in as =1 only if specific maxmiums are true
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs, rainyr, fsub0)=0;
**path rain01, "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire01")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain01=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain01+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain01+2));
*for example, treat won in 08, but now we want to know, given that treat won in 08 do we do no treat
or treat in 07, that's why we compare fire01 to fire03 only and fire02 to fire04
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire02")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain01=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain01+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain01+2));
***path, rain02 , "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire01")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain02=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain02+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain02+2));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire02")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain02=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain02+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain02+2));
**path rain01, "fire03", "fire04"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain01=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain0
1+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain01+subsidy));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain01","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain01=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain0
1+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain01+subsidy));
***path, rain02 , "fire03", "fire04"
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maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain02=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain0
2+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain02+subsidy));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain02","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain02=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain0
2+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain02+subsidy));
**forwardlook rain01, "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire01")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain01=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
1_rain01+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain01+2));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire02")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain01=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
2_rain01+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain01+2));
***forwardlook, rain02 , "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire01")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain02=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
1_rain02+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain02+2));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire02")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain02=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
2_rain02+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain02+2));
**forwardlook rain01, "fire03", "fire04"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain01","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain01=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire03_rain01+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain01+subsidy));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
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"forwardlook","rain01","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain01=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire04_rain01+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain01+subsidy));
***forwardlook, rain02 , "fire03", "fire04"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain02=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire03_rain02+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain02+subsidy));
;
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain02","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain02=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire04_rain02+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain02+subsidy));
*********************************************
************rain03 and rain04
**path rain03, "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire01")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain03=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain03+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain03+2));
*for example, treat won in 08, but now we want to know, given that treat won in 08 do we do no treat
or treat in 07, that's why we compare fire01 to fire03 only and fire02 to fire04
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire02")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain03=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain03+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain03+2));
***path, rain04 , "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire01")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain04=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain04+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain04+2));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire02")$thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain04=1$((thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain04+su
bsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain04+2));
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**path rain03, "fire03", "fire04"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain03=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain0
3+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain03+subsidy));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain03","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain03=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain0
3+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain03+subsidy));
***path, rain04 , "fire03", "fire04"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain04=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire03_rain0
4+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire01_rain04+subsidy));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"path","rain04","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain04=1$((thirdnotreat07_treat06_fire04_rain0
4+2) ge (thirdtreat07_treat06_fire02_rain04+subsidy));
**forwardlook rain03, "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire01")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain03=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
1_rain03+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain03+2));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire02")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain03=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
2_rain03+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain03+2));
***forwardlook, rain04 , "fire01", "fire02"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire01")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain04=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
1_rain04+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain04+2));
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maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire02")$thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain04=1$((thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire0
2_rain04+subsidy) ge (thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain04+2));
*
*
**forwardlook rain03, "fire03", "fire04"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain03=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire03_rain03+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain03+subsidy));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain03=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire04_rain03+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain03+subsidy));
***forwardlook, rain04 , "fire03", "fire04"
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire03")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire03_rain04=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire03_rain04+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire01_rain04+subsidy));
maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain04","fire04")$thirdnotreat07_notreat06_fire04_rain04=1$((thirdnotreat07_notreat06_f
ire04_rain04+2) ge (thirdtreat07_notreat06_fire02_rain04+subsidy));
))));
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
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rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
maxtoday4(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns,
runs,"rain01",fsub0)$maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,"rain01",fsub0)=1 ;
maxtoday4(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns,
runs,"rain02",fsub0)$maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,"rain02",fsub0)=1 ;
maxtoday4(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns,
runs,"rain03",fsub0)$maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,"rain03",fsub0)=1 ;
maxtoday4(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns,
runs,"rain04",fsub0)$maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,"rain04",fsub0)=1;

))));
loop(t,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
maxtoday2not_t(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,
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fsub0)$maxtoday4(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0)=maxtoday4(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
NetDisExp3(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year08", rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0)=
NetDisExpset(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
*START A NEW LOOP HERE BECUASE OTHERWISE MAXTODAY2 WON'T HAVE ALL ITS VALUES YET,
)))));
loop(t,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
max3today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs, rainyr,fsub0)=0;
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******************************************************************************************************
****************************************************************maxtoday2not_t(....rain01 fire02 and
rain03 fire01***
max3today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs, rainyr,fsub0)$((ord(t) ge 8) and (ord(t)
le 30))=1$maxtoday2not_t(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr, fsub0);
******************************************************************************************************
*********************************************** maxtoday2not_t(....rain01 fire04 and rain03 fire04***
)))));
*we need to compare values in 08 period without expected values: hence why we use max3today(above)
*below is specific to the rain01/rain02 sequnce
loop(t,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
maxout060708fsub("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,t)=1$maxtoday(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
*maxout060708fsub("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
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"PATH","rain03","fire02","year06")=1$max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "path","rain03") ;
*maxout060708fsub("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
"forwardlook","rain03","fire04","year06")=1$max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03") ;
maxout060708fsub("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,t)=1$maxtoday2(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
maxout060708fsub("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0,t)=1$max3today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,t, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0);
)))));
display
display
display
display
display
display
display
display

maxout060708fsub;
max1today;
maxtoday2not_t;
maxtoday4;
maxtoday;
maxtoday2;
max3today;
NetDisExp3;

loop(t,
loop(runsoutput,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0,
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loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
maxout060708fsub_no_t(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsub0)$maxout060708fsub(runsoutput,itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub1, rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsub0,t)=1;
*above simply makes a parameter just like maxout060708fsub but isn't indexed by t.
*Finalnet(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$max1today(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs)=
))))));
display maxout060708fsub_no_t;
loop(runsoutput,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
Loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0,
loop(fsubcross07,
loop(fsubcross08,
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
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Finalnet(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyrsub0102,rainyrsub0102,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=
Netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
runs,"rain01",fsub0)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain01",fsub0)
+netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
runs,rainyrsub0102,fsubcross07)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyrsub0102,fsubcross07)
+SUM(tfuture,netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,tfuture, rainruns,
runs,rainyrsub0102,fsubcross08)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyrsub0102,fsubcross08));
*we need to compare values in 08 period without expected values: hence why we use max3today
***********
*****new 2/25/18 separated final net (but mutulally exclusive, so can be same term)
* coming from rain03
Finalnet(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyrsub0304,rainyrsub0304,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=
netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
runs,"rain03",fsub0)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain03",fsub0)
*+netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year06", rainruns,
runs,"rain03","fire04")$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, "forwardlook","rain03",fsub0)
+netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,"year07", rainruns,
runs,rainyrsub0304,fsubcross07)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyrsub0304,fsubcross07)
*above is if we observe r01 in the year07
*Do the different paths
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+SUM(tfuture,netdisexp(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,tfuture, rainruns,
runs,rainyrsub0304,fsubcross08)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyrsub0304,fsubcross08));
*we need to compare values in 08 period without expected values: hence why we use max3today

**********
MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,"rain01",fsub0)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,"rain01",fsub0)=MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,"rain01",fsub0)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain01",fsub0);
MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,"rain03",fsub0)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,"rain03",fsub0)=MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,"rain03",fsub0)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain03",fsub0);
MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross07)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsubcross07)=MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,fsubcross07)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross07);
MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns,
runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08)=MS(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08)$maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08);
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)))))));
display finalnet;
loop(runsoutput,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(rainyrsub0102,
loop(fsub0,
loop(fsubcross07,
loop(fsubcross08tr01tr02(fsubcross08),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$((ord(rainyr) eq 1 or ord(rainyr) eq 2) and
(ord(fsubcross07) eq 1 or ord(fsubcross07) eq 2) and
(maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain01",fsub0) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross07) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross08tr01tr02)))=1;
))))))));
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loop(runsoutput,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyrsub0102,
loop(fsub0,
loop(fsubcross07,
loop(fsubcross08tr03tr04(fsubcross08),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$((ord(rainyr) eq 1 or ord(rainyr) eq 2) and
(ord(fsubcross07) eq 3 or ord(fsubcross07) eq 4) and
(maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain01",fsub0) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross07) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross08tr03tr04)))=1;
)))))));

********************
loop(runsoutput,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyrsub0304,
loop(fsub0,
loop(fsubcross07,
loop(fsubcross08tr01tr02(fsubcross08),
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loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$((ord(rainyr) eq 3 or ord(rainyr) eq 4) and
(ord(fsubcross07) eq 1 or ord(fsubcross07) eq 2) and
(maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain03",fsub0) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross07) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross08tr01tr02)))=1;
)))))));

**************************************************************
loop(runsoutput,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyrsub0304,
loop(fsub0,
loop(fsubcross07,
loop(fsubcross08tr03tr04(fsubcross08),
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
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decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$((ord(rainyr) eq 3 or ord(rainyr) eq 4) and
(ord(fsubcross07) eq 3 or ord(fsubcross07) eq 4) and
(maxout060708fsub_no_t("l00",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,"rain03",fsub0) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l01",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross07) and
maxout060708fsub_no_t("l02",itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr,fsubcross08tr03tr04)))=1;
)))))));
display decisionpaths;
loop(runsoutput,
loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
Loop(rainyrcross08(rainyr),
loop(fsub0,
loop(fsubcross07,
loop(fsubcross08,
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
decisionpaths11(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0)$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=1;
decisionpaths22(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07)$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=1;
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ri(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=Finalnet(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08);
ricrossed(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08,t25)$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=1$(saverainprods3newall(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity4, analysis,scenario,rollf,i,rainruns,
runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08,"year25","nochng","native") le .369999);
MS2(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyrcross08,fsub0);
MS2(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross07);
MS2(iter,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,
rainruns, runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)$decisionpaths(itersub,sensitivity1,
sensitivity2, sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns,
runs,rainyr,rainyrcross08,fsub0,fsubcross07,fsubcross08)=MS1(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2,
sensitivity3, sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub, rainruns, runs,rainyrcross08,fsubcross08);

)))))));
display
display
display
display

ri;
decisionpaths11;
decisionpaths22;
ricrossed;
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loop(rainrunsubset(rainruns),
loop(runs,
loop(rainyr,
loop(fsub0(fireyr),
display maxout060708fsub;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq ord(rollf))=1;
loopoveri(i)$(ord(i) eq (ord(rollf)+1))=1;
loopoverih=loopoveri(i)-moveforwardone(rollf);
*1-0
forwardlook=forwardlooks(runs) ;
rainseq=rainseqs(rainruns);
max06out(runs)=1$max1today(itersub,sensitivity1, sensitivity2, sensitivity3,
sensitivity4,analysis,scenario,rollf,isub,rainruns, runs,rainyr);
))));
$onListing

));
)))))));
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Appendix D GAMS include (.txt) files
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Appendix D1 Cattle Sales Prices
(3AveragePrices2013.txt)

279
table salep(iter,
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.

Year01
Year02
Year03
Year04
Year05
Year06
Year07
Year08
Year09
Year10
Year11
Year12
Year13
Year14
Year15
Year16
Year17
Year18
Year19
Year20
Year21
Year22
Year23
Year24
Year25
Year26
Year27
Year28
Year29
Year30
Year31
Year32
Year33
Year34

T,

livclass) sale prices of sale animals at Year T

bull
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88

scalf
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81

hcalf
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08

hyear
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97

buybcow
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27

cullcow
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69

280
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER001.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.

Year35
Year36
Year37
Year38
Year39
Year40
Year01
Year02
Year03
Year04
Year05
Year06
Year07
Year08
Year09
Year10
Year11
Year12
Year13
Year14
Year15
Year16
Year17
Year18
Year19
Year20
Year21
Year22
Year23
Year24
Year25
Year26
Year27
Year28
Year29
Year30
Year31

100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
100.88
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32

174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
174.81
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22

175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
175.08
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27

146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
146.97
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48

1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1568.27
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95

82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
82.69
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
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ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER002.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.

Year32
Year33
Year34
Year35
Year36
Year37
Year38
Year39
Year40
Year01
Year02
Year03
Year04
Year05
Year06
Year07
Year08
Year09
Year10
Year11
Year12
Year13
Year14
Year15
Year16
Year17
Year18
Year19
Year20
Year21
Year22
Year23
Year24
Year25
Year26
Year27
Year28

84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
84.32
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76

150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
150.22
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62

146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
146.27
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46

126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
126.48
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99

1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1287.95
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63

68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
68.88
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
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ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
ITER003.
;

Year29
Year30
Year31
Year32
Year33
Year34
Year35
Year36
Year37
Year38
Year39
Year40

67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76
67.76

125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62
125.62

117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46
117.46

105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99
105.99

1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63
1007.63

55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
55.08
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Appendix D2 Native grass and cheatgrass annual AUMs Ac-1, Hart Mountain study site
(Hart_Mt_aums_phse_3.txt)
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table treat(T,treatmnt,source) Forage production by treatment by year
*this “treatment/no treatment structure is from a previous study, the
*main thing here is that this include file provides the standard
*forage information pre-drought cycle. During the drought cycle these
*numbers are brought into the dynamic forage model to determine actual
*forage available over time”
Year01
Year02
Year03
Year04
Year05
Year06
Year07
Year08
Year09
Year10
Year11
Year12
Year13
Year14
Year15
Year16
Year17
Year18
Year19
Year20
Year21
Year22
Year23
Year24
Year25
Year26
Year27
Year28
Year29
Year30
Year31
Year32
Year33
Year34
Year35
Year36
Year37
Year38
Year39
Year40
;

nochng.native
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37

nochng.cheat
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
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Appendix D3 Indicating TID Years
(RainABCDPHASE3.txt, RainABCDsecondPHASE3.txt)
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Table
year01
year02
year03
year04
year05
year06
year07
year08
year09
year10
year11
year12
year13
year14
year15
year16
year17
year18
year19
year20
year21
year22
year23
year24
year25
year26
year27
year28
year29
year30
year31
year32
year33
year34
year35
year36
year37
year38
year39
year40
;

Rainint(T,rainyr) Index
Rain01 Rain02 Rain03
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.541
1
0.541
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

of producing following rain
Rain04
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.541
0.541
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table
year01
year02
year03
year04
year05
year06
year07
year08
year09
year10
year11
year12
year13
year14
year15
year16
year17
year18
year19
year20
year21
year22
year23
year24
year25
year26
year27
year28
year29
year30
year31
year32
year33
year34
year35
year36
year37
year38
year39
year40
;

Rainint1(T,rainyr) Index of producing following rain
Rain01 Rain02 Rain03 Rain04
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.541
0.541
0.541
0.541
1
1
0.541
0.541
1
0.541
1
0.541
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Appendix D4 Forage available if choosing rest vs. no rest, TIDR25 case
(75percentFireInt100newer1.txt
75percentFireInt100newer2.txt)
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Table
year01
year02
year03
year04
year05
year06
year07
year08
year09
year10
year11
year12
year13
year14
year15
year16
year17
year18
year19
year20
year21
year22
year23
year24
year25
year26
year27
year28
year29
year30
year31
year32
year33
year34
year35
year36
year37
year38
year39
year40

;

fireint(T,fireyr) structure use to read in the % of forage
available during rest year (see notes in code for how read in)
Fire01 Fire02 Fire03 Fire04
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
1
1
.75
1
.75
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table
year01
year02
year03
year04
year05
year06
year07
year08
year09
year10
year11
year12
year13
year14
year15
year16
year17
year18
year19
year20
year21
year22
year23
year24
year25
year26
year27
year28
year29
year30
year31
year32
year33
year34
year35
year36
year37
year38
year39
year40

;

fireint1(T,fireyr) structure use to read in the % of forage
available during rest year (see notes in code for how read in)
Fire01 Fire02 Fire03 Fire04
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.75
.75
1
1
.75
1
.75
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Appendix D5 Recovering and irreversible forage outcomes, combining rancher choice
(rest year) and TID years
(ceepathr01teq0.txt
ceepathr02teq0.txt
ceeforwardlookr01teq0.txt
ceepathr02teq0.txtceepathr02teq0.txt)
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Table ceepathr01teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0)
rain01.year06.00
rain02.year06.00
rain03.year06.00
rain04.year06.00
rain01.year07.00
rain02.year07.00
rain03.year07.00
rain04.year07.00
rain01.year08.00
rain02.year08.00
rain03.year08.00
rain04.year08.00
rain01.year06.01
rain02.year06.01
rain03.year06.01
rain04.year06.01
rain01.year07.01
rain02.year07.01
rain03.year07.01
rain04.year07.01
rain01.year08.01
rain02.year08.01
rain03.year08.01
rain04.year08.01
rain01.year06.02
rain02.year06.02
rain03.year06.02
rain04.year06.02
rain01.year07.02
rain02.year07.02
rain03.year07.02
rain04.year07.02
rain01.year08.02
rain02.year08.02
rain03.year08.02
rain04.year08.02

fire01
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.1
0.1
0.26
0.1
0.26
0.1

fire02
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
-0.1
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
.1
.1
0.26
0
0.26
0

fire03
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0.0
0.26
0.1
0.26
0.1

fire04
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
-0.1
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0

;

*note items in bold were read into model. Other lines (not bolded) are place
holders for other studies.
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Table ceepathr02teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0)
*r02teq0,path
fire01
fire02
fire03
rain01.year06.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain02.year06.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain03.year06.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain04.year06.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain01.year07.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year07.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year07.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain04.year07.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain01.year08.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year08.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain03.year08.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year08.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain01.year06.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain02.year06.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain03.year06.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain04.year06.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
rain01.year07.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year07.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year07.01
0.00
-0.1
0.00
rain04.year07.01
0.00
-0.1
0.00
rain01.year08.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year08.01
0.00
-0.1
0.00
rain03.year08.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year08.01
0.00
-0.1
0.00
rain01.year06.02
0.1
0.1
0.1
rain02.year06.02
0.1
0.1
0.1
rain03.year06.02
0.1
0.1
0.1
rain04.year06.02
0.1
0.1
0.1
rain01.year07.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year07.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year07.02
0.1
0.1
0.0
rain04.year07.02
0.1
0.1
0.0
rain01.year08.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year08.02
0.1
0.00
0.1
rain03.year08.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year08.02
0.1
0.00
0.1

fire04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
-0.1
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
;
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Table ceeforwardlookr01teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0)
*r01teq0, forwardlook
fire01
fire02
fire03
rain01.year06.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year06.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year06.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year06.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain01.year07.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year07.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year07.00
0
0
0
rain04.year07.00
0
0
0
rain01.year08.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year08.00
0
0
0
rain03.year08.00
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year08.00
0
0
0
rain01.year06.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year06.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year06.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year06.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain01.year07.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year07.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year07.01
0
-0.1
0
rain04.year07.01
0
-0.1
0
rain01.year08.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year08.01
0
-0.1
0
rain03.year08.01
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year08.01
0
-0.1
0
rain01.year06.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year06.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year06.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year06.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain01.year07.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year07.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain03.year07.02
0.1
0.1
0
rain04.year07.02
0.1
0.1
0
rain01.year08.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain02.year08.02
0.1
0
0.1
rain03.year08.02
0.26
0.26
0.26
rain04.year08.02
0.1
0
0.1

fire04
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
-0.1
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.26
-0.1
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0
0
0.26
0
0.26
0
;
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Table ceeforwardlookr02teq0(rainyr,t, analysis,fsub0)
rain01.year06.00
rain02.year06.00
rain03.year06.00
rain04.year06.00
rain01.year07.00
rain02.year07.00
rain03.year07.00
rain04.year07.00
rain01.year08.00
rain02.year08.00
rain03.year08.00
rain04.year08.00
rain01.year06.01
rain02.year06.01
rain03.year06.01
rain04.year06.01
rain01.year07.01
rain02.year07.01
rain03.year07.01
rain04.year07.01
rain01.year08.01
rain02.year08.01
rain03.year08.01
rain04.year08.01
rain01.year06.02
rain02.year06.02
rain03.year06.02
rain04.year06.02
rain01.year07.02
rain02.year07.02
rain03.year07.02
rain04.year07.02
rain01.year08.02
rain02.year08.02
rain03.year08.02
rain04.year08.02
;

fire01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.1
0.1
0.26
0.1
0.26
0.1

fire02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
0.26
0.26
-0.10
-0.10
0.26
-0.10
0.26
-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.1
0.1
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00

fire03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.0
0.0
0.26
0.10
0.26
0.1

fire04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
-0.10
0.26
0.26
-0.10
-0.10
0.26
-0.10
0.26
-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.00

